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1. Introduction
The rapid proliferation of the Internet has been driving communication networks closer and closer
to their limits, while available bandwidth is disappearing due to ever-increasing network loads. In the
past decade, optical ﬁber communication technology has increased the per ﬁber data rate from 10 Tb/s
to over 10 Pb/s [1]. A major explosion came after the maturity of coherent detection and advanced
digital signal processing (DSP), which enabled the achievement of high spectral and energy eﬃciency.
It is diﬃcult to overstate the impact that optical coherent technologies have had in both generating and
supporting the revolution of optical communications over the last 10 years.
As one of the key enablers in the coherent evolution of ﬁber communication systems, DSP has
made the innovation of high-order modulation formats possible in increasing spectral/power eﬃciency.
DSP can also compensate almost all linear and nonlinear distortions, and improve noise tolerance in
ﬁber systems. It provides a promising electrical solution for many problems in the optical domain.
For example, troublesome channel impairments due to chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization
mode dispersion (PMD) can be almost fully compensated through DSP-based equalizers. Furthermore,
DSP has the potential to ease the requirements for many optical components and can even take the
place of some optical functions.
2. Special Issue Papers
In this Special Issue, we present nine carefully selected papers, including three review articles and
six contributed papers. These papers cover advanced DSP techniques for long-distance, short-reach
applications, including systems that use conventional single mode ﬁbers (SMFs) and those based on
space-division multiplexing (SDM) ﬁbers, as well as links that use free-space wireless transmission.
The following summarizes these papers:
•

Advanced DSP for Coherent Optical Fiber Communication [2]
This paper provides an overview of recent progress on advanced DSP techniques for high-capacity,
long-haul, coherent optical ﬁber transmission systems. The authors ﬁrst introduce the principle and
scheme of coherent detection to explain why DSP can compensate for transmission impairments.
Then, the corresponding techniques for nonlinearity compensation, frequency-domain equalization
(FDE), SDM, and machine learning (ML) are discussed. Relevant techniques are analyzed, and
representational results and experimental veriﬁcations are demonstrated as well. This paper also
provides a brief conclusion and future perspectives at the end.

•

Recent Advances in DSP Techniques for Mode Division Multiplexing Optical Networks with
MIMO Equalization: A Review [3]
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This paper provides a technical review regarding the latest progress on multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) DSP equalization techniques for high-capacity ﬁber-optic communication networks.
The authors discuss state of the art of MIMO equalizers, predominantly focusing on the advantages
of implementing the space–time block coding (STBC)-assisted MIMO technique. They also present
a performance evaluation of diﬀerent MIMO frequency-domain equalization (FDE) schemes for
diﬀerential mode group delay (DMGD) and mode-dependent loss (MDL) issues in adaptive
coherent receivers. Moreover, optimization of hardware complexity in MIMO-DSP is discussed,
and a joint-compensation scheme is deliberated for CD and DMGD, along with a number of recent
experimental demonstrations using MIMO-DSP.
•

Recent Advances in Equalization Technologies for Short-Reach Optical Links Based on PAM4
Modulation: A Review [4]
The authors review the latest progress on DSP equalization technologies for short-reach optical
links based on four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) modulation. They introduce the
conﬁguration and challenges of the transmission system, and cover the principles and performance
of diﬀerent equalizers and some improved methods. In addition, machine learning algorithms are
discussed to mitigate nonlinear distortion for next-generation short-reach PAM4 links. A summary
of various equalization technologies is illustrated, and a perspective of the future trend is given
as well.

•

Experimental Investigation of 400 Gb/s Data Center Interconnect Using Unampliﬁed
High-Baud-Rate and High-Order QAM Single-Carrier Signal [5]
The authors review the latest progress on data center interconnects (DCI). They also discuss
diﬀerent perspectives on the 400G pluggable module, including form factor, architecture, digital
signal processing (DSP), and module power consumption, following 400G pluggable optics in
DCI applications. The authors also experimentally investigate the capacity-reach matrix for
high-baud-rate and high-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) single-carrier signals in
unampliﬁed single-mode optical ﬁber (SMF) links.

•

Compensation of Limited Bandwidth and Nonlinearity for Coherent Transponder [6]
The authors present a novel solution for optimizing the coeﬃcients of digital ﬁlters to mitigate
impairments due to limited bandwidth and nonlinearity in coherent transponders. They show
that limited bandwidth is improved by the ﬁnite impulse response ﬁlter, while nonlinearity is
mitigated by the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter.

•

Optical Transmitters without Driver Ampliﬁers-Optimal Operation Conditions [7]
The authors discuss the inﬂuence of waveform design on the root-mean-square amplitude and
the optical signal quality generated by a Mach–Zehnder modulator with a limited electrical swing
(Vpp). Speciﬁcally, the inﬂuence of the pulse shape, clipping, and digital pre-distortion on the
signal quality after the electrical-to-optical conversion are investigated. The ﬁndings are of interest
for single-channel intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) links, as well as optical
coherent communication links.

•

Performance Improvement for Mixed RF–FSO Communication System by Adopting Hybrid
Subcarrier Intensity Modulation [8]
This paper presents research on end-to-end mixed radio frequency–free space optical (RF–FSO)
systems with the hybrid pulse position modulation–binary phase shift keying–subcarrier intensity
modulation (PPM–BPSK–SIM) scheme in wireless optical communications. The RF link obeys
Rayleigh distribution and the FSO link experiences gamma-gamma distribution. The average bit
error rate (BER) for various PPM–BPSK–SIM schemes is derived with consideration of atmospheric
turbulence inﬂuence and pointing error condition. The outage probability and the average channel
capacity of the system are discussed as well.
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•

Post-FEC Performance of Pilot-Aided Carrier Phase Estimation over Cycle Slip [9]
The authors present the post-forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER) performance and the
cycle-slip (CS) probability of the carrier phase estimation (CPE) scheme based on the Viterbi–Viterbi
phase estimation (VVPE) algorithm and the VV cascaded by the pilot-aided-phase-unwrap (PAPU)
algorithm in a 56 Gbit/s quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) coherent communication system.

•

IBP Based Caching Strategy in D2D [10]
Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a key technology in 5G wireless systems, increasing
communication capacity and spectral eﬃciency. In this paper, the authors propose an Indian
buﬀet process-based D2D caching strategy (IBPSC) to provide high quality D2D communications
according to physical closeness between devices. Experimental results show that IBPSC achieves
the best network performance.

3. Future Trend
Network traﬃc has been increasing exponentially over decades. This enormous growth rate will
continue, in the foreseeable future, due to many newly-emerging and unanticipated digital applications
and services in the 5G network. To fulﬁll the ever-growing bandwidth demand, not only do the
spectral eﬃciencies of optical ﬁber communication systems need to be further improved, but also the
power/wavelength needs to be reduced so that higher individual data rates per wavelength (up to
multi-Tb/s) can be achieved with total aggregate capacities well beyond Pb/s. As one of the most
prominent enabling technologies, DSP has played a critical role in accommodating channel impairment
mitigation, enabling advanced modulation formats for spectral-eﬃcient transmission, and realizing
ﬂexible bandwidth. We believe more innovations in DSP techniques are needed to further reduce the
cost per bit, increase network eﬃciency, and approach the Shannon limit. We anticipate that more
optical functionalities will be achieved by DSP in the electrical domain, making future communication
networks more eﬃcient and ﬂexible.
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Abstract: In this paper, we provide an overview of recent progress on advanced digital signal
processing (DSP) techniques for high-capacity long-haul coherent optical ﬁber transmission systems.
Not only the linear impairments existing in optical transmission links need to be compensated,
but also, the nonlinear impairments require proper algorithms for mitigation because they become
major limiting factors for long-haul large-capacity optical transmission systems. Besides the time
domain equalization (TDE), the frequency domain equalization (FDE) DSP also provides a similar
performance, with a much-reduced computational complexity. Advanced DSP also plays an important
role for the realization of space division multiplexing (SDM). SDM techniques have been developed
recently to enhance the system capacity by at least one order of magnitude. Some impressive results
have been reported and have outperformed the nonlinear Shannon limit of the single-mode ﬁber
(SMF). SDM introduces the space dimension to the optical ﬁber communication. The few-mode ﬁber
(FMF) and multi-core ﬁber (MCF) have been manufactured for novel multiplexing techniques such as
mode-division multiplexing (MDM) and multi-core multiplexing (MCM). Each mode or core can
be considered as an independent degree of freedom, but unfortunately, signals will suﬀer serious
coupling during the propagation. Multi-input–multi-output (MIMO) DSP can equalize the signal
coupling and makes SDM transmission feasible. The machine learning (ML) technique has attracted
worldwide attention and has been explored for advanced DSP. In this paper, we ﬁrstly introduce the
principle and scheme of coherent detection to explain why the DSP techniques can compensate for
transmission impairments. Then corresponding technologies related to the DSP, such as nonlinearity
compensation, FDE, SDM and ML will be discussed. Relevant techniques will be analyzed, and
representational results and experimental veriﬁcations will be demonstrated. In the end, a brief
conclusion and perspective will be provided.
Keywords: optical ﬁber communication; digital signal processing; coherent detection; equalization;
nonlinearity compensation; space division multiplexing; machine learning; neural network

1. Introduction
With the development of Erbium doped ﬁber ampliﬁer (EDFA), wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), dispersion management and optical ﬁber nonlinearity compensation technologies, optical
ﬁber communication capacity has been rapidly improved over the past few decades. In addition,
the research on high-order modulation formats has also increased the transmission capacity and
spectral eﬃciency (SE) of optical ﬁbers. Due to a smaller bandwidth occupied (for the same bit rate),
systems with higher SE are usually more tolerant to chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization
mode dispersion (PMD). The fault tolerance to CD and PMD are particularly crucial in high bit-rate
transmission systems. In order to achieve a high SE, early works used direct detection (incoherent
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 4192; doi:10.3390/app9194192
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detection) and amplitude-based modulation (1-dimension). Actually, higher SE can be obtained using
coherent detection and 2-dimension modulation formats.
Coherent detection attracted intensive research in the 1980s due to its high receiver sensitivity.
With the invention of EDFA and the development of WDM systems, research in coherent optical
communication ceased in early 1990s, because of the diﬃculty and complexity of system implementation,
especially the complicated realization of optical phase locked loop. Phase and polarization management
turned out to be the major obstacles for the practical implementation of conventional coherent receivers.
Fortunately, both phase and polarization management can be realized in the electrical domain using
DSP. With the increasing demand on transmission capacity, coherent optical communication has
attracted widespread attention again in recent years, and has become an unprecedented and promising
approach for realizing high-capacity long-haul optical communication systems [1–5].
From the beginning of this century, coherent detection combined with large-bandwidth
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and DSP has increased the
achievable capacity of optical ﬁber communication systems [6–10]. In coherent optical communication,
information is encoded onto optical carrier waves in the complex domain, and the optical signal
carrying all information is transmitted to the front end, after undergoing a series of linear and nonlinear
impairments. In order to recover the transmitted signal and obtain the original information, it is
necessary to measure the full complex electric ﬁeld of the light wave, which means that the phase and
the magnitude of optical carrier ﬁeld both need to be detected. Using coherent detection, the complex
ﬁeld of the received signal can be completely acquired, and the linear transmission impairments,
such as CD and PMD, can be fully compensated by using static and adaptive DSP.
One of the main beneﬁts of coherent optical communication is the possibility of compensation
of transmission impairments using DSP. Compensation of linear impairments such as CD and PMD
are now implemented using DSP. Compensation of nonlinear impairments brings about an increase
in the fundamental capacity limit for ﬁber transmission, which is an important research area for
coherent optical communications. Advanced DSP has also been developed in the frequency domain to
reduce the computational complexity and maintain all of the advantages of time domain equalization
(TDE) based adaptive digital ﬁlters. Machine learning (ML) techniques have become one of the most
promising disciplines and is beneﬁcial to optical ﬁber communication applications such as nonlinearity
mitigation, optical performance monitoring (OPM), carrier recovery, in-band optical signal-to-noise
ratio (OSNR) estimation and modulation format classiﬁcation, and especially, advanced DSP.
In this paper, the latest development and progress of DSP approaches for coherent optical
communications are reviewed. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the principle
and schematic of the coherent detection as well as linear impairments equalization. From Section 3 to
Section 5, nonlinearity compensation, SDM applications and FDE approaches are presented in detail,
respectively. Section 6 will explore the application of recently proposed and promising ML technologies
in optical communications. A brief conclusion with our perspectives is provided in the last section.
2. Principle of Coherent Detection and Linear Impairments Equalization
The coherent receiver based on an intradyne system is shown in Figure 1a [11]. The input signal
interferes with the local oscillator (LO) laser, which usually has the same frequency as the transmitter
laser in the 90-degree optical hybrid device. Balanced detectors (BDs) are often used to reject the
common mode noise. In order to detect both real and imaginary parts, the input signal is mixed with the
real part of the LO in one arm and the imaginary part in the other arm through the 90-degree phase delay
between the signal and the LO introduced by the 90-degree hybrid. Polarization diversity is introduced
to ensure the detection of both polarizations of the signal. It is noted that the LO does not require the
phase and polarization locking for the input signal. Then the electrical signal is digitalized using the
ADCs with two samples per symbol, and then the DSP is further applied. Adaptive ﬁltering is a subject
of extensive research and many results have been reported [12]. Essentially, an equalizer of butterﬂy
structure is preferred since adaptive algorithms must be applied to recover the polarization-division
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multiplexed (PDM) signals. The butterﬂy structured equalizer is shown in Figure 1b. Here we will
ﬁrst focus on the physical background and discuss the principle of coherent DSP for recovering the
transmitted information. The details of algorithms will be explored after that.
Why can the electrical ﬁeld of the detected signal be recovered, and what are the physical reasons
behind this? The answer lies in the model of the optical ﬁber transmission system. In order to simplify
the discussion, we ﬁrstly consider the SMF system and linear impairments, which can be solved based
on linear ﬁber optics.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a typical coherent receiver; (b) Equalizer with butterﬂy structure.

The SMF supports the propagation of two polarized lightwaves. Optical waves usually do
not remain in the principle orientation when they are propagating through the optical ﬁber. In the
long-haul SMF system, the polarization modes are strongly coupled. Signal propagation in each
section can be modeled as a 2 × 2 matrix. When the ﬁber is longer than the correlation length, it can be
modeled as a concatenation of multiple sections with independent characteristics as shown in Figure 2.
The overall transmission matrix H is the product of all independent matrices. No matter what the
orientation of polarization beam splitters is, signals in two polarizations (EXout and EYout ) cannot be
distinguished due to the serious coupling between two degenerate modes. Therefore, the necessary
condition for recovering the transmitted signals is that the transmission matrix has to be reversible
(or unitary for the best case). The output electrical ﬁeld can then be linked to the input electrical ﬁeld
by the matrix. The polarization state variation during transmission can be deduced through a unitary
Jones matrix J. Regardless of the polarization dependent loss or signal attenuation (fully compensated
through ampliﬁcation), the overall transmission matrix H is deﬁnitely unitary and of course reversible.
Compared with the CD, which can be regarded as constant, the channel transfer matrix varies with
time, due to the rapid and random polarization coupling, so the adaptive DSP scheme has to be
utilized. The equalizer with butterﬂy structure has been widely utilized. This type of equalizer can
demultiplex the PDM signals with signiﬁcant crosstalk and can also equalize linear impairments well.
The reverse transfer matrix H−1 is comprised of four elements. Each element includes a tap-weight
7
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vector based ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter. The length of adaptive digital ﬁlter should be equal
to, or a bit longer than, the impulse response spread of the distorted signal. A variety of polarization
demultiplexing algorithms have been proposed, such as constant modulus algorithm (CMA), least
mean square (LMS), recursive least square (RLS), radius directed equalization (RDE) and so on [13,14].
The details of the CMA algorithm are described below, and the tap weights vector of the equalizer is
adapted by the following:
∗
hxx = hxx + μεCMA,X EXout · EXin
∗
hxy = hxy + μεCMA,X EXout · EYin
(1)
∗
h yx = h yx + μεCMA,Y EYout · EXin
∗
h yy = h yy + μεCMA,Y EYout · EYin
εCMA,X = 1 − |EXout |2
εCMA,Y = 1 − |EYout |2

(2)

where μ is the iteration factor, ε is the result of the error function. The “·” denotes the vector dot
product. E∗ denotes for the complex conjugate form. All tap weights are typically set to zero initially,
except for the central taps of hxx and h yy which are set to unity. The sample rate is twice the symbol
rate while the ﬁlter tap weights are updated every two samples. The equalization outputs for the two
polarizations are:
EXout = hxx · EXin + hxy · EYin
(3)
EYout = h yx · EXin + h yy · EYin
Another widely employed algorithm is called LMS. LMS is a type of the stochastic gradient
algorithms. Tap weights are determined by the update scheme as follows.
∗
hxx = hxx + μεLMS,X EXin
∗
hxy = hxy + μεLMS,X EYin
∗
h yx = h yx + μεLMS,Y EXin
∗
h yy = h yy + μεLMS,Y EYin

(4)

εLMS,X = RX − EXout
εLMS,Y = RY − EYout

(5)

RX = exp( jθx )dx
RY = exp( jθ y )d y

(6)

∗ , EY∗ represent the complex conjugate of the sampled input signal vectors and EX , EY
where EXin
out
out
in
is the output of the equalizer. Its equalization error is deﬁned by the diﬀerence between the reference
signal R and the output signal, which includes both the amplitude and the phase information. R is
the reference signal, dx , d y are training signals or decision signals, θx , θ y are the estimated symbol
phase after frequency oﬀset compensation and carrier phase estimation (CPE). At the beginning, the
equalizer works in the training symbol (TS) mode. Once the equalizer has converged, it moves into a
decision-directed (DD) mode. This working scheme is deﬁned as DD-LMS.
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Figure 2. Model of the linear ﬁber transmission link.

Before the ﬁnal stage of restoring the data and applying forward error correction (FEC), speciﬁc
algorithms are employed to execute the frequency oﬀset compensation and CPE [15–21]. In theory,
coherent detection requires the frequency and the phase of the LO wave to be exactly the same as those
of the signal carrier. However, due to the inﬂuence of fabrication imperfection of optical devices and
environment variation, the frequencies of the transmitter and the LO lasers would not be completely
consistent. Besides, the linewidth of the lasers will also introduce the corresponding phase noise, which
is always considered as a Wiener process. The large amount of additional phase noise is quite harmful
to the phase modulated signal. The purpose of the carrier recovery algorithm in the coherent receiver
is to remove the impairments of carrier frequency oﬀset and phase noise by processing a discrete data
sample sequence. The principle of the frequency oﬀset estimation is shown in Figure 3. In the case of
considering the symbol phase only, it is assumed that the sampling value of the kth symbol received is:
S(k) = exp{ j(θs (k) + ΔωkT + θL (k) + θASE (k))}

(7)

where θs (k) represents the modulated phase, ΔωkT is additional phase caused by frequency oﬀset,
θL (k) is the phase noise from the laser linewidth, θASE (k) is related to the ampliﬁed spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise, T is the symbol period. In high-speed optical transmission systems, θL varies
slowly relative to the symbol rate. By calculating the phase diﬀerence between the adjacent symbols,
the θL can be removed.
(8)
S(k)S∗ (k − 1) = exp{ j(Δθs + ΔωT + θASE )}

Figure 3. Block diagram of the frequency estimator.

Take the quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) signal as an example. The QPSK signal has
π 3π 5π 7π
two types of modulated phase which are (0, π2 , π, 3π
2 ) and ( 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 ), but the Δθs will always be
(0, π2 , π, 3π
)
.
The
modulated
phase
will
disappear
by
a
power
of four calculation:
2

(S(k)S∗ (k − 1))4 = exp{ j(4ΔωT + 4θASE )}

(9)

In high-speed optical transmission systems, the frequency shift is also a slow variation process
relative to the symbol rate, so that the frequency oﬀset corresponding to multiple consecutive symbols
can be regarded as the same. In this case, a series of consecutive symbols in a block can be processed
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together to estimate the frequency oﬀset. The eﬀect of θASE is quite small after the average operation
and can be neglected at the optical SNR scenario. Then the frequency oﬀset is obtained through:


(S(k)S∗ (k − 1))4 /N = exp{ j(4Δω̂T )}

(10)

N



arg{

(S(k)S∗ (k − 1))4 /N}/4 = Δω̂T

(11)

N

After the frequency oﬀset estimation and compensation, carrier phase recovery is used to remove
the phase noise component θL and Δω KT caused by the linewidth and residual frequency oﬀset
of the lasers at the transceiver Δω = Δω − Δω̂. Viterbi–Viterbi phase estimation algorithm is a
commonly used feed-forward digital CPE algorithm [22]. Figure 4 shows the principle diagram of the
Viterbi–Viterbi CPE. The processing ﬂow of the algorithm is similar to the aforementioned frequency
oﬀset estimation algorithm. The main steps are shown as follows:
S (k) = exp{ j(θs (k) + θL (k) + Δω kT + θASE )}
= exp{ j(θs (k) + θL  (k) + θASE )}

(12)

where θL  (k) is the carrier phase noise of the symbol k, θL  (k) = θL (k) + Δω kT

(S (k))4 = exp{ j(4θL  (k) + 4θASE )}

(13)

θL caused by the laser linewidth is the main part of the θL  . It changes slowly, in contrast to
the high-speed symbol stream and can basically be regarded as stable in a continuous symbol block.
M symbols are considered to eliminate the eﬀect of θASE to increase the accuracy of estimation by
means of averaging symbols.

(S (k))4 /M = exp{ j(4θ̂L  )}
(14)
M

arg(



(S (k))4 /M)/4 = θ̂L 

(15)

M

Equation (15) is suitable for the (0, π2 , π, 3π
2 ) QPSK modulated signal. The residual value
of modulated phase π will exist in the symbolic phase after the power of four operations if the
5π 7π
( π4 , 3π
4 , 4 , 4 ) modulation is applied. Then Equation (15) will be expressed as:

(arg(



(S (k))4 /M) − π)/4 = θ̂L 

(16)

M

The carrier phase error calculated by M symbols will be shared with M symbols for phase
compensation:
S (k) = S (k) exp(− jθ̂L  )
(17)
Some typical achievements have been reported recently. Savory et al. demonstrated a 10 Gbaud
PDM-QPSK experiment over 6400 km with DSP equalization [23]. The experimental results of equalized
constellation diagrams of the two polarizations are shown in Figure 5. Zhou et al. proposed and
demonstrated 400 Gbit/s experiments on a 50 GHz grid and successfully achieved 1200 km and 4000 km
transmission [10]. Winzer et al. reported a 56 Gbaud, 224 Gbit/s PDM-QPSK 2500 km transmission
experiment assisted by coherent detection with all linear impairments compensation. The experiment
results of BER and transmission performance are shown in Figure 6a,b [24]. The authors of [25]
developed 10-channel 28 Gbaud PDM 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (PDM-16QAM) signals
transmitted over 1200 km.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of carrier phase estimator.

Figure 5. Recovered constellation diagrams for the two polarizations after 6400 km transmission with
an estimated BER = 2.4 × 10−3 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) B2B BER performance at 56 Gbaud: single polarization 112 Gbit/s quadrature-phaseshift-keying (QPSK) and 224 Gbit/s polarization-division multiplexed (PDM)-QPSK; (b) Q-factor and
optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) vs. transmission distance.

3. Nonlinearity Compensation
Essentially, optical signals will suﬀer linear and nonlinear impairments during propagation along
optical ﬁbers, which limit the transmission capacity. When WDM is introduced to increase the capacity
of optical ﬁbers, the nonlinearity and dispersion can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the signal quality. Therefore,
mitigating or compensating these impairments is an important part of optical ﬁber communication
research. At present, the method of compensating linear impairments (including CD and PMD) is
almost mature, so the nonlinear impairment becomes the limiting factor of increasing optical ﬁber
system capacity. Enlarging the number of WDM channels or reducing the channel spacing will increase
the nonlinear impairment. In addition, in order to use the higher-order modulation format to improve
the SE and increase the transmission distance, it is necessary to improve the OSNR. Increasing the
OSNR to a given level requires the increase of signal power, which in turn, results in more serious
nonlinear impairments. Therefore, the reduction or compensation of nonlinear impairments can
signiﬁcantly increase the capacity of optical ﬁber channels.
11
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Recent developments in coherent optical communication have enabled the complex electric ﬁeld
of signals to be obtained in the digital domain. Thus, it is possible to compensate for nonlinear
impairments in the signal waveforms propagating along the optical ﬁber. Furthermore, as long as
adjacent channels are received, compensation for nonlinear impairments among channels, such as
cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM), is also possible. Among the proposed
nonlinearity compensation technologies, the digital backward propagation (DBP) has proved to be the
most promising approach. The recent proposed investigation has demonstrated that the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE) can be solved in the digital domain to compensate all deterministic
ﬁber transmission impairments in a PDM WDM environment. The DBP method is based on solving
the nonlinear propagation equation along the backward direction. However, the computational
load of DBP is heavy. It is still very important to investigate computational eﬃciently nonlinearity
compensation algorithms for dispersion-unmanaged coherent transmission systems. Li et al. have
demonstrated approaches to reduce computational load including implementing DBP using coupled
NLSEs [26,27], XPM walk-oﬀ factorization [28] and folded DBP for dispersion-managed systems,
which have the potential to reduce computational load to the same order of magnitude for dispersion
compensation for a dispersion unmanaged system [29].
The schematic of DBP method is shown in Figure 7. A is the complex electric ﬁeld of the received
signal, D̂ and N̂ are the linear and the nonlinear operators, respectively. The signal is distorted in the
real transmission ﬁber and is compensated through the virtual ﬁber. The received signal is processed
by a digital model with opposite propagation parameters after it is detected at the receiver after
transmission. Backward propagated NLSE can be expressed as [1]:
∂A
= (D̂ + N̂ )A
∂(−z)
D̂ = −j

(18)

β 2 ∂2
β3 ∂3
α
+
−
2 ∂t2
6 ∂t3 2

(19)

N̂ = jγ|A|2

(20)

where α, β2 , β3 and γ are the attenuation, ﬁrst- and second-order group velocity dispersion and ﬁber
nonlinear coeﬃcients, respectively.

Figure 7. Schematic of digital back propagation (DBP) using the symmetric split-step method (SSM).

The performance of DBP algorithm mainly depends on the accurate estimation of NLSE
propagation parameters. NLSE is usually solved by split-step Fourier method (SSFM). The optical ﬁber
is divided into N segments, and each section has to be small enough to guarantee the optical power
not to change much within the segment, since the nonlinear eﬀects are power dependent. Another role
is to ensure that the accumulation of dispersion and nonlinear eﬀects is not so strong so as to cause
serious interactions. Then the dispersion and the nonlinear eﬀects can be considered independently in
each small section, and can be executed successively (as an approximation to the simultaneous eﬀect).
In SSFM, the linear part and the nonlinear part are solved separately. The linear part is solved in
frequency domain while the nonlinear part is solved in the time domain. Using backward propagated
NLSE equation, all deterministic impairments (linear and nonlinear) in optical ﬁber transmission
can be compensated. Compensation can be performed at the transmitter before signal transmission
(pre-compensation) or at the receiver after signal detection (post-compensation). In most cases, DBP
is implemented in conjunction with coherent receivers as a post-compensation. In the absence of
12
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noise in the transmission link, the two DBP schemes are equivalent. Since the backward propagation
operator acts on the complex envelope of the electrical ﬁeld, the DBP algorithm can be applied to
any modulation format in principle. The performance of DBP is limited by ASE noise, because it is
a stochastic noise source and cannot be compensated. DBP can only compensate for deterministic
signal distortions.
The team from the University of Central Florida has studied the issue of nonlinearity compensation
in WDM systems [26–28,30,31]. Nonlinear eﬀects in optical ﬁbers include self-phase modulation (SPM),
XPM and FWM. Three nonlinear eﬀects in optical ﬁbers are separated using the coupling equation,
and the system performance can be optimized by neglecting the items that have little inﬂuence on
equalization results, but that require signiﬁcant computation load. Compared with SPM and XPM,
the computation load of FWM eﬀect is much heavier. However, FWM needs phase matching to have
a signiﬁcant impact and the FWM eﬀect can be neglected in non-zero dispersion shift optical ﬁber
transmission system because it is far from the phase matching point. In this type of system, FWM items
can be omitted and only the eﬀects of SPM and XPM need to be compensated and the computational
burden is reduced [26]. The simulation results are shown in Figures 8–10. Figures 9 and 10 show
that XPM and FWM compensation produces the same Q value in 100 GHz channel spacing, and the
inﬂuence of FWM is negligible. Larger channel spacing leads to a higher phase mismatch, and the
FWM will contribute even less.

Figure 8. Constellation and eye diagrams. (A) B2B; (B) After chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation;
(C) After cross-phase modulation (XPM) compensation.

Figure 9. Received Q factor for channel spacing is 100 GHz with (A) XPM compensation and (B) XPM
+ four-wave mixing (FWM) compensation.
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Figure 10. Q factor and step size for XPM and FWM compensation within the 50 GHz and 100 GHz grids.

But in the low dispersion region, FWM with phase matching condition will aﬀect the performance
of the transmitted signal signiﬁcantly. There is a trade-oﬀ between the computational cost and the
compensation eﬀect for the FWM mitigation. The inﬂuence of the nearest channel and the second
nearest channel has to be considered, while the inﬂuence of the far channel could be neglected. Using
this approximation, the Q value of the observed channel can be increased with a small amount of
computation [27]. The interchannel nonlinear eﬀect XPM can be reduced by the walk-oﬀ eﬀect caused
by dispersion. The step size of SSFM can be greatly increased and the computation cost can be
reduced by separating walk-oﬀ eﬀect [28]. As shown in Figure 11, the performance of DSP improves
dramatically for the XPM compensation. The step size requirements for XPM compensation using the
conventional approach, and the approach by the authors of [28], are shown in Figure 12. It indicates
that the step size can be increased substantially based on the SSFM. For the PDM WDM system, it can
be treated by solving coupled Manakov equations, ignoring the FWM item with high computational
requirements, and only compensating the XPM eﬀect [30,31].
DBP has been experimentally studied in a series of recent works from University College
London. Makovejs et al. have studied the performance improvement of single channel PDM-16QAM
112 Gbit/s system after nonlinear compensation. It is found that the maximum transmission distance
can be increased from 1440 km (EDC only) to 2400 km (DBP) [32]. Savory et al. experimentally
studied 112 Gbit/s non-return to zero (NRZ) PDM-QPSK WDM system. It was found that using
intrachannel nonlinear compensation, the maximum transmission distance of a single channel system
was increased by 46% while that of a WDM system with 100 GHz channel spacing was increased by
23% respectively [33]. Millar et al. studied 10.7 Gbaud PDM-QPSK and PDM-16QAM systems and
reported that the transmission reaches have been extended to 7780 km and 1600 km, respectively [34].
Behrens et al. studied a 224 Gbit/s PDM-16QAM system and proved that the maximum transmission
distance can be increased by 18–25% with the DBP implemented [35].
A 112 Gbit/s PDM-QPSK system has been studied and proposed by University College Cork in
2011. The simpliﬁcation method revealed the correlation eﬀect of adjacent symbols and realized a
remarkable reduction of computation cost [36]. Similarly, the use of a correlated backpropagation
(CBP) for nonlinearity compensation has been reported in a 112 Gbit/s PDM-QPSK system [37], and the
step size of DBP can be increased by 70%. Dou et al. have proposed a low-complexity predistortion
method for intrachannel nonlinearity compensation and have experimentally veriﬁed this approach in
a 43 Gbit/s PDM-QPSK coherent system [38]. Other groups also made impressive contributions to this
area, and more details can be found in Refs. [39–42].
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Figure 11. Performance results for: (A) 12 channels, (B) 24 channels and (C) 36 channels respectively.

Figure 12. Step size for the advanced and conventional implementation of the split-step Fourier method
(SSFM): (A) 12 channels, (B) 24 channels and (C) 36 channels respectively.
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4. SDM and Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE)
SDM can increase the system capacity and exceed the nonlinear Shannon limit per ﬁber. Many
eﬀorts have been made in this area and important results have been presented. The maximum
number of multiplexing has reached 72 and the capacity has reached beyond 10 Pbit/s. The authors
of [43] reported a 10 × 112 Gb/s PDM-QPSK transmission in FMF over 5032 km as quasi-signal
mode (QSM) application, after which the reach is extended to 7326 km [44]. Zhao et al. deduced
the theoretical analysis result about the minimum number of spans required for a 3000 km QSM
system [45]. More demonstrations such as transmission distance reach 14,350 km by using 12 core ﬁber
were also reported [46]. E. Ip et al. demonstrated a WDM and MDM transmission with 146 channels
and 3 linear polarized (LP) modes over 500 km. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 13 [47].
Another experiment by Ryf et al. demonstrated a 12 × 12 MIMO transmission over 130 km FMF
with 8 wavelengths [48]. Fontaine et al. demonstrated a 30 × 30 MIMO transmission over 15 spatial
modes [49] and Ryf et al. demonstrated a 72 × 72 MIMO DSP experimental result which is the current
record of multiplexing numbers [50]. The SDM system capacity reached 1 Pbit/s in 2013 [51], and
exceeded 2 Pbit/s two years later [52]. In 2017, an over 10 Pbit/s SDM transmission was demonstrated
by Soma et al. which made a new milestone to ﬁber transmission ﬁeld [53].

Figure 13. Experiment setup for a few-mode ﬁber (FMF) loop experiment.

The mode coupling and core coupling cause serious signal distortions so the MIMO DSP also
needed to be applied to recover the information on each mode or ﬁber core. In the SDM system,
the inverse transmission matrix is extended from 2 × 2 to D × D dimension where D is the overall
coupling degree of freedom in the SDM system. The computational complexity of FIR ﬁlters increases
with the number of delay taps. The transmitted signal suﬀers a large amount of DMGD and will
continuously accumulate with the transmission distance. Large DMGD requires the digital ﬁlter with
a greater number of taps, so the computational complexity will also increase dramatically. To reduce
the complexity of the equalization algorithm, FDE is applied by employing discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) and complex multiplications in a block-by-block way instead of convolutions in the time-domain
ﬁlters [54,55]. Theoretically, the change rate of channel parameters should be much slower than the
packet rate to ensure the equalization performance. Optical ﬁber communication systems are generally
slow-varying so this condition can be easily satisﬁed.
The evaluation criterion for the equalization algorithm is the number of complex multiplications
per symbol per mode. The computational cost of TDE scales linearly with the number of taps, while
the FDE scales logarithmically with the ﬁlter length. The complexity excluding carrier recovery for
these two types of algorithms can be expressed as:
CTDE = 3mΔτLRs
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CFDE = (4 + 4m) log2 (2ΔτLRs ) + 8m

(22)

where Δτ is the DMGD of the ﬁber, L is the link distance, Rs is the symbol rate, m can be considered as
the number of degree of freedoms utilized for transmission. The algorithmic complexities of both FDE
and TDE as a function of ﬁlter length are shown in Figure 14. More detailed explanations can be found
in Ref. [56].
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Figure 14. Complex multiplies per symbol vs. ﬁlter tap length.

As mentioned above, the computational complexity is determined by the degree of freedom and
the diﬀerential mode group delay (DMGD). It is necessary to study and reduce the computational
complexity of SDM applications. Several works have been reported to address this issue [57–60].
Compared with the TDE method, the FDE method can signiﬁcantly reduce the computational
complexity while maintaining the same performance. Some experimental results have been presented
for SDM transmission, achieved by FDE. We have experimentally demonstrated an RLS FDE approach
for MDM with good performance. The block diagram of the proposed algorithm and experimental
results are shown in Figures 15 and 16 [60].
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Figure 15. Block diagram of recursive least square (RLS) frequency domain equalization (FDE) for
m-dimension system operating on two samples per symbol.
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Figure 16. Comparison between conventional least mean square (LMS) and VFF-RLS/RLS: Q2
vs. Distance.

5. AI for Optical Fiber Communication
Optical communication networks and systems have started to use artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
technologies to improve the performance, from equipment to control and management. Machine
learning (ML), as a main branch of AI, provides many powerful models for optical communication.
One of the main applications of ML technology is to perform optimal classiﬁcation [61–63].
Demodulation of signals in point-to-point optical communication systems is crucial for achieving
high-capacity transmission performance and is normally aﬀected by nonlinear impairments and their
interactions along the propagation. Classic demodulation techniques (e.g., maximum likelihood)
cannot cope with high dimensional nonlinearities and channel dynamicity. Therefore, recent advances
in ML and deep learning (ANNs, DNNs and CNNs) gives the potential to solve these challenges.
The optimal classiﬁcation can thus be directly applied for an optimal symbol detection in optical
communication systems. For a memoryless nonlinearity, such as nonlinear phase noise, I/Q modulator
and drive electronics nonlinearity, Euclidean distance measurement results in that the linear decision
boundary is no longer optimal. For these special cases, ML techniques can be used to obtain the
optimal symbol detection and decision boundary. Then DSP algorithm is used to detect the optimal
symbols. ML has also been applied in many other applications such as optical performance monitoring,
parameters estimation and nonlinearity mitigation [64–68]. A typical block diagram of ML for symbol
classiﬁcation in optical communication systems is illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Block diagram of machine learning for symbol classiﬁcation.
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An example is implemented here to show the performance of DNN on mitigating the inter-carrier
interference (ICI) in the non-orthogonal multicarrier optical ﬁber transmission systems with sub-carrier
spacing below the symbol rate. The spectrally eﬃcient frequency division multiplexing (SEFDM)
technique is employed in such non-orthogonal multicarrier transmission systems [69,70]. The SEFDM
transmission occupies a sub-carrier spacing below the symbol rate at the expense of a loss of
orthogonality to enhance the achievable spectral eﬃciency. The challenge in the SEFDM system
is the inter-carrier interference (ICI) during the bandwidth compression [71]. As illustrated in
Figure 18, ﬁve types of neural networks are designed for suppressing the ICI of non-orthogonal
signals [72], including no connection-neural network (N-NN), partial connection-neural network
(P-NN), hybrid1-neural network (H1-NN), hybrid2-neural network (H2-NN), full connection-neural
network (F-NN). These NN architectures represent diﬀerent connectivity between the input, output and
hidden cells in the neural networks. The complexity also depends on the NN architecture. The N-NN
has the lowest computational complexity since all the input cells are independent and can be operated
in parallel. The F-NN has the highest computational complexity since all neurons are connected and
each connection link requires arithmetical computation.

Figure 18. Neural network structures for inter-carrier interference (ICI) suppression in spectrally
eﬃcient frequency division multiplexing (SEFDM) systems.

The employed deep neural networks follow the architectures in Figure 18, and the Sigmoid
function is applied as the activation function at each layer. The neural network is trained oﬀ-line
using a large amount of simulated random symbols (~40,000 QPSK) in the optical SEFDM system.
The number of sub-carriers in this case is set to 4 and the bandwidth compression factor is set to α = 0.8.
Please see Ref. [72] for more detailed information regarding the transmission system.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 19 to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of NNs on SEFDM signal
recovery. Their performance is compared with traditional SEFDM signal detection (hard decision).
Figure 19a indicates the B2B scenario and Figure 19b indicates the scheme of 80 km transmission.
Similar behaviors can be found in both scenarios. The N-DNN shows a performance close to that of the
hard-decision detection, as each input cell is independently processed. Although there are suﬃcient
neurons and hidden layers to improve the training accuracy, the independent processing architecture
results in similar performance as the hard decision. The P-DNN provide a better performance since two
input cells are connected and jointly trained, where more accurate interference features can be extracted
from the network. The H1-DNN network shows further improved performance since the middle input
cells are connected to neighboring input cells and therefore accurate interference emulation for the
middle cells can be realized. As an evolved version, H2-DNN slightly outperforms the H1-DNN,
where the interference to the edge input cell can be properly modelled through the neighboring neuron
connection. The F-DNN provides the best performance the since the complete interference to each
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sub-carrier is estimated with additional neuron connections. Therefore, the complete interference
information can be extracted from the SEFDM signal and an accurate model can be trained.

Figure 19. ICI cancellation using NNs. (a) B2B (back-to-back) case. (b) 80 km ﬁber transmission.

6. Conclusions
Coherent optical ﬁber communication has become an important ﬁeld with the development of
DSP techniques in both hardware and software. Fiber linear impairments can be compensated using
static and adaptive ﬁlters while ﬁber nonlinearities can be compensated using the DBP method. SDM
is considered as one of the most eﬀective approaches to overcome the capacity crunch. The capacity
of SDM system has been increased signiﬁcantly with the improvement of novel DSP technologies.
With the continuous reduction of the system cost and power consumption, DSP based coherent optical
communication systems have been deployed widely. AI has been employed as an eﬀective DSP tool in
the coherent detection, however it still stays in the initial phase. Future research is greatly required to
investigate the true capability and powerful function of ML in optical communications and other areas
of optoelectronics. This paper has been focused on the applications of DSP in coherent optical systems.
However, there are also applications of advanced DSP algorithms in other promising systems such as
direct-detection systems which could oﬀer lower-cost implementations of optical communications.
This will be investigated in our future work.
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Abstract: This paper provides a technical review regarding the latest progress on multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) digital signal processing (DSP) equalization techniques for high-capacity
ﬁber-optic communication networks. Space division multiplexing (SDM) technology was initially
developed to improve the demanding capacity of optic-interconnect links through mode-division
multiplexing (MDM) using few-mode ﬁbers (FMF), or core-multiplexing exploiting multicore ﬁbers
(MCF). Primarily, adaptive MIMO ﬁltering techniques were proposed to de-multiplex the signals
upon different modes or cores, and to dynamically compensate for the differential mode group
delays (DMGD) plus mode-dependent loss (MDL) via DSP. Particularly, the frequency-domain
equalization (FDE) techniques suggestively lessen the algorithmic complexity, compared with
time-domain equalization (TDE), while holding comparable performance, amongst which the
least mean squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms are most ubiquitous
and, hence, extensively premeditated. In this paper, we not only enclose the state of the art
of MIMO equalizers, predominantly focusing on the advantage of implementing the space–time
block-coding (STBC)-assisted MIMO technique, but we also cover the performance evaluation for
different MIMO-FDE schemes of DMGD and MDL for adaptive coherent receivers. Moreover,
the hardware complexity optimization for MIMO-DSP is discussed, and a joint-compensation scheme
is deliberated for chromatic dispersion (CD) and DMGD, along with a number of recent experimental
demonstrations using MIMO-DSP.
Keywords: digital signal processing; multi-input multi-output; mode-division multiplexing; least
mean squares; frequency-domain equalization; recursive least squares; space–time block-coding;
mode-dependent loss

1. Introduction
The space division multiplexing (SDM) systems were proposed to improve the capacity of
ﬁber-optic transmission links, either by means of core multiplexing exploiting multicore ﬁbers (MCF),
or with mode-division multiplexing (MDM) using few-mode ﬁbers (FMF) [1–3]. Device integration is
the most likely approach to accomplish power consumption and cost reduction, through a variety of
proposals for realizing parallel spatial channels, including integrating parallel transmitters, receivers,
and ampliﬁers in the same device, as well as utilizing various multimode or multicore ﬁbers, as shown
in Figure 1 [4].
Amongst these proposals, the simplest solution is to solely apply ﬁber bundles to have the same
behavior as N single-mode ﬁbers, which can consist of a ﬁber ribbon or a multi-element ﬁber as
displayed in Figure 1a. Such a multi-element ﬁber provides a smooth upgrade path where all existing
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 1178; doi:10.3390/app9061178
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components can be reused, and the power consumption and cost go up with the scale of the ﬁber
bundles. In contrast, MCFs epitomize the next step in parallel ﬁber integration, where the adjacent
ﬁber cores are enclosed in the same glass cladding, and it allows novel system architectures such as
local oscillator sharing with less temperature-dependent ﬂuctuation, as revealed in Figure 1b. It is
worth mentioning that MCFs are usually designed with low inter-core cross-talk; thus, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) digital signal processing (DSP) is not required at the receiver. On the other
hand, mode coupling is difﬁcult to avoid in FMFs and, hence, necessitates the usage of MIMO DSP
in the SDM systems, where orthogonal spatial modes within the same ﬁber core form the parallel
channels, as exposed in Figure 1c. Furthermore, strongly coupled MCFs that behave like FMFs were
also proposed with certain combined advantages, which shows there is great potential to combine
MCF with few-mode cores in next-generation optical-ﬁber communication systems [5,6].

Figure 1. The typical examples of optical ﬁbers for space division multiplexing (SDM) technology:
(a) multi-element ﬁber; (b) multicore ﬁber; (c) multi-mode ﬁber [4].

Principally, the adaptive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) frequency-domain equalization (FDE)
techniques were recognized to de-multiplex the signals upon diverse modes, as well as compensate for
the differential mode group delay (DMGD) dynamically through digital signal processing (DSP) [7–9].
The FDE techniques can reduce the algorithmic complexity evocatively, in comparison with the
time-domain equalization (TDE), while holding equivalent performance, amongst which the least mean
squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms are most widely held and, hence, broadly
studied [10–12]. Although the LMS approach has lower complexity, it suffers from severe performance
deprivation and exhibits slower convergence, while encountering a large number of parameters to
be simultaneously adapted in future SDM channels [13]. Alternatively, faster convergence can be
accomplished by applying RLS with a more sophisticated algorithmic conformation at the price of
higher complexity [14,15]. Hereafter, it is signiﬁcant to develop a MIMO-DSP FDE algorithm with the
intention of achieving an RLS-level performance at an LMS-adapted complexity for an SDM-based
optical communication system.
Another bewildering deﬁciency of FMF-based optical ﬁber systems is the mode-dependent loss
(MDL), which soars from inline component defectiveness and disorders the modal orthogonality,
consequently degrading the overall capacity of MIMO channels [16]. With the aim of lessening the
impact of MDL, old-fashioned tactics take account of mode scrambler and specialty ﬁber designs.
These approaches were primarily disadvantaged with high cost, yet they cannot utterly eradicate
the accumulated MDL in optical links [17]. Furthermore, the space–time trellis codes (STTC) were
proposed to reduce the MDL, but they suffered from great complexity as well [18]. Henceforward,
MDL is categorically another key challenge that needs to be triumphed for next-generation optical
transmission systems.
The spatial multiplicity versus the transmission distance accomplished in recent SDM- wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) transmission experiments is plotted in Figure 2 [19], where the region
with a spatial multiplicity over 30 is designated as the “DSDM region”. The dots in Figure 2 represent
the cases of multimode ﬁber (MMF), MCF, and coupled-core ﬁbers (only three-core and six-core),
as well as the latest multicore multimode ﬁber experiments [20].
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Figure 2. The recent records of spatial multiplicity vs. the transmission distance in the state-of-the-art
SDM-WDM experiments [19].

The outline of this review article is sketched as follows: Section 2 describes the principles of
MIMO equalizers, the LMS and RLS techniques, and the space–time block-coding (STBC) assisted
RLS algorithms, while Section 3 introduces the conﬁguration of a typical multimode coherent
transmission system transmission system with FMFs for high-order modulation formats. In Section 4,
the performance analysis of various adaptive ﬁltering schemes is presented for quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK), 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM), and 64QAM, correspondingly. Then,
Section 5 explores the STBC-based enhancement amongst different modulation formats. In Section 6,
we further investigate the bit error rate (BER) versus optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) curves
of mode-dependent loss equalization. Last but not least, Section 7 demonstrates the complexity
optimization using the proposed single-stage architecture. Finally, Section 8 provides a summary
of recent expressive experiments of SDM transmission using MIMO DSP for short-, medium- and
long-haul distances.
2. Principle
This section introduces the theoretical background of MIMO equalizers, including LMS, RLS,
and the space–time block-coding (STBC) algorithm for SDM optical transmission. Moreover, we
also cover the aspects of polarization-related dynamic equalization, orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) FDE requirements, and the MIMO hardware requirements in this section.
Although hypothetically any modal cross-talk can be electronically managed by DSP, the algorithmic
complexity of the MDM coherent receiver remains one of the main limiting factors to the MIMO
equalization scheme. In general, the total complexity of the DSP algorithm can be measured by the
number of complex multiplications per symbol per mode, for the reason that the complex multipliers
are usually the most resource-consuming arithmetic logics in terms of power consumption, area, and
cost in application-speciﬁc integrated circuit (ASIC) design [21].
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2.1. MIMO Equalizers: State of the Art
Although the SDM conception was present for quite a long time, the real SDM transmission
systems were not pursued in industry until recent years [22]. This is because, in MDM systems, it is
assumed that signals could be immaculately conveyed under a particular mode without interfering
with other spatial channels within an ideal FMF; however, in reality, that might not be the case, for the
signals in numerous modes are often cross-coupled to each other due to bending, twisting, and/or
ﬁber fabrication imperfections; henceforward, the orthogonality of modes might only be preserved for
a very short distance in industrial SDM applications.
In order to resolve such issue, MIMO signal processing was developed to undo channel cross-talk
and recover the transmitted data quality. The coherent receiver structure for a single-carrier system with
a 6 × 6 MIMO FDE is exempliﬁed in Figure 3, where the coefﬁcient adaptation can be accomplished
with LMS or RLS algorithms along with data-aided training.

Figure 3. The typical coherent receiver conﬁguration for a single-carrier transmission system with a
6 × 6 multi-input multi-output (MIMO) frequency-domain equalization (FDE) [7].

The conventional time-domain equalization (TDE) uses a ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter
matrix adapted by the LMS algorithm. The complexity for the TDE CTDE is given by [23]
CTDE = 3·m·Δβ 1 · L· RS ,

(1)

where Δβ 1 indicates the DMGD of the ﬁber, m signiﬁes the number of modes within the ﬁber,
L represents the length of the ﬁber, and RS denotes the symbol rate. Subsequently, the complexity
of TDE scales linearly with the mode group delay of the optical link, the number of modes, and the
symbol rate. Meanwhile, the complexity for FDE CFDE can be written in the form of
CFDE = 4·(m + 1)· log2 (2·Δβ 1 · L· RS ) + 8·m.

(2)

It can be resolved from the equations above that FDE might substantially reduce the complexity
compared with TDE. Characteristically, a block length equal to twice the equalizer length is applied
for the adaptive FDE. By dint of even and odd sub-equalizers, an equivalent half-symbol period delay
spacing ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter can be realized in the frequency domain. The required
MIMO equalizer duration to compensate for DMGD in the weak-coupling regime can be transcribed as
NDMGD = Δβ 1 · L· ROS · RS ,

(3)

where . . . means the ceiling function, Δβ1 signiﬁes the DMGD in the ﬁber, and ROS represents the
oversampling rate. Furthermore, the MDL can be expressed as [24]
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MDL = max

k =1∼ N




 
λk 2 / min λk 2 ,
k =1∼ N

(4)

where λk stands for singular values of the coupler transfer matrix, which can be calculated by employing
the singular value decomposition (SVD).
To achieve the MIMO equalization, the impulse-response matrix measurement needs to be
performed ﬁrst. An example of the squared magnitude of the polarization-division multiplexing
(PDM) SDM 6 × 6 impulse responses for 96 km of a six-mode FMF is depicted in Figure 4, where
the columns correspond to the transmitted ports and the rows correspond to the received ports [25].
In Figure 4, the sharp peaks in the subplots identify the main coupling points evidently, which are
divided into four regions designated with A (the coupling between the polarization modes LP01x
and LP01y ), B (the coupling between the spatial and polarization modes LP11ax , LP11ay , LP11bx , and
LP11by ), and C and D (the cross-talk between LP01 and LP11 modes). Such channel estimation provides
a clear picture of the cross-talk introduced by the mode multiplexer and the propagation through the
six-mode FMF, which allows a better understanding of the MIMO DSP performance.

Figure 4. The squared magnitude of the 6 × 6 impulse responses for MIMO equalization [25].

Furthermore, a typical eye diagram is shown below of two de-correlated 12.5-Gbps NRZ
27 -1 pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBSs) launched into one fundamental mode LP01 and a
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higher-order LP12 mode, with power adjusted such that both channels received the same power of
−12 dBm at the receiver, with decent isolation, low los,s and minimal modal mixing [26]. Consequently,
we can observe any substantial coupling between the modal groups within the FMF which would easily
close the eye at the receiver. The eye diagram with heavy modal dispersion can be seen in Figure 5b,
while the eyes of multiplexing independent channels LP01 and LP12 are displayed in Figure 5c,d.

Figure 5. Eye diagrams of a typical mode-division multiplexing (MDM) transmission system for (a)
back-to-back; (b) over-ﬁll launch without coupler; (c) LP01 channel; (d) LP12 channel [26].

2.2. LMS and RLS Techniques
Both LMS and RLS algorithms are intended to iteratively minimalize the squared error at all
discrete frequencies. The LMS algorithm stands as a stochastic gradient descent minimization using
instantaneous error estimates, with the corresponding weight update as [27]
W (k + 1) = W (k) + μ[U (k ) − W (k )V (k )],

(5)

where W(k) signiﬁes the MIMO channel matrix vector at frequency k, U(k) indicates fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of detected data blocks, μ denotes the step size, and V(k ) represents the FFT of
sampled received signals.
In conventional LMS, the convergence rate and equalization performance depend on the same
value of the scalar step size μ. The convergence speed can be enlarged by choosing an adaptive step
size based on the power spectral density (PSD) of input signal, which can be conveyed as [28]
μ(k) =

α
,
S( k )

(6)

where S(k) signiﬁes the PSD of a posterior error block, and α symbolizes the adaptation rate, which
determines both the convergence speed and equalization performance of the noise PSD directed (NPD)
LMS algorithm. The basic schematic of an MDM transmission system using the LMS algorithm is
shown in Figure 6.
In contrast, the RLS algorithm depends on the iterative minimization of an exponentially weighted
cost function, whose convergence speed is not strongly dependent on the input statistics, with the
corresponding weight update as


W(k + 1) = W(k ) + [U(k ) − W(k)V(k)]·V(k ) H · R(k)· β−1 ,
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where R(k) symbolizes a tracked inverse time-averaged weighted correlation matrix, the superscript
H signiﬁes the Hermitian conjugate, and β denotes a forgetting factor, which gives an exponentially
lower weight to older error samples. Consequently, the main difference between the conventional LMS
and RLS algorithms is that RLS has a growing memory due to R(k) and β, and, thus, might achieve
an even lower OSNR and faster adaptation. Speciﬁcally, the tracked inverse time-averaged weighted
correlation matrix can be denoted as [29]






R(k )· β−1 ·V(k )·V(k ) H · R(k)· β−1
R(k + 1) = R(k )· β−1 −
,
(8)
1 + V(k) H ·[ R(k )· β−1 ]·V(k )
which assigns a different step size to each adjustable RLS equalizer’s coefﬁcient at their updates,
rendering all frequency bins with a uniform convergence speed, thus cultivating the total algorithmic
performance.
2.3. STBC-Assisted RLS Algorithms
One of the primary issues regarding the conventional RLS implementation might be its
comparatively sophisticated computational complexity, attributable to the recursive updating with a
growing memory. Henceforth, in order to accomplish a quasi-RLS performance at a quasi-LMS cost, the
STBC technique can be applied to aid the RLS approach, which is deﬁned as follows: assuming multiple
copies of data stream are transmitted across a number of spatial modes in an FMF transmission, some
of the received copies are better than the others under the same scattering, reﬂection, or thermal
noise; thus, the various received versions of the data can be exploited to increase the overall system
reliability [30].

Figure 6. Schematic of an MDM system utilizing the MIMO FDE [31].

The space and time allocation for the STBC-aided RLS algorithm can be brieﬂy represented
as shown in Figure 7, as a matrix of spatial channels and time slots, whereby each element is the
modulated symbol to be transmitted in mode i at time slot j. We may choose different combinations,
and we can apply one or more of received copies to properly decode the received signal and, therefore,
achieve better performance.
The architecture of the adaptive STBC-RLS equalizer in an m-mode FMF transmission system is
illuminated in Figure 8. At coherent detection, the serial-to-parallel (S/P) converters split each data
sequence y1 , . . . ym into even/odd sequences, while two consecutive blocks are concatenated. After the
FFT, the samples of the k-th block are overlapped with the (k − 1)th block at frequency k, which are
further alienated into sequential blocks yPq (k), where superscript P speciﬁes an even or odd sequence.
Each block is then converted to the frequency domain with FFT as YPq (k), which goes through an
inversed channel ﬁlter for the data matrix production with the even or odd tributaries, while HPq,j (k)
stands for the inversed channel ﬁlter in Jones-vector notation, while both q and j denote mode indices
between 1 and m. After an adaptive MIMO equalization, the carrier recovery is applied to mitigate
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the laser phase noise, the outputs of which are transformed back to the time domain using inverse
FFT (IFFT), compared to the desired response to generate an error vector, and to update the receiver
coefﬁcients in a training mode until they converge. Then, it switches to a decision-directed mode,
whereby reconstructed data are transformed back using FFT through the zero padding to update the
coefﬁcients [31].

Figure 7. The space and time allocation for the space–time block-coding (STBC)-aided recursive least
squares (RLS) algorithm [31].

Figure 8. The architecture of an STBC-aided RLS equalizer for MDM receivers [29].

The weight update of the STBC-aided RLS algorithm follows the rules below, whereas the
corresponding equalizer coefﬁcients are updated every two blocks (k + 2) instead of each block (k + 1)
in the recursion.
W( k + 2) = W( k ) +

Pk +2
0

0
Pk +2

(Uk+2 )∗ ·[Dk+2 − Uk+2 ·W(k)],

(9)

where Uk+2 denotes the Alamouti matrix containing the received symbols from block k + 2 and k + 3,
and Dk+2 represents the desired response vector for training and decision-directed tracking [32], while
the superscript * indicates the complex conjugation. Meanwhile, the diagonal term Pk+2 is given by


Pk +2 = β −1 · Pk − β −1 · Pk · Ω k +2 · Pk ,

(10)

where β is the forgetting factor, and the term Ωk+2 is given by
Ωk+2 = {Diagonal[|V(k )|2 + |V(k + 1)|2 ]

−1

+ β −1 · Pk }

−1

,

(11)

where V(k) stands for the FFT of sampled received signals. By utilizing the STBC scheme, we may
choose different combinations, and apply one or more of received copies to correctly decode the
received signal, and, thus, attain a better performance. Meanwhile, the STBC is able to accomplish an
RLS-level performance with a much lower computational complexity, because no matrix inversion is
essential during the recursion. Instead of adding a training sequence to each data block, only a few
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training blocks are added in the beginning, and the channel variations are tracked at the decision-directed
stage in an attempt to reduce the overall system overhead [33].
2.4. Polarization-Related Dynamic Equalization
Polarization characterizes a fundamental multiplexing technique, which allows doubling the
spectral efﬁciency of ﬁber optical transmission systems [34]. To accommodate the usage of two
polarization tributaries, polarization de-multiplexing (PolDemux) algorithms represent a crucial part
of digital coherent receivers, which makes it conceivable to efﬁciently compensate for time-varying
state of polarization (SOP). The PolDemux approaches include MIMO algorithms such as LMS and
RLS, and the constant-modulus algorithms (CMA).
In particular, Stokes space-based DSP techniques improve the polarization de-multiplexing,
polarization dependent loss (PDL) compensation, and other polarization-related propagation
impairments in coherent receivers, particularly in terms of convergence speed and transparency
to higher-level M-ary modulated signals. The block diagram of the DSP subsystems of a coherent
transceiver for adaptive equalization of both polarization and phase diversity is presented in Figure 9,
which includes the front-end compensation, static equalization, adaptive equalization, carrier phase
recovery, and the symbol decision [35].

Figure 9. Block diagram of the digital signal processing (DSP) subsystems of a coherent transceiver
using a Stokes space-based polarization de-multiplexing (PolDemux) algorithm [35].

Furthermore, the Stokes space-based PolDemux method has speciﬁc advantages including the
higher convergence ratio, the improved robustness against phase noise, and the transparency to
higher-level M-ary modulated signals.
2.5. OFDM FDE Requirements
The high-speed orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) in SDM optical long-haul
transmission systems serves as another important aspect of MIMO equalization techniques [36].
The complex multiplications per bit for various equalizer types in terms of modal dispersion for a
2000-km transmission distance and 10 × 10 MIMO is shown in Figure 10, where an FMF with three
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modes with two polarizations (LP01 , LP11a , LP11b , LP21a , LP21b ) results in the number of tributaries
being 10.

Figure 10. The orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) FDE equalizer complexity requirements
compared with other MIMO approaches [37].

In principle, the complexity is calculated in a two-dimensional matrix, where one variable is the
sampling rate and the other is the size of the FFT. For each conﬁguration, the optimum sampling rate
resulting in minimum complexity satisfying the overhead constraint is considered. As we can see,
OFDM requires the lowest equalizer complexity for cross-talk compensation in an MDM receiver,
for most of the multiplications required for FDE/TDE are caused by time-domain operations. However,
OFDM cannot tolerate a modal dispersion of more than 5.9 ps/km modal dispersion due to the 10%
overhead constraint for FMF-based optical transmission [37].
2.6. MIMO Hardware Requirements
Last but not least, this subsection discusses the design and architecture of spatial multiplexing
MIMO decoders for field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Conventionally, the optimal hard-decision
detection for MIMO systems is the maximum likelihood (ML) detector, which is well known due to
its superior performance in terms of BER, but its direct implementation grows exponentially with a
higher-level modulation scheme, causing its FPGA implementation to be relatively infeasible [38].
On the other hand, soft-output generation for a sphere detector can solve the ML detection
issue in a computationally efﬁcient manner, for a real-time implementation on a DSP processor at
high-performance parallel computing platforms. The scalable architecture of soft-output generation
for a sphere detector is presented in Figure 11, which requires further micro-architecture optimizations
and trade-offs [39].
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Figure 11. A scalable architecture of spatial multiplexing MIMO decoders for ﬁeld-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) [39].

3. System Conﬁguration
The system conﬁguration of a six-mode coherent transmission system is illustrated in Figure 12,
with a 223 − 1 pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) sequence modulated on every mode over a
30-km FMF. The OSNR setting block indicates that the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) noise is
added after the FMF transmission, while the optical ﬁltering block speciﬁes that a Gaussian ﬁlter with
a 33-GHz bandwidth is used to suppress the out-of-band noise before the coherent detection.

Figure 12. Conﬁguration of a six-mode coherent transmission system [29].
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After mode de-multiplexer (Mod DEMUX), parallel signals are launched into the receiver, and are
converted to baseband in the optical front end by internally mixing with the local oscillator (LO) at
a linewidth of 100 kHz. The electrical signal in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) components are then
re-sampled at two samples per symbol by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). After the MIMO
processing, a BER is estimated for each mode [40].
4. Performance Evaluation for Different Adaptive Filtering Schemes
In this section, the convergence speed comparison amongst the conventional LMS algorithm,
the noise PSD directed (NPD) LMS algorithm, the RLS algorithm, and the proposed STBC-RLS
algorithm for PDM-QPSK signal is exempliﬁed in Figure 13, whereas the normalized mean square error
(NMSE) represents the average square errors of each block after the MIMO equalization. The adaptation
rate and step size of four algorithms were set to their optimal values; the block length was 8192 samples
using 50% overlap with OSNR set at 18 dB. In the meantime, the inset on the right displays the
constellation diagram before the STBC compensation, as the received signal was severely distorted,
attributable to mode coupling and delay, while the inset on the left indicates the constellation diagram
after applying the STBC-RLS compensation, as the modal distortions were remarkably compensated
for by the MIMO equalizers over a 30-km FMF.

Figure 13. The normalized mean square error (NMSE) vs. the number of fast Fourier transform
(FFT) blocks for various algorithms for a polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK) signal; inset: constellation diagrams before (right) and after (left) the STBC-RLS
compensation [27].

As for the computational complexity per data symbol for the MIMO FDE, which is mainly
determined by the number of complex multiplications, the RLS and LMS algorithms would consume
148 and 302 complex multiplications, respectively, while the proposed STBC-RLS would require
172 complex multiplications, which is roughly a 16.2% increase in hardware complexity compare to
LMS, but 75.6% less than that of the RLS approach.
To further upsurge the spectral efﬁciency of the next-generation SDM transmission systems, the
convergence speed comparisons between different algorithms for PDM-16QAM and PDM-64QAM
signals are presented in Figures 14 and 15, respectively, whereas the comparison between different
modulation formats is summarized in Table 1.
From the plot above, we can see that RLS converges faster to a lower asymptotic NMSE than LMS,
because it has a growing memory due to the forgetting factor. The NPD-LMS algorithm can achieve a
faster convergence than the traditional LMS, because it adopts variable bin-wise step size to render
posterior error of every frequency bin convergent to the background noise of the AWGN channels.
Still, the NMSE convergence of the proposed STBC-RLS algorithm seems a bit inferior to that of the
conventional RLS in the beginning, for a smaller block size is used for training than the data block
size to reduce the system overhead at the expense of a minor loss of performance. Subsequently, to
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achieve −10 dB steady NMSE, which is equal to a 9.8-dB Q-value, the LMS and NPD-LMS schemes
need 55 and 47 FFT blocks, while the RLS and STBC-RLS approaches require roughly 27 and 31 blocks,
respectively; henceforward, the convergence rate would be enhanced by 50.9% and 43.6%, respectively.

Figure 14. The NMSE vs. the number of FFT blocks for various algorithms for a PDM 16 quadrature
amplitude modulation (16QAM) signal; inset: constellation diagrams before (right) and after (left) the
STBC-RLS compensation [27].

Figure 15. The NMSE vs. the number of FFT blocks for various algorithms for a PDM-64QAM signal;
inset: constellation diagrams before (right) and after (left) the STBC-RLS compensation [27].
Table 1. Comparison of multiple modulation formats [21]. QPSK—quadrature phase shift keying;
QAM—quadrature amplitude modulation.
Modulation
Format

# of Symbols
Transmitted

Levels per
Carrier

# of Bits per Symbol
Contained

Corresponding
Data Rate

QPSK
16QAM
64QAM

4 = 22
16 = 24
64 = 26

2
4
8

2
4
6

112 Gb/s
224 Gb/s
336 Gb/s

From the plots, we can see that with higher-order modulation formats, the advantage of RLS
convergence rate over that of the LMS becomes even larger, owing to a growing memory, while the
difference in NMSE between the proposed STBC-RLS algorithm and the conventional RLS shrinks,
which indicates that such proposed adaptive receivers could lower system overhead requirements for
higher-order modulation formats.
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5. STBC-Assisted Improvement between Various Modulation Formats
To irradiate the beneﬁts of using the STBC scheme to mitigate the MDL impairment in the SDM
transmission systems, the performance results of the space–time coded FMF transmission with or
without using the STBC-RLS scheme are presented in Figure 16, from which we can achieve a roughly
3-dB OSNR improvement for the PDM-QPSK signal at a 10−3 BER, whereas the condition for the
dotted line marked as Gaussian indicates the performance over a perfect MDL-free Gaussian channel.

Figure 16. The bit error rate (BER) vs. optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) comparison for PDM-QPSK
signal in LP11a mode with or without using the STBC-RLS scheme [31].

Additionally, for the higher-order modulation formats, the performance comparison plots for
PDM-16QAM and PDM-64QAM signals with or without using the purposed STBC-RLS scheme are
further shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.

Figure 17. The BER vs. OSNR comparison for PDM-16QAM signal in LP11a mode with or without
using the STBC-RLS scheme [31].

In summary, the performance comparison for various modulation formats with or without using
the STBC-RLS scheme is summarized in Figure 19, whereas the scheme for not using STBC-RLS
designates the conventional RLS scheme, from which we can observe that, as more bits per symbol
are transmitted, a larger OSNR tolerance improvement could be accomplished by using STBC for
higher-order modulation formats. The overall OSNR tolerance can be improved by means of the STBC
approach by approximately 3.1, 4.9, and 7.8 dB for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM with respect to BER.
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Figure 18. The BER vs. OSNR comparison for PDM-64QAM signal in LP11a mode with or without
using the STBC-RLS scheme [31].

Figure 19. The summary of BER vs. OSNR for various modulation formats with or without using
STBC-RLS compensation [29].

6. MIMO Equalization for Mode-Dependent Loss
The mode-dependent loss (MDL) arises from imperfections in optical components such as optical
ampliﬁers, couplers, and multiplexers, as well as from non-unitary cross-talk in the ﬁber and
at ﬁber splices and connectors, where the modes experience differential losses or gains when
propagating through the optical link, which leads to signal-to-noise ratio disparities along with a loss
of orthogonality between modes. The MDL is a capacity-limiting effect reducing the multiplexing
beneﬁt of SDM communication systems, which cannot be completely removed at the receiver by
simply inserting mode scramblers. The probability distribution functions (PDF) of the accumulated
MDL for the different coupling levels, with and without mode scrambling, are shown in Figure 20 as
an example [41].
Furthermore, as there are up to three spatial modes being transmitted in our modeling, Figure 21
illustrates the equalization performance of the BER curves at different OSNRs by means of the
STBC-RLS algorithm for a PDM-QPSK signal, from which we can see that the BERs of all spatial
modes fall after MIMO equalization.
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Figure 20. Mode-dependent loss (MDL) probability distribution functions under different coupling
levels [41].

Figure 21. The BER vs. OSNR for three different modes for a PDM-QPSK signal using the STBC-RLS
scheme [27].

The LP01 mode is able to realize a lower required OSNR for a 10−3 BER than the LP11 mode
groups, predominantly because its more centralized mode pattern makes the LP01 mode suffer a lesser
level of impact from mode coupling and cross-talk. Al though the LP11a and LP11b modes share an
identical mode pattern as a pair of degenerate modes, their BER performance appears a bit dissimilar
triggered by spatial mismatching and rotation. Since we found that the transmitted signals on both xand y-polarizations provide a comparable performance, here, in these plots, the LP11b mode is adopted
as the average of two orthogonal polarizations for an easier analysis.
Additionally, the BER versus OSNR relationships based on the STBC-RLS algorithm for
PDM-16QAM and PDM-64QAM signal compensation for LP01 , LP11a , and LP11b modes are presented
in Figures 22 and 23, respectively. To reach a BER below 10−3 , the LP01 mode requires a 16.5-dB OSNR,
while the LP11b and LP11a modes need about 17.7-dB and 18.1-dB OSNRs for the PDM-16QAM signal,
while, for the PDM-64QAM signal, the LP01 mode requires a 21.3-dB OSNR, while the LP11b and LP11a
modes need about 22.8-dB and 23.6-dB OSNRs, respectively.
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Figure 22. The BER vs. OSNR for three different modes for a PDM-16QAM signal using the STBC-RLS
scheme [27].

Figure 23. The BER vs. OSNR for three different modes for a PDM-64QAM signal using the STBC-RLS
scheme [27].

7. Hardware Complexity Optimization for MIMO
This section focuses on the hardware complexity for MIMO equalization, which includes the FIR
ﬁlter tap number for MIMO, single-stage architecture, and joint DSP for an MCF-based SDM. For a
larger mode number m, frequency-domain (FD)-RLS might provide a better performance pertaining to
the conventional FD-LMS algorithm, for the convergence speed of FD-RLS is not strongly dependent
on the input statistics. Until now, the main issue of the adaptive FD-RLS implementation is its relatively
higher computational complexity, due to the recursive updating with a growing memory. In this
section, a joint chromatic dispersion (CD) and DMGD optimization technique is proposed for a further
reduction in the algorithmic complexity of the FD-RLS approach.
7.1. Filter Tap Number for MIMO
The structure of an MIMO equalizer as an extension of the standard CMA is depicted in Figure 24,
which is based on multiple FIR ﬁlters in a butterﬂy structure. The hardware complexity of such
an architecture per transmitted bit is only doubled for the 4 × 4 MIMO conﬁguration compared to
standard single-mode operation, for sixteen adaptive ﬁlters are prerequisite to process 2 × 100 Gb/s
with a 4 × 4 MIMO compared to four ﬁlters for 1 × 100 Gb/s with a 2 × 2 MIMO as a reference. On the
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right graph of Q2 -factor versus the FIR ﬁlter tap number, which is used to estimate the required length
of the MIMO equalizer allowing the detection of all the polarization and mode tributaries, an almost
ﬂat factor from nine taps to 15 taps can be observed for both 100 Gb/s PDM-QPSK and 2 × 100 Gb/s
MDM after a 40-km transmission [42].

Figure 24. The ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter illustration, along with Q2 -factor vs. tap number for
both 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO cases [42].

The required number of taps per carrier used as a function of distance in recent MDM transmission
experiments is illuminated in Figure 25, where the DMGD increases linearly with distance in the weak
coupling regime [19]. Fiber management is expedient in decreasing the maximum DMGD in an FMF.
In addition, as different forms of signals, ﬁbers, and spatial channels are likely to cohabit in future
SDM transport networks, it is also signiﬁcant that MIMO DSP has sufﬁcient processing capability to
handle all received signals.

Figure 25. The number of taps per carrier for MIMO DSP vs. distance in recent few-mode ﬁber (FMF)
transmission experiments [19].

7.2. Single-Stage Architecture
In this subsection, we discuss the complexity optimization using the single-stage architecture
of CD and DMGD joint compensation. The equalization of CD and DMGD can be performed
together using FFT for efﬁcient implementation of convolution, as a favorable structure for digital
coherent receivers, for sparing the CD compensation modules and, hence, reducing the total DSP
implementation complexity [43].
The schematic diagram of a coherent receiver for the compensation of the linear channel effects
such as CD and DMGD is exempliﬁed in Figure 26. To attain a lower computational complexity,
the equalization of CD and DMGD can be implemented together, compared with the conventional
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two-stage FDE structure, using FFT for an efﬁcient implementation of convolution; thus, m independent
static CD compensation modules would be spared. Subsequently, a joint MIMO FDE of the static
CD along with the dynamic DMGD would be an auspicious conﬁguration for digital coherent
receivers, because it would save a separate CD compensation module, thereby decreasing the total
DSP implementation complexity.

Figure 26. The representation of a coherent receiver with the joint compensation of chromatic dispersion
(CD) plus differential mode group delay (DMGD) through a single-stage MIMO architecture [10].

Above and beyond, Figure 27 provides the comparison of the required complex multiplications per
output symbol at different transmission distances for the two-stage and single-stage FD-RLS algorithms.
For a transmission distance rising from 100 km up to 1000 km, the single-stage method continuously
consumes fewer complex multiplications than the conventional two-stage method, because both
methods use the same FFT size for DMGD compensation for the same transmission distance, whereas
the FFT size of static FDE in the two-stage method is determined by the FMF-induced CD. For instance,
the two-stage FD-RLS method consumes 323 and 351 complex multiplications per output symbol at
400-km and 800-km transmissions, whereas our proposed single-stage method takes only 297 and
328 complex multiplications per output symbol at the same transmission distances, respectively.

Figure 27. The required complex multiplications per output symbol of the two-stage and single-stage
frequency-domain (FD)-RLS approaches as a function of transmission distance in an FMF-based
transmission system [10].

Furthermore, Figure 28 irradiates the Q-value versus the step size of adaptive FD-RLS algorithms
in both two-stage and single-stage methods for compensating for DMGD and CD. To attain a <0.5-dB
Q-penalty at 400-, 700-, and 1000-km transmissions, the maximum step sizes are 4.5 × 10−5 , 3 × 10−5 ,
and 1.5 × 10−5 , respectively. In addition, for the same transmission distance, the maximum step sizes
required to achieve the same Q-value after equalization are identical for both approaches.
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Figure 28. The Q-value vs. step size using both two-stage and single-stage FD-RLS algorithms as a
function of transmission distance in an FMF-based transmission system [15].

Last but not least, Figure 29 exhibits the convergence speed comparison among three algorithms
at different OSNR levels, from which we learnt the time required for convergence grows more slowly
for FD-RLS than FD-LMS algorithms as the OSNR increases, equivalent to plummeting the overall
training sequence overhead by approximately 30%.

Figure 29. The convergence speed comparison of two FD-LMS algorithms and single-stage FD-RLS
algorithms at different OSNRs [7].

7.3. Joint DSP for MCF-Based SDM
Last but not least, this subsection focuses on a joint DSP scheme for the MCF-based SDM
transmission system to reduce the overall cost and power consumption of integrated receivers. There is
a strong correlation between the phase ﬂuctuations of the different sub-channels, and the master–slave
phase recovery causes no BER degradation. The block diagram of a joint DSP method for an MCF-based
SDM transmission system with master–slave phase recovery is presented in Figure 30, which utilizes
the phase recovered from a single “master” sub-channel to eradicate phase recovery blocks in the
“slave” sub-channels, thus decreasing the overall DSP burden at the receiver side [44].
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Figure 30. A joint DSP approach for multicore ﬁber (MCF)-based SDM transmission system with
master–slave phase recovery [44].

In addition, the BER versus OSNR observed for master–slave phase recovery using the joint DSP
scheme for MCF-based SDM transmission system is presented in Figure 31, which is equivalent to that
found with independent phase recovery [45].

Figure 31. BER vs. OSNR for MCF-based SDM transmission system using the joint DSP scheme [45].

8. Recent Experiments of SDM Transmission Using FMFs
Last but not least, a couple of topical experimental veriﬁcations are assessed facilitating a higher
transmission capacity for short, medium, and long distances in this section, utilizing FMFs and/or
MCFs, along with the progressive maturity of the SDM ampliﬁer, spatial mode coupler, and digital
MIMO equalizers to safeguard higher capacity and spectral efﬁciency.
For instance, Ryf et al. conducted an experiment in 2018 for a MIMO-based 36-mode (two
polarization modes) transmission over a 2-km-long 50-μm graded-index multimode ﬁber (MMF) with
a spectral efﬁciency of 72 bit/s/Hz, as denoted in Figure 32 along with the close-ups of the heterodyne
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receiver arrangement and multimode acousto-optic modulator, as well as the spectrum of the test
signal and location of the heterodyne ﬁlters and local oscillator [46]. The results were attained using
a 72 × 72 coherent MIMO-DSP, with ﬁve 15-Gbaud dual-carrier PDM-QPSK signals with a channel
spacing of 50 GHz transmitted.

Figure 32. (a) Setup of a 72 × 72 MIMO-based transmission; (b) heterodyne receiver arrangement;
(c) spectrum of the test signal and location of the heterodyne ﬁlters and local oscillator; (d) multimode
acousto-optic modulator [46].

Figure 33 denotes the experimental set-up of an MIMO-based 45-mode (two polarization modes)
MDM transmission over a 26.5-km-long 50-μm graded-index MMF over 20 wavelength channels
resulting in a total capacity of 101 Tb/s and a spectral efﬁciency of 202/bit/s/Hz. The received
90-degree complex amplitude signals were processed by a 90 × 90 MIMO-FDE with 300 symbol-spaced
taps, whereas the initial convergence of the equalizer was obtained using the data-aided FD-LMS
algorithm with CMA used after that. Then, the carrier-phase recovery and BER counting were
performed, while the Q-factors were computed by evaluating an inverse Q function of the BER [47].
The corresponding plots also include the Q-factors of 90 spatial tributaries for QPSK and 16QAM
transmission in line with the mode groups, sorted by the performance within the mode group in
Figure 33b, with the intensity-averaged impulse response attained from channel estimation over the
MMF in Figure 33c, and the intensity transfer matrix showing the coupling between the mode groups
in Figure 33d, along with the average Q-factor for QPSK and 16QAM as a function of wavelength in
Figure 33e. The error bars within the plots signify the best and the worst spatial tributaries.
In another example, a 138 Tbit/s coherent transmission over six spatial modes plus two
polarizations, and 120 wavelength channels carrying 120 Gbit/s mapped 16QAM signals over a
65 km FMF12 ﬁber are shown in Figure 34, where low insertion and MDL mode-selective photonic
lanterns are used along with a coherent 12 × 12 MIMO equalization using a data-aided FD-LMS
algorithm for resolving the modal mixing [48]. The FMF12 ﬁber is a special FMF designed to have low
attenuation for the ﬁrst 12 spatial channels, while having sufﬁciently high losses for the higher-order
modes to guarantee an effective cut-off. At the receiver side, optical front-end impairment, CD, and
frequency-offset compensation is performed, while the carrier phase recovery is performed before
calculating performance metrics over 8 million bits per spatial channel. Moreover, the Q-factors versus
the launch power averaged for 15 WDM channels, as well as for 120 WDM channels after 650-km
transmission are shown in Figure 35, where the gradient of the shaded areas epitomizes the variation
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in WDM channel performance [48]. In addition, the larger performance variations on the edges of the
spectrum, and the singular values for each WDM channel averaged, corresponding to the measured
MDL, are depicted in Figure 35c,d, respectively.

Figure 33. (a) Setup of a 90 × 90 MIMO-based transmission; (b) Q-factors for QPSK and 16QAM;
(c) intensity-averaged impulse response attained; (d) intensity transfer matrix; (e) average Q-factor for
QPSK and 16QAM [47].

Figure 34. (a) Set-up of a 12 × 12 MIMO-based transmission; (b) impulse response after 65-, 195-, and
650-km transmission [48].

Figure 35. (a) Q-factors vs. power for 15 WDM channels; (b) Q-factors vs. WDM channels; (c) singular
values after 650-km transmission; (d) average MDL vs. frequency per WDM channel [48].
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Last but not least, the set-up of another 6 × 6 MIMO-based SDM/WDM transmission system
using a 70-km DGD-compensated three-mode ﬁber is shown in Figure 36, whereas the received signals
are off-line processed by ﬁrstly re-sampling the signals to two samples per signal, along with CD and
frequency-offset compensation, which is then followed by a 6 × 6 MIMO FDE with 600 symbol-spaced
taps using a data-aided LMS algorithm along with carrier-phase recovery and BER counting for
Q-factor calculations [49]. The Q-factors of the center channel at 1550 nm for 64QAM, 16QAM, and
QPSK signals as a function of distance for full space-division multiplexed, quasi-single-mode, and
single-mode ﬁber transmission, respectively, are presented in Figure 37, with the markers indicating
the measured distances [50]. A summary of these recent experimental validations using MIMO DSP is
presented in Table 2 while an updated graph of mode numbers versus the transmission distance is
presented in Figure 38, which summarizes the state-of-the-art SDM-WDM experiments [51–53]. Further
improvement in the near future will most likely come from the soft-output maximum-likelihood
algorithms, including repeated tree search and single tree search, to further improve the efﬁciency of
the MIMO DSP [54].

Figure 36. Setup of a 6 × 6 MIMO-based transmission [49].

Figure 37. Q-factors for 64QAM, 16QAM, and QPSK [50].
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Table 2. Summary table of recent experimental validations using multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
digital signal processing (DSP). MMF—multimode ﬁber; FMF—few-mode ﬁber; MCF—multicore ﬁber.
Transmission
Distance

Spectral
Efﬁciency

DSP Approach

Fiber Type

Number of
Modes

Year

Reference

2 km
26.5 km
65 km
70 km
9.8 km
23.8 km
53.7 km

72 bit/s/Hz
202 bit/s/Hz
34.91 bit/s/Hz
9 bit/s/Hz
947 bit/s/Hz
43.63 bit/s/Hz
217.6 bit/s/Hz

72 × 72 MIMO
90 × 90 MIMO
12 × 12 MIMO
6 × 6 MIMO
6 × 6 MIMO
30 × 30 MIMO
6 × 6 MIMO

50 μm MMF
50 μm MMF
FMF12
FMF
FMF + MCF
FMF9
MCF

36 × 2
45 × 2
6×2
3×2
3×2
15 × 2
3×2

2018
2018
2017
2017
2016
2015
2016

[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[51]
[52]
[53]

Figure 38. Updated graph of mode numbers vs. the transmission distance in the state-of-the-art
SDM-WDM experiments.

9. Conclusions
In this review paper, we presented an overview regarding the state-of-the-art adaptive MIMO
equalization for high-speed MDM coherent receivers, including the LMS and RLS techniques, as well as
the STBC-assisted RLS algorithms. The performance analysis of various adaptive ﬁltering schemes was
presented for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM, along with the STBC-based enhancement amongst different
modulation formats. Last but not least, the complexity optimization using the single-stage architecture
of CD and DMGD joint compensation was discussed, for reducing the total DSP implementation
complexity. Additionally, a number of recent experimental validations were assessed, enabling higher
transmission capacity and spectral efﬁciency for different transmission distances by means of various
MIMO DSP approaches.
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Abstract: In recent years, short-reach optical links have attracted much more attention and have come
to constitute a key market segment due to the rapid development of data-center applications and
cloud services. Four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) is a promising modulation format to
provide both a high data rate and relatively low cost for short-reach optical links. However, the direct
detector and low-cost components also pose immense challenges, which are unforeseen in coherent
transmission. To compensate for the impairments and to truly meet data rate requirements in a
cost-eﬀective manner, various digital signal processing (DSP) technologies have been proposed and
investigated for short-reach PAM4 optical links. In this paper, an overview of the latest progress on
DSP equalization technologies is provided for short-reach optical links based on PAM4 modulation.
We not only introduce the conﬁguration and challenges of the transmission system, but also cover the
principles and performance of diﬀerent equalizers and some improved methods. Moreover, machine
learning algorithms are discussed as well to mitigate the nonlinear distortion for next-generation
short-reach PAM4 links. Finally, a summary of various equalization technologies is illustrated and
our perspective for the future trend is given.
Keywords: short-reach optical links; direct detection; four-level pulse amplitude modulation; digital
signal processing; equalization

1. Introduction
Driven by upcoming services such as the Internet of Things (IoT), 4K/8K video applications,
virtual reality (VR) and big data, the global internet protocol (IP) traﬃc has grown explosively in
recent years [1]. As predicted by a Cisco report [2], 4.8 zettabytes of annual global IP traﬃc will
be reached by 2022 and the so-called “Zettabyte Era” has arrived. To accommodate the associated
demands, short-reach optical links have been widely investigated for data center interconnects (DCI),
metro network, optical access, and so forth [3]. Unlike long-reach transmission, the short-reach optical
links are especially sensitive to cost and size due to the large scale of their deployment [4]. Therefore,
intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) is adopted as the mainstream solution instead of
coherent detection [5–7]. Traditional IM/DD optical interconnects implemented with non-return-to-zero
on-oﬀ-keying (NRZ-OOK) format struggle to support the requirements of the increased transmission
rate. Thus, many advanced modulation formats are employed to improve the spectrum eﬃciency (SE)
and reduce the bandwidth limitation for electronic and optical components [8–17], such as four-level
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4), carrier-less amplitude and phase modulation (CAP), discrete
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 2342; doi:10.3390/app9112342
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multi-tone (DMT), and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) based on Kramers-Kronig (KK)
receiver [18]. Considering the power consumption and implementation complexity, the most attractive
format in short-reach optical links is PAM4, which is believed as a highly promising candidate for
the next-generation passive optical network (NG-PON) and has been ratiﬁed by IEEE 802.3 bs for
400 Gbps Ethernet transmission [19–25].
However, the low-pass ﬁltering eﬀects induced by the limited bandwidth of transmitter and
receiver can cause severely inter-symbol interference (ISI). Low-cost devices such as lasers, modulators,
photodiodes (PD) and trans-impedance ampliﬁers (TIA) also produce nonlinear distortions like
level-dependent skew and level-dependent noise. Furthermore, the interaction between chromatic
dispersion (CD) and direct detection will lead to a power-fading eﬀect, where the detected signal
may contain frequency notches after several kilometers transmission at a high symbol rate. Therefore,
various equalization technologies based on digital signal processing (DSP) have been investigated for
short-reach links over the years [26–53]. Conventional equalizers, such as the feed-forward equalizer
(FFE) or decision feedback equalizer (DFE), are employed to compensate for the linear impairments
induced by limited bandwidth and CD [26–28], while the equalizer based on the Volterra series is
utilized to mitigate nonlinear distortion [29–32]. Some new equalization techniques, such as direct
detection-faster than Nyquist (DD-FTN) algorithm [33–35], intensity directed FFE/DFE (ID-FFE/ID-DFE)
algorithm [36,37] and joint clock recovery and FFE (CR-FFE) algorithm [38,39], have recently been
proposed to solve diﬀerent problems in practical implementation. In addition, machine learning
methods like support vector machine (SVM) [40–42] and neural network (NN) [43–53] have been
investigated to further eliminate system impairments for PAM4 modulation.
In this paper, an overview is provided on the important topic of advanced DSP for short-reach
PAM4 optical links. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system conﬁguration
is introduced for short-reach PAM4 transmission in detail, where the comparisons for diﬀerent
transmitters and receivers are presented as well. Section 3 describes the distortions of high-speed
transmission with low cost, including limited bandwidth, CD, nonlinear devices and power fading
eﬀect. To deal with these impairments in practical implementation, the principles of conventional
FFE/DFE and improved algorithms based on FFE/DFE are ﬁrst illustrated in Section 4. Moreover,
VNLE and equalization based on machine learning are also discussed here. Furthermore, a summary
of various equalization technologies is given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. System Conﬁguration
The typical system conﬁguration for short-reach optical links based on PAM4 modulation is
presented in Figure 1. The origin data generated by pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) is
ﬁrst encoded by a forward error correction (FEC) encoder and then mapped to the PAM4 symbol.
After resampling and pulse shaping, the digital signal is pre-equalized through a ﬁnite impulse
response (FIR) ﬁlter to pre-compensate for the limited bandwidth and nonlinearity of the transmitter.
The processed signal is then loaded into a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in order to obtain the
baseband electrical signal. Afterward, the DAC output signals are ampliﬁed by a linear driver and
then fed into a modulator for the generation of optical PAM4 signal. The laser can be a vertical cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), a directly modulated laser (DML) or an electro-absorption modulator
integrated with distributed feedback laser (EML). A comparison between diﬀerent kinds of transmitter
is summarized in Table 1. Generally, the directly-modulated lasers like VCSEL and DML reach a
bandwidth barrier to operate beyond 25 GBaud [54], despite many research eﬀorts made to achieve
higher speed transmission [55,56]. EML generally have high bandwidth at the expense of high cost.
Since the electrical signals of VCSEL and DML are directly applied to their laser cavity, larger frequency
chirps will exist rather than EML, which can induce severe nonlinear distortions and lead to the
serious degradation of transmission performance [57,58]. However, the adiabatic chirp of DML causes
frequency modulation (FM) of the optical signal, which is able to fundamentally mitigate the ﬁrst
power fading dip incurred by CD [59]. Note that the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) based on
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Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3 ) is out of consideration due to a large footprint and high cost. For optical
links below 300 m, the multi-mode ﬁber (MMF) combined with VSCEL is widely used at present.
When the transmission distance increases, the modal dispersion in the MMF will distort the signal and
the standard single-mode ﬁber (SSMF) becomes the common choice.

Figure 1. Typical conﬁguration for short-reach PAM4 transmission system.
Table 1. Comparison of diﬀerent transmitters [54–59].
Tx

Bandwidth

Chirp

Cost

Reach

Fiber

Power Fading

Wavelength (nm)

VSCEL
DML
EML

low
low
high

high
high
low

low
fair
high

<300 m
<80 km
<80 km

MMF
SSMF
SSMF

N/A
low
high

Mostly 850
1310/1550
1310/1550

At the receiver, the signal is directly detected by PD or avalanche photodiode (APD). To improve
receiver sensitivity, a TIA is generally cascaded behind to amplify the electrical signal. An alternative
solution is using the combination of an optical ampliﬁer (OA) and an optical band-pass ﬁlter (OPBF)
before PD to amplify received optical signal and remove out-of-band noise. The comparison of diﬀerent
receivers is presented in Table 2, where OA + PD has the highest sensitivity due to the use of high-cost
OA. The gain of APD results in relative higher SNR, which makes it more suitable for longer reach
links compared to traditional PD [26]. After being processed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
the signal is resampled to an expected sampling rate for subsequent steps. Synchronization is achieved
to eliminate sampling clock oﬀset (SCO) and depress timing jitter. Then, various DSP techniques are
utilized to equalize the received signal for the performance improvement of the transmission system.
Finally, after de-mapping and FEC decoding, the received data is obtained and the bit error rate (BER)
can be calculated.
Table 2. Comparison of diﬀerent receivers [1,7,26,39].
Rx

Cost

Footprint

Sensitivity

Reach

PD + TIA
APD + TIA
OA + PD

low
fair
high

low
low
high

low
fair
high

low
fair
high

However, due to the limitation of cost, all transmitters and receivers mentioned above can induce
diﬀerent degree distortions for high-speed PAM4 transmission. Therefore, equalization is one of the
most DSP components to eliminate impairments in short-reach optical links. As is shown in Figure 1,
the equalization technologies can be utilized both in the transmitter as pre-equalization and in the
receiver as post-equalization. The distortions induced by low cost and the diﬀerent equalization
technologies will be introduced speciﬁcally in the following sections.
3. Distortions Induced by Low Cost
In short-reach optical links based on PAM4 modulation, the cost is one of the most important
factors to be considered for commercial implementation. Low-cost components are highly desired in
practical application, while they also bring great challenges and serious distortions such as linear and
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nonlinear impairments. In this section, the major distortions induced by low cost will be illustrated in
short-reach optical communications.
3.1. Linear Impairments: Limited Bandwidth and Chromatic Dispersion
The high-speed PAM4 system suﬀers from severe bandwidth limitation due to the consideration
of low cost. After bandwidth limited devices, the received signal with low-pass ﬁltering eﬀects can be
expressed as:
∞

In xk−n + vk
(1)
y k = Ik +
n=0
nk
where xk and yk is the input signal and output signal at the k-th sampling instant, respectively.
The ﬁrst term Ik represents the desired information symbol while the second term donates the ISI.
The last term vk is the additive Gaussian noise variable at the k-th sampling instant. To investigate the
performance impact of bandwidth limitation, a typical measured system frequency response is shown
in Figure 2a [60]. The 3 dB bandwidth of the total transmission system is approximately 7.5 GHz,
which is far below the required bandwidth for 64 Gbaud PAM4 signal. The attenuation of amplitude
frequency is about 15 dB at the Nyquist frequency. In the insets (I) of Figure 3a, it can be observed that
the optical eye diagram is confusing, and even four levels of PAM4 signal are unable to be detected.
After compensation, a great improvement is achieved in the quality of the eye diagram, which reveals
the tremendous inﬂuence of limited bandwidth. As shown in the blue part of Figure 2b, the receiver
sensitivity penalty is measured as a function of the bandwidth for PAM4 system in simulation [19]. The
received optical power at BER = 3.8 × 10−3 for a bandwidth of 35 GHz is employed as reference. It can
be seen that approximately 3.3 dB received power is lost as the bandwidth decreases from 35 GHz to
15 GHz. Moreover, the receiver sensitivity penalty increases in speed when the bandwidth limitation
becomes severe. The other simulation for PAM4 transmission is depicted in the black part of Figure 2b,
where the bandwidths of the components are varied uniformly [61]. The total bit rate is ﬁxed at 96
Gbps, while the 3 dB bandwidths of DAC, modulator, PD and ADC are changed from −30 to 30%
simultaneously. The obtained BER performance is degraded as the bandwidth reduces, which conﬁrms
that the narrow bandwidth is one of the factors that deteriorate the performance of PAM4 optical links.

Figure 2. (a) Frequency response in band-limited system and eye diagrams (I) before and (II) after
bandwidth compensation (redrawn after [60]). (b) Eﬀect of bandwidth to system performance (redrawn
after [19,61]).

When PAM4 is used in the C-band, the CD tolerance is considered as one key drawback, which
critically impairs the high-frequency components of the signal. The typical tolerance to residual
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CD in terms of the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) for PAM4 is shown in Figure 3, where the
OSNR penalty is about 1 dB for dispersion within ±100 ps/nm [62]. Meanwhile, the eye diagrams
for 56 Gbps PAM4 signal after 0 km and 20 km transmission are shown in Figure 3b,c, respectively.
A qualitative comparison between these two eye diagrams reveals that CD brings serious degradation
in signal quality.

Figure 3. (a) Four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) signaling tolerance on dispersion in terms
of optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) penalty (reprinted from [62] with permission from authors).
Eye diagrams for 56 Gbps PAM4 signal after (b) 0 km and (c) 20 km transmission.

3.2. Nonlinear Impairments
3.2.1. Nonlinear Devices: Level-Dependent Noise and Level-Dependent Skew
The low cost of devices not only causes the bandwidth limitation but also produces nonlinear
distortions like amplitude-dependent noise and level-dependent skew. An example for APD or PD
with the optical ampliﬁer is depicted in Figure 4, where diﬀerent power levels of the PAM4 signal have
diﬀerent distributions of dominant noise [63]. The probability of distributions of regular equally-spaced
PAM4 signal after OA + PD and APD receivers are illustrated in Figure 4a,b, respectively. The peaks of
probability density represent diﬀerent noise variances for diﬀerent levels. From Figure 4c we can notice
that high power levels suﬀer larger noise interference and more symbols cross the decision thresholds,
which is consistent with the probability of distributions. Note that the distribution of noise depends on
which impairment is dominant, so it is diversiﬁed. For instance, the noise of two middle levels could
be larger than the noise of two marginal levels considering the nonlinearity of the modulation curve.

Figure 4. (a) The nonlinear probability density distributions of received PAM4 signal for (a) OA +
PD, and (b) APD. (c) The waveform of received PAM4 signal after APD (reprinted from [63] with
permission from authors).
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The level-dependent skew induced by the nonlinear chirp characteristic of modulators can produce
signiﬁcant penalties due to the diﬀerences in optimum sampling time for the diﬀerent level of the eye.
As shown in Figure 5a,b, the simulated PAM4 signal without any skew and the simulated 50 Gb/s
PAM4 signal using spatial-temporal rate equation modeling [64]. An obvious amplitude-dependent
eye can be observed, and hence this inevitably introduces timing impairments. The measured eye
diagrams for diﬀerent signal rates and bias currents of the laser are presented in Figure 5c–f. These
ﬁgures indicate that the phenomenon of level-dependent skew is more serious under the condition of
high-speed and low power consumption, which severely degrades the transmission performance.

Figure 5. The eye diagrams of (a) ideal PAM4 signal; (b) simulated PAM4 at 50 Gb/s using spatialtemporal modeling, (c) measured 56 Gb/s PAM4 signal when bias current is 5 mA; (d) measured 64 Gb/s
PAM4 signal when bias current is 5 mA; (e) measured 56 Gb/s PAM4 signal when bias current is 7 mA;
(f) measured 64 Gb/s PAM4 signal when bias current is 7 mA (reprinted from [64] with permission
from authors).

3.2.2. Power Fading Eﬀect
Due to the interaction between chromatic CD and direct detection, the induced power-fading
eﬀect will produce spectral zeros in the spectrum of the signal, which is the key points to determine
transmission distance. Figure 6a–c plots the simulated magnitude response of a 28 Gbaud PAM4
system for various ﬁber lengths, namely 15 km, 50 km, and 100 km, respectively [65]. It can be clearly
seen that the number of spectral zeros changes from none to one and then to three by increasing
the transmission distance. Meanwhile, the probability of frequency notches in the high frequency
is greater, which proves that the power-fading eﬀect is more severe for high-speed transmission.
For experimental demonstrate, the frequency response of the received 25 Gbaud PAM4 signal over
50 km SSMF transmission is depicted in Figure 6d [66]. The ﬁrst frequency notch can be obviously
found around 9 GHz, which indicates that the power fading eﬀect is an inescapable problem in
IM/DD system.

Figure 6. Magnitude responses of a 28 Gbaud PAM4 system after (a) 15 km; (b) 50 km; (c) 100 km in
simulation (reprinted from [65] with permission from IEEE). (d) Frequency spectrum of the detected 25
Gbaud PAM4 signal over 50 km SSMF transmission (reprinted from [66] with permission from authors).
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4. Equalization Technologies
To mitigate the impairments in high-speed PAM4 system mentioned above, various digital
equalization technologies have been studied. In this section, we introduce the most popular equalizers,
including FFE, DFE, Volterra nonlinear equalizer (VNLE) and machine learning based equalizer,
in detail to compensate for these impairments. Moreover, some improved equalization methods are
also described to handle speciﬁc issues here.
4.1. FFE/DFE
4.1.1. Conventional FFE/DFE
The feed-forward equalizer is an eﬀective method for linear impairments compensation and
widely used nowadays. The most basic components of FFE is the ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter,
whose structure is shown in Figure 7a. The output of FIR is expressed as [67]
y(k ) =

n−1


hl x ( k − l )

(2)

l=0

where x(k) and y(k) are the input and output signal of FIR at the sampling instant k, respectively.
h = [h0 h1 h2 . . . hn−1 ] is the array of tap weights, while n is the number of taps.

Figure 7. The structure of (a) FIR ﬁlter: H(z); (b) FFE.

Figure 7b depicts the structure of decision-directed FFE, where the FIR ﬁlter is noted as H (z). The
tap weights can be updated by the zero-forcing (ZF) algorithm, least mean squares (LMS) algorithm,
recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm and so on [67–69]. Diﬀerent convergence algorithms just aﬀect
the speed of obtaining optimal tap weights and are not the focus of this review. Here, we only illustrate
one of the most common techniques called direct decision LMS (DD-LMS) algorithm. The (k + 1)-th
update of the ﬁlter tap weights is given by [68]
h(k + 1) = h(k) + 2μe(k)R(k)

(3)

where μ is the step size and the error e(k) = δ(k) − z(k) is between the desired signal δ(k) and the
output signal z(k). The R(k) = [r(k), r(k − 1), r(k − 2), . . . , r(k − n + 1)] is the vector of the input signal.
The FFE can boost the power of high-frequency components that undergo large losses due to the system
bandwidth limitations. It should be noted that FFE can operate at symbol rate sampling or higher.
Compared with symbol-spaced FFE, the fractionally-spaced FFE which is sampled at several times
the symbol rate allows the matched ﬁlter to be realized digitally and can take care of phase recovery.
In addition, it has a lower residual error at the cost of computational complexity. The destructive eﬀect
of the frequency notches is unable to be compensated for easily with an FFE but could be eﬃciently
mitigated using a DFE. Unlike FFE, the input of DFE is the signal after decision, as shown in Figure 8a.
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Figure 8. The structure of (a) DFE; (b) FFE and DFE combined.

In the case of DFE, the signal before decision is calculated by [69]
z(k ) = r(k ) −

n−1


hl δ(k − l)

(4)

l=0

The (k + 1)th update of the ﬁler tap weights is given by [69]
h(k + 1) = h(k) + 2μe(k)Z(k)

(5)

where Z(k) = [z(k), z(k − 1), z(k − 2), . . . , z(k − n + 1)]. DFE is usually operated at one sample per
symbol. It should be noted that DFE can successfully equalize frequency notches by pole insertion, but it
may suﬀer from error propagation and is unstable due to the decision feedback scheme. Moreover, only
post-cursor ISI can be deal with DFE, while the CD-induced channel impulse response contains both
pre-cursor and post-cursor. Therefore, the best choice for practical implementation is a combination
of an FFE and a DFE, which can be seen from Figure 8b. The FFE and DFE can be placed in the
transmitter for pre-compensation or in the receiver for post-compensation [60]. To solve the problem of
error propagation, a transmitter-side DFE called Tomlinson-Harashima pre-coding has recently been
proposed and investigated in various PAM4 short-reach optical links [70–73]. In addition, many novel
equalizers based on conventional FFE/DFE are proposed and investigated to deal with the problems in
practical implementation and improve the transmission performance. Next, three recently proposed
equalizers including DD-FTN, ID-FFE/ID-DFE, and CR-FFE will be illustrated as examples.
4.1.2. Improved Algorithms Based on FFE/DFE
• DD-FTN
When the FFE tries to amplify the power of high-frequency components to compensate for the
low-pass eﬀects, it boosts the noise power at high-frequency components as well. To address this
phenomenon, a DD-FTN algorithm is proposed [33] and the principle is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. (a) The components and (b) the structure of DD-FTN (reprinted from [33] with permission
from authors and reprinted from [7] with permission from IEEE).
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First, the signal after synchronization is equalized by a FFE, adapted by the LMS algorithm. Then,
a balanced digital ﬁlter is placed behind to suppress the enhanced in-band noise by the equalizer.
The transfer function of the balanced ﬁlter in z-transform is H (z) = 1 + αz−1 , where the tap coeﬃcient
α is employed to optimize the frequency response of the post ﬁlter. Finally, the maximum likelihood
sequence estimation (MLSE) is utilized behind to eliminate the strong ISI induced by the balanced
ﬁlter. Although two more DSP blocks are contained in DD-FTN compared to traditional equalizers,
the increase in complexity is relatively small and the overall complexity is not high compared to other
DSP techniques.
The BER performance as a function of received optical power for 112 Gbps PAM4 signal after
2 km SSMF transmission is depicted in Figure 10a [33]. With conventional FFE, the enhanced noise
signiﬁcantly degrades the system performance and a BER ﬂoor at 5 × 10−2 can be observed. By using
DD-FTN, the noise enhancement is eﬀectively mitigated by the balanced ﬁlter and the induced ISI
can be processed by the MLSE. The performance is improved and the BER can reach 3 × 10−4 when
received power is −7.1 dBm. Figure 10b shows the BER performance versus received optical power
for 140 Gbit/s PAM-4 system after back-to-back transmission [35]. It can be found that the traditional
FFE updated by DD-LMS exhibits the worst performance, while the BER can reach the hard decision
FEC (HD-FEC) threshold of 3.8 × 10−3 with DD-FTN. Therefore, DD-FTN can make a big diﬀerence in
enhanced noise mitigation.

Figure 10. (a) The bit error rate (BER) performance versus received optical power for 112 Gbps PAM4
signal after 2 km SSMF transmission (reprinted from [33] with permission from authors). (b) The BER
performance versus received optical power for diﬀerent tap coeﬃcient of balanced ﬁlter for 140 Gbit/s
PAM4 system after back-to-back transmission (reprinted from [35] with permission from IEEE).

• ID-FFE/ID-DFE
In C-band transmission, low-cost modulator like DML will introduce an additional impairment
due to the interaction between frequency chirp and chromatic dispersion. Recently, a low complexity
intensity directed equalizer based on FFE and DFE is proposed to suppress the chirp induced distortions.
Diﬀerent from the traditional FFE/DFE that utilizes one set of coeﬃcients, the proposed algorithm
ﬁrst divides the symbol into diﬀerent sets according to its intensity level, as shown in Figure 11a [37].
Then the coeﬃcients of diﬀerent groups are applied accordingly. Four sets of coeﬃcients for PAM4
symbol are selected according to the three thresholds for ID-FFE and four levels for ID-DFE. After
classiﬁcation, the desired tap coeﬃcients from diﬀerent sets are used and the following procedures are
the same as the traditional FFE/DFE. In terms of complexity, only a few simple decision circuits are
added to the original FFE/DFE and the complexity increment is negligible considering the operations
of multiplication in the equalizer.
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Figure 11. (a) The detailed structure of (P-1)-tap ID-FFE and Q-tap ID-DFE. (b) The block diagram of
the pre-FFE + ID-FFE/ID-DFE (reprinted from [37] with open access from OSA).

The eﬀectiveness of ID-FFE/ID-DFE greatly depends on the accuracy of the decision in the
classiﬁcation. Thus, a conventional FFE is employed to equalize the severe impairments and enhance
the decision accuracy before the intensity directed equalizer as shown in Figure 11b.
The BER performance versus the received optical power is shown in Figure 12 [37]. Compared
with the FFE case, of which the BER is 9 × 10−3 , the ID-FFE/ID-DFE reaches 2 × 10−3 . When the pre-FFE
is used before ID-FFE/ID-DFE, the performance is improved by almost an order of magnitude and
the BER reduce to 2.6 × 10−4 . From the received eye diagrams of ID-FFE with and without pre-FFE,
we observe that the pre-FFE can completely suppress the residual eye skewing eﬀect of the ID-FFE and
dramatically remove the ISI. When the transmission distance increase to 43 km, only the ID-FFE/ID-DFE
assisted by pre-FFE can reach a BER of 3.6 × 10−3 below the HD-FEC. Therefore, the chirp of the
modulator can be well addressed by the novel proposed ID-FFE/ID-DFE.

Figure 12. The BER performance of 56 Gbps PAM4 signal (a) after 35.9 km transmission and (b) after
43 km transmission (reprinted from [37] with open access from OSA).

• CR-FFE
The problem of incompatible prerequisites between impairment equalization and clock recovery
also reduces the performance of PAM4 transmission [74]. A joint clock recovery and feed-forward
equalization algorithm is proposed recently, which estimates timing error based on the diﬀerence
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between two tap coeﬃcients of T/2-spaced FFE. The proposed algorithm can eliminate the ISI induced
by linear impairments and track large sampling clock oﬀset (SCO) simultaneously.
The structure of the CR-FFE is plotted in Figure 13, where we notice that the timing error is
derived from the diﬀerence between two tap coeﬃcients [39]. For the comparison of complexity,
the timing error of CR-FFE is calculated by one time subtraction, while the conventional CR algorithm
needs an additional multiplication. Considering the total multiplication operations, the computational
complexity of CR-FFE is similar to or slightly lower than that of the original scheme.

Figure 13. The structure of proposed joint clock recovery and FFE (CR-FFE) (reprinted from [39] with
open access from OSA).

The BER performance of CR-FFE over diﬀerent SCO is studied as shown in Figure 14a [39].
The traditional clock recovery cascaded by FFE (noted as scheme II) cannot counteract large SCO,
while the CR-FFE (noted as scheme III) can ensure stable and reliable performance as SCO increase
from 0 to 1000 ppm. From Figure 14b,c, we observe that the two tap coeﬃcients for timing error
detection are basically equal and the fractional interval has a stable changing process, which indicates
that clock recovery and equalization are accomplished simultaneously after 40 km transmission when
SCO reaches 1000 ppm. Therefore, the CR-FFE can solve the problem of incompatible prerequisites
between impairment equalization and clock recovery, and provide signiﬁcant system performance
improvement for PAM4 transmission.

Figure 14. (a) The BER performance vs. sampling clock oﬀset at received optical power of –8 dBm for
50 Gbps PAM4 signal; (b) the tap weights and (c) fractional interval of proposed CR-FFE after 40 km
transmission when sampling clock oﬀset is 1000 ppm (reprinted from [39] with open access from OSA).
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4.2. VNLE
Thanks to FFE and DFE, the linear impairments can be eﬃciently eliminated. However, the
residual nonlinear distortion mainly induced by the nonlinearity of devices and square-law detection
can also severely impact the transmission performance of the PAM4 system. One of the most popular
equalization techniques is VNLE, whose structure is shown in Figure 15. Note that the VNLE can be
implemented based on FFE or DFE and we focus on FFE based VNLE in this paper. Considering the
exponential growth of computational complexity, the third-order VNLE is introduced here.

Figure 15. The structure of Volterra nonlinear equalizer (VNLE).

The output of VNLE is expressed as [75]
z(k ) =

n
1 −1
l=0

hl x(k − l) +

n
l
2 −1 

hl,i x(k − l)x(k − i) +

l=0 i=0

n
i
l 
3 −1 

hl,i,j x(k − l)x(k − i)x(k − j)

(6)

l=0 i=0 j=0

where hl , hl,i and hl,i,j are the tap weights of 1st-order, 2nd-order and 3rd-order kernels, respectively.
x(k) is the input signal of FIR in VNLE at the sampling instant k. In addition, n1 , n2 and n3 respectively
represent the number of taps for the linear part, 2nd-order nonlinear part and 3rd-order nonlinear part.
Generally, the linear impairments of the PAM4 system and the self-phase modulation (SPM) of SSMF can
be successfully eliminated by the ﬁrst and third-order kernels of VF, while the second-order kernels are
utilized to compensate the nonlinearity of devices such as modulator and PD. The kernel coeﬃcients are
commonly updated by LMS algorithm considering complexity. To simplify the convergence procedure,
the kernels of each order are evolved at diﬀerent speeds [75], which can be depicted as a gradient
vector μ= [μ1 , μ2 , μ3 ]. However, there is no clear procedure on how to set the values of this vector.
While limited by the high computation complexity of fully-connected VNLE, it is not practical
to be implemented directly in the real applications. Various methods have been proposed to reduce
the computational complexity of VNLE and the interested readers can refer to [76–80] for a detailed
discussion on this topic. Taking modiﬁed Gram-Schmidt orthogonal decomposition as an example,
the performance of sparse VNLE is described as shown in Figure 16 [31]. The dependence of the
BER on the back-to-back system without VNLE, and with VNLE or sparse VNLE are compared.
As is shown, the required ROP at the FEC threshold is decreased by 0.7 dB for the VNLE. When
sparse VNLE is employed, the increase in the ROP is less than 0.2 dB compared to VNLE. Figure 6b
plots the dependence of the BER on the ROP for 10 km and 20 km transmission. No penalties are
observed relative to the back-to-back system. Therefore, the sparse VNLE can maintain basically the
same performance with a reduction of computational complexity, which is an excellent optimization
for VNLE.
4.3. Equalization Based on Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is the scientiﬁc study of algorithms and statistical models that computer
systems use to eﬀectively perform a speciﬁc task without using explicit instructions, which was coined
in 1959 by Arthur Samuel [81]. Recently, machine learning algorithms have been utilized to process
optical communications and achieve distinguished performance [82–86]. Some DSP techniques based
on machine learning including SVM and NN are described in this section for PAM4 optical links.
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Figure 16. (a) BER vs. received optical power for a back-to-back system. (b) BER vs. received optical
power for 10 km and 20 km transmission (reprinted from [31] with permission from authors).

4.3.1. Support Vector Machine
The basic SVM classiﬁer is a two-class classiﬁer and its training process can be described as ﬁnding
the maximum edge hyperplane to deﬁne the decision function of the classiﬁer. The concept of basic
SVM classiﬁer is shown in Figure 17a, where the margin means the minimum distance of all samples
to the hyper-plane [40]. To solve this convex quadratic programming of optimization target in SVM,
the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [87] can be used.

Figure 17. (a) Basic SVM classiﬁer. (b) Complete binary tree structure multi-classes SVMs and mapping
rule for PAM4 signal where the black circle and the red square represent two categories (reprinted
from [40] with permission from IEEE).

Note that PAM4 cannot be de detected directly by the basic SVM classiﬁer. Thus, a proposed
complete binary tree (CBT) structure multi-classes SVMs method is utilized as depicted in Figure 17b.
It can be seen that two layers are contained in the tree, where the ﬁrst layer classiﬁes the ﬁrst bit of
PAM4 signal, and the second layer classiﬁes the last bit. Although the wrong decision in the high layer
will be retained to the next layers, a signiﬁcant improvement in performance for PAM4 system can still
be expected.
The BER curves of the 40 Gbps and 50 Gbps PAM4 signal are shown in Figure 18a,b, respectively [42].
Using the proposed CBT-SVMs, signiﬁcant receiver sensitivity reduction of 2.99 dB and 4.68 dB in
optical B2B and 2 km SMF transmission can be obtained for 40 Gbps PAM4 system. Moreover,
for 50 Gbps PAM4 modulation, it provides 3.59 dB and 3.63 dB received power tolerance compared
with the hard decision. Therefore, the SVM algorithm shows outstanding performance in nonlinear
impairment mitigation and could be a potential choice for future PAM4 optical links.
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Figure 18. BER curves for (a) 40 Gbps and (b) 50 Gbps PAM4 signal using CBT-SVMs (reprinted
from [42] with permission from IEEE).

4.3.2. Neural Network
The neural network (NN) is computational model loosely inspired by its biological counterparts [88].
In recent years, it has been proposed to mitigate the nonlinear impairments in optical communication
system [89–91]. For short-reach PAM4 optical links, various research concerning the NN method
has been performed to improve transmission performance [43–53]. The schematic of NN based
nonlinear signal processing is presented in Figure 19a, where the leftmost part consists of a set of
neurons representing the input features and the rightmost part is a non-linear activation function [48].
In the middle, a weighted linear summation is employed to represent connections between neurons.
Figure 19b shows a two-layer neural network to classify PAM4 signals. Rectiﬁed Linear Units (ReLU),
as indicated in the inset of Figure 19b, is always applied as the activation function. Compared with
sigmoid function or Tanh function, it is more like a real neuron in our body and results in much faster
training. A softmax function is commonly selected as the activation function for the output layer.
The output of the softmax function is the class with the highest probability.

Figure 19. (a) Schematic of neural network (NN) based nonlinear signal processing for a hidden
layer and (b) simple structure of two-layer neural network (reprinted from [48] with permission
from authors).

An example for BER performance of NN is shown in Figure 20a [49]. Thanks to the NN method,
about one order of magnitude is decrease compared to the BER with VNLE after 60 km transmission.
Figure 20b shows the BER performance versus OSNR after 80 km SSMF. The required OSNRs to reach
the FEC threshold for VNLE and NN are 39 dB and 35.5 dB, respectively. Thus, we can conclude that
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compared to conventional equalizers, a better BER performance can be achieved using the NN method,
which is an attractive solution for short-reach PAM4 optical links.

Figure 20. (a) BER vs. ﬁber length with NN for 112 Gbps SSB-PAM4 transmission. (b) BER vs. OSNR
after 80 km dispersion uncompensated SSMF (reprinted from [49] with open access from OSA).

4.4. Summary of Recent Work
Various equalization technologies mentioned above are summarized and compared as shown
in Table 3. The FFE/DFE is widely used in short-reach PAM4 optical links due to simple architecture
and low complexity, however, it can only eliminate the linear ISI induced by bandwidth limitation
and CD. In [26], a single-channel 56 Gbit/s PAM4 optical transmission over 60 km is experimentally
demonstrated with receiver sensitivities of −19.9 dBm using 35 taps FFE. Meanwhile, with the help of
17 taps FFE, the 40 km error-free transmission is achieved for 106 Gbit/s PAM4 using APD receiver [27].
The THP is a transmitter-side DFE without suﬀering from error-propagation, which is proposed
recently to resist against power fading and bandwidth limitation. For the ﬁrst time, the THP is
applied to 100 Gbit/s FTN PAM4 transmission over 40 km through a 20 GHz low-pass channel [72].
With similar or a low addition of complexity, the novel DD-FTN, ID-FFE/ID-DFE and CR-FFE can
compensate for the weakness of conventional linear equalizers and achieve better performance for
speciﬁc issues. In [35], the DD-FTN is experimentally demonstrated for a 140 Gbit/s PAM4 signal
over 20 km transmission with a receiver sensitivity of −5.5 dBm. K. Zhang et al. ﬁrstly demonstrate
a C-band 56 Gbit/s PAM4 system over 43 km transmission with the proposed ID-FFE/ID-DFE [37].
In [39], the CR-FFE resist SCO up to 1000-ppm after 40 km transmission for 50 Gbit PAM4 system
based on 10 GHz DML. While bandwidth limitation can be eﬃciently compensated for by using
FFE/DFE, the nonlinearity of devices is diﬃcult to eliminate eﬀectively. VNLE is the most popular
nonlinear equalization while the high computational complexity can be reduced by removing the less
important kernels. Using 1722 taps VNLE, the C-band 2 × 56 Gbit/s PAM4 transmission over 100 km is
experimentally demonstrated in [92]. A sparse VNLE with half computational complexity achieves
similar performance for 2×64 Gbit/s PAM4 transmission over 70 km SSMF using 18 GHz DML [93].
As for machine learning algorithms, SVM and NN including artiﬁcial NN (ANN), deep NN (DNN),
and convolutional NN (CNN) are the mainstream to further eliminate nonlinear distortions of PAM4
optical links with higher complexity. When the SVM is applied to PAM4 signal, sensitivity gain of
2.5 dB is obtained for 60 Gbit/s VCSEL-MMF short-reach optical links [40]. Yang et al. experimentally
demonstrate a C-band 4 × 50 Gbit/s PAM4 transmission over 80 km SSMF employing a radial basis
function ANN [44]. In [46], with the help of CNN, a 112 Gbit/s PAM4 transmission over 40 km SSMF is
accomplished and the BER performance outperforms traditional VNLE. For more complicated DNN,
the BER of 4.41 × 10−5 is obtained for a 64 Gbit/s PAM4 transmission over 4 km MMF based on 850 nm
VCSEL [47]. Note that some equalization methods such as look-up table (LUT) are not mentioned in
this paper due to less implementation.
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Table 3. Equalization technologies for short-reach PAM4 optical links.
Equalization
FFE/DFE
FFE/DFE
FFE/DFE
THP
DD-FTN
ID-FFE/
ID-DFE
CR-FFE
VNLE
VNLE
SVM
SVM
ANN
ANN
CNN
CNN
DNN
DNN

Rate
(Gbps)

Distortion
bandwidth
limitation & CD
bandwidth
limitation & CD
bandwidth
limitation & CD
bandwidth
limitation &
power fading
enhanced noise
chirp of
modulator
clock oﬀset with
CD
nonlinearity
nonlinearity
nonlinearity of
VSCEL
level-dependent
skew
nonlinearity of
DML
nonlinearity
nonlinearity
nonlinearity
nonlinearity
nonlinearity

Reach
(km)

Wavelength
(nm)

FEC

Tx

Rx

Ref.
[26]

56

60

1295.13

3.8 × 10−3

EML

APD + TIA
& PD + TIA

106

40

1309.49

2 × 10−4

EML

APD

[27]

112

40

1314

1 × 10−3

EML

PD + TIA

[28]

10−3

100

40

1300

4×
&
2 × 10−4

EML

PD + TIA

[72]

140

20

1296.2

3.8 × 10−3

EML

PD + TIA

[35]

10−3

DML

PD

[37]

56

43

N/A

3.8 ×

10−2

50

40

1549.39

DML

OA + PD

[39]

56
56

100
70

1549.81
1311.89

3.8 × 10−3
3.8 × 10−3

DML
DML

OA + PD
OA + PD

[92]
[93]

60

0.05

850

3.8 × 10−3

VSCEL

PD

[40]

DML

PD

[41]

DML

PD

[43]

DML
DML
EML
VSCEL
DML

OA + PD
APD
PD + TIA
PD + TIA
OA + PD

[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]

2×

50

20

1551

1 × 10−3 &
2 × 10−4

20

18

1310

3.8 × 10−3

50
56
112
64
50

80
25
40
4
80

1551.35
N/A
1293
850
1551.35

10−3

3.8 ×
3.8 × 10−3
2 × 10−4
2 × 10−4
1 × 10−3

At present, the standard to evaluate the equalization technologies is considering both the
performance improvement and the computational complexity. The high complexity will occupy
massive resources for computation, thus increasing the computational cost. The score to judge the
equalization technologies can be described as:
score =

a ∗ performance improvement
b ∗ computational cost

(7)

where a and b are the inﬂuence factors of performance improvement and computational cost,
respectively. The comparison of the computational complexity and performance improvement
for diﬀerent equalization technologies is summarized in Table 4. Note that the main limited factor for
the short-reach PAM4 system is the cost, and the goal for equalization technologies is to achieve better
performance at the same computation cost. As is shown in Table 4, the SVM an NN have a higher
complexity than conventional equalization, although the performance can be signiﬁcantly improved.
However, the computation cost is getting lower as the continuous development of the integrated circuit.
So, from the long-term point of view, the equalization based on machine learning algorithms will play
an increasingly important role for short-reach PAM4 optical links.
Table 4. Comparison of the computational complexity and performance improvement for diﬀerent
equalization technologies.
Equalization Technologies

FFE/DFE

DD-FTN

ID-FFE/
ID-DFE

CR-FFE

VNLE

Sparse
VNLE

SVM

NN

Computational Complexity
Performance Improvement

low
low

fair
fair

low
fair

low
fair

high
high

fair
high

high
high

high
high
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5. Conclusions and Perspective
In this paper, we have reviewed various equalization technologies for short-reach PAM4 optical
links. A typical system conﬁguration is presented and the comparisons among diﬀerent transmitters
and receivers are introduced. Diﬀerent distortions including linear impairments, device nonlinearity
and power fading eﬀect are described, which are induced by low-cost components and need to
be mitigated by pre- and post-equalization. The conventional equalizers, including FFE and DFE,
are illustrated to eliminate the linear impairments such as bandwidth limitation and chromatic
dispersion, while the nonlinear distortions are compensated for by conventional VNLE and sparse
VNLE. The machine learning algorithms like SVM and NN are proposed to further mitigate severe
nonlinear distortion and achieve signiﬁcant performance improvement. Finally, a summary is given
for diﬀerent equalization technologies and a standard for the evaluation of equalizers is deﬁned to
consider both performance improvement and computational complexity. Additionally, as the cost of
computation constantly decreases, equalization technologies based on machine learning may become
the mainstream technology for next-generation short-reach PAM4 transmission.
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Abbreviations
Acronyms
ADC
BER
CBT
CR
DCI
DFE
DMT
EML
FFE
HD
IM
KK
MLSE
MMF
NN
OPBF
PAM4
PRBS
ReLU
SCO
SMO
SVM
VCSEL
VR

Analog-to-digital converter
Bit error rate
Complete binary tree
Clock recovery
Data center interconnects
Decision feedback equalizer
Discrete multi-tone
Electro-absorption modulated lasers
Feed-forward equalizer
Hard decision
Intensity modulation
Kramers-Kronig
Maximum likelihood sequence
estimation
Multi-mode ﬁber
Neural network
Optical band-pass ﬁlter
Four-level pulse amplitude modulation
Pseudorandom binary sequence
Rectiﬁed Linear Units
Sampling clock oﬀset
Sequential minimal optimization
Support vector machine
Vertical cavity surface-emitting laser
virtual reality

Acronyms
APD
CAP
CD
DAC
DD
DML
DSP
FEC
FTN
ID
ISI
LMS

Avalanche photodiode
Carrier-less amplitude and phase modulation
Chromatic dispersion
Digital-to-analog converter
Direct detection
Directly modulated laser
Digital signal processing
Forward error correction
Faster than nyquist
Intensity directed
Inter-symbol interference
Least mean squares

ML

Machine learning

MZM
OA
OSNR
PD
QAM
RLS
SMMF
SPM
TIA
VNLE
ZF

Mach-Zehnder modulator
Optical ampliﬁer
Optical signal-to-noise ratio
Photodiodes
quadrature amplitude modulation
Recursive least squares
Standard single-mode ﬁber
Self-phase modulation
Trans-impedance ampliﬁers
Volterra nonlinear equalizer
Zero-forcing
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Abstract: In this article, we review the latest progress on data center interconnect (DCI). We then
discuss diﬀerent perspectives on the 400G pluggable module, including form factor, architecture,
digital signal processing (DSP), and module power consumption, following 400G pluggable optics in
DCI applications. Next, we experimentally investigate the capacity-reach matrix for high-baud-rate
and high-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) single-carrier signals in the unampliﬁed
single-mode optical ﬁber (SMF) link. We show that the 64 GBd 16-QAM, and 64-QAM signals can
potentially enable 400 Gb/s and 600 Gb/s DCI application for 40 km and beyond of unampliﬁed
ﬁber link.
Keywords: 400 Gigabit Ethernet; coherent communications; data center interconnect; ﬁber optics
links and subsystems; optical communications; QSFP-DD transceiver

1. Introduction
To meet the ever-growing demands on the internet bandwidth, the Ethernet speed has evolved
at an astonishing pace, from 10 Megabit Ethernet to 100 Gigabit Ethernet (100 GbE) within the past
30 years [1]. In 2017, 400GbE standard was ratiﬁed by the IEEE P802.3bs Task Force [2]. This built
the foundation for industrial deployment of 400GbE in the global network. It is anticipated that
400GbE will be rapidly adopted over the next few years [3]. Recently, 400GbE pluggable optics is under
development to satisfy the demand on bandwidth-consuming applications, including data-center-based
cloud services [4–6].
For intra data center interconnect (DCI) application, optical direct detection with four-level
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4) has been widely adopted to enable the low cost 400GbE
optical transceivers, which can carry up to 400 Gb/s Ethernet data over either parallel ﬁbers or
multiple wavelengths. Direct detection PAM-4 optics has also been standardized by Multi-Source
Agreement (MSA) groups to achieve link distance from 500 m to 10 km (e.g., 400G-FR8, 400G-DR4,
400G-LR4, etc.) [7]. For inter DCI application, pluggable 400G digital coherent optics (DCO) with
single-carrier dual-polarization quadrature amplitude modulation (DP-QAM) signal is being proposed
to achieve 40 km and beyond ﬁber link [8,9]. PAM-4 signal with direct detection only uses the intensity
of the light to carry information. Instead, DP-QAM signal with coherent detection technology can
utilize a few degrees of freedom for photons, including polarization, intensity, and phase. Consequently,
coherent technology can transmit a single-carrier 400 Gb/s signal with signiﬁcantly improved spectral
eﬃciency. Furthermore, its receiver sensitivity can be signiﬁcantly improved over the one of intensity
modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) systems.
In this article, we ﬁrst introduce the application scenarios of pluggable optics in DCI applications.
Next, we discuss diﬀerent perspectives on the 400G pluggable module, including form factor,
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 2455; doi:10.3390/app9122455
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architecture, digital signal processing (DSP), and module power consumption. Then, we experimentally
investigate the ﬁber transmission performance of 16-QAM and 64-QAM single-carrier signals at various
baud rates, aiming at 400 Gb/s DCI applications with unampliﬁed link. Here, we consider 25% overhead
(OH) soft-decision forward error correction (SD-FEC), which gives a 4.2 × 10−2 bit error ratio (BER)
threshold [10]. For 64 GBd 16-QAM signals with 12 dB and 18 dB link margins, it is possible to transmit
400 Gb/s net data rate over 40 km and 80 km unampliﬁed ﬁber link, respectively. With 18 dB link margin,
64 GBd 64-QAM signal can produce greater than 600 Gb/s net data rate for an unampliﬁed link as long
as 40 km. We further study the impact of transmitter (Tx) side power on the transmission performance
and obtain a high-baud-rate QAM signal transmission matrix in unampliﬁed link. For various signals,
extra 6-dB more power can extend the ﬁber transmission reach to approximately 30 km. It is thus
critically important to increase the Tx output power or improve the Rx sensitivity, under the available
power and space constrains of the DCO pluggable module.
2. 400G Data Center Interconnect Use Cases
Data centers have been proliferated over the past few years, which are driven by more and more
bandwidth-hungry applications, including enterprise digital transformation, cloud services, and the
coming 5G applications. In such an era, enterprises, service providers, and cloud providers need a
DCI network that can quickly adapt to the changes in business and operational demands. To meet the
above requirements, data center networks are expanding in number and capacity, driving the need
for higher-speed DCI solutions. Top cloud service providers, such as Amazon, Facebook, Google,
and Microsoft, have already adopted 100 Gb/s and will quickly transfer to 400 Gb/s and beyond.
Figure 1 illustrates typical application scenarios of 400 Gb/s pluggable optics for DCI. As shown
in Figure 1a, the reach of an unampliﬁed link is power limited, and it mainly depends on the optical
transmitter output power, the ﬁber link loss, and the optical receiver sensitivity. For the ampliﬁed
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) link displayed in Figure 1b, it is noise limited,
and its reach depends on the available optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) at the optical receiver.

Figure 1. Typical application scenarios of 400 Gb/s pluggable optics for data center interconnect.
(a) Unampliﬁed point-to-point applications for 40 km reach; (b) ampliﬁed dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) applications for 80–120 km reach.

3. 400G Pluggable Module Form Factors and Power Requirement
Due to the emerging bandwidth-hungry applications, the photonics communications industry is
unceasingly driven towards higher-capacity, smaller-size, and lower-power solutions. Standardization
organizations, including the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the Optical
Internetworking Forum (OIF), are leading the industrial transformation of photonics communications
society from using discrete optical components to utilizing photonics integration enabled packet
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optics [11,12]. Lately, line and client-side industrial trials on interoperability have been demonstrated
successfully using 100 Gb/s CFP2 and 400 Gb/s CFP8 pluggable optical modules, respectively [13–17].
Nowadays, the industry is marching towards 400 Gb/s pluggable optical modules with even more
compact form factors. The ﬁrst debuts of 400 Gb/s client and line-side pluggable QSFP modules are
planned for year 2019 and 2020.
Based on the DSP’s physical location, there are two types of pluggable coherent modules: analog
coherent optics (ACO) and DCO. For 400G pluggable coherent transceivers, the industry has reached
an agreement on implementing DCO, which has the DSP inside the module. A few form factors have
emerged recently as the candidates for 400G DCO pluggable modules, such as CFP2, CFP8, OSFP,
and QSFP-DD [18–22], whose mechanical dimensions and power consumptions are shown in Figure 2.
These transceivers are equipped with eight pairs of diﬀerential signal pins, which can support 400G
transmission speed using 50G PAM-4 electrical interface [23]. One can see that CFP2 and CFP8 have
larger physical dimensions than those of OSFP and QSFP-DD, thus, they have more room for additional
components and allow a larger power budget. Consequently, OSFP and QSFP-DD are targeted for
the DCI application, while CFP2 and CFP8 are planned for the long-haul applications. The line-card
ﬁtting into one rack unit (RU) space can accommodate 36 QSFP-DD pluggable modules. The total
capacity of the line-card is 14.4 Tb/s. Currently, the industry is converging behind QSFP-DD due to
its high port density in the front panel, its backward compatibility with QSFP28/QSFP+, and thus a
larger ecosystem.

Figure 2. 400G pluggable coherent transceiver form factors. CFP: C form-factor, OSFP: octal small form
factor, QSFP-DD: quad small form factor double density.

Figure 3 illustrates the typical architecture of a 400G pluggable coherent transceiver. There
are three functional blocks inside the module, one DSP chip, one transmitter and receiver optical
subassembly (TROSA), and one power/control unit. Besides the power and control signal, the host
side also provides up to 400GbE client traﬃc to the pluggable coherent module through eight pairs
of diﬀerential signal pins. 400 Gb/s single-carrier signal (>60 GBd 16-QAM) can thus be generated
out of the Tx output. The other port of receiver (Rx) input captures the received signal, and coherent
detection is performed by the TROSA and DSP.
The pluggable coherent optics starts from 100 Gb/s CFP. During the past few years, its evolution
of density has been quite amazing. Meanwhile, a lot of challenges to the whole industry have
been triggered. Power consumption is always one of the key constrains for industrial applications.
As shown in Figure 2, the requirement on power consumption for 400 Gb/s QSFP-DD DCO is less than
15 W. Over the years, the power consumption of the coherent DSP has reduced signiﬁcantly [24–26].
Table 1 illustrates the evolution of the power consumption of coherent DSP. One can see that, with
40 nm complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process, 100G coherent traﬃc consumes
approximately 50 W power. Nowadays, with the latest 7 nm CMOS technique, the industry can bring
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the power consumption of DSP down to less than 2 W, which is larger than a 20 times reduction.
This tremendous improvement can potentially ﬁt the 400G-ZR QSFP-DD DCO under a 15 W power
envelop. As shown in Table 2, DSP, TROSA, and the other components are allocated only 7 W, 6–7
W, and 1–2 W power budget, respectively. In such tight power and size constrains, the industry has
adopted 10–12 dB link budget in the power limited unampliﬁed case for up to 40 km reach.

Figure 3. Typical architecture of 400G pluggable coherent transceiver. DSP: digital signal processing,
TROSA: transmitter and receiver optical subassembly, Tx: transmitter, Rx: receiver.
Table 1. Coherent digital signal processing (DSP) power consumption evolution.
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor.
DSP

2012

2015

2017

2019

CMOS node
Power/100G

40 nm
<50 W

28 nm
<20 W

16 nm
<7 W

7 nm
<2 W

CMOS:

Table 2. 400G-ZR QSFP-DD power consumption. TROSA: transmitter and receiver optical subassembly,
QSFP-DD: quad small form factor double density.
Module Power

DSP

TROSA

Other

QSFP-DD

7W

6–7 W

1–2 W

4. Experimental Setup
Figure 4 shows our experimental setup to investigate single-carrier high-baud-rate and high-order
QAM signal transmission in unampliﬁed ﬁber link. A 92 GS/s digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
with 32 GHz analog bandwidth is used to generate electrical signals for the four tributaries of
dual-polarization (DP) in-phase and quadrature (IQ) modulator. The trace loss between the DAC and
the DP-IQ modulator is compensated in the digital domain by a ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter [27].
The root-raise cosine ﬁlter with a roll-oﬀ factor of 0.2 was applied in the following experiment. We used
two tunable narrow-linewidth (<100 kHz) lasers with 16 dBm maximal output power, and set them to
1550.12 nm (i.e., 193.4 THz). One is with maximal power for the optical input to the DP-IQ modulator,
and the other is set to 12 dBm to act as the local oscillator (LO) for the coherent receiver. The laser to the
modulator is separated into two orthogonal polarizations, and each polarization is modulated by the
corresponding IQ signals. An automatic bias control (ABC) is used to control the bias voltage applied to
the DP-IQ modulator. At the Rx side, the optical signal is ﬁrst de-modulated by using a 90◦ heterodyne
coherent detector. Four linear trans-impedance ampliﬁers (TIAs) with diﬀerential outputs are set to
automatic gain control (AGC) mode. This minimizes the BER performance dependence on the LO
power, and four tributaries of analog electrical signals are generated. Then, an 8-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) with 63 GHz analog bandwidth and 4.5 eﬀective number of bits (ENOB) samples the
analog signals into discrete digital samples at 160 GS/s for post signal processing. In the DSP, chromatic
dispersion (CD) is ﬁrst compensated. Then polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is compensated
and polarization tributaries are de-multiplexed by a blind equalization using the radius directed
equalization (RDE). A 21-tap equalizer is implemented in the time domain with a Ts/2 spacing [28].
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Furthermore, the blind estimation algorithm is used to estimate and compensate the carrier frequency
oﬀset between the Tx signal and the LO laser, followed by the carrier phase noise [29].

Figure 4. Experimental setup. DAC: digital-to-analog converter, IQ: in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q),
VOA: variable optical attenuator, SMF: single-mode ﬁber, LO: local oscillator, ADC: analog-to-digital
converter, DSP: digital signal processing.

In our experiment, we tried to emulate the power limited unampliﬁed case, which is being
adopted by the industry with 10–12 dB link margin. According to the receiver sensitivity of 64 GBd
16-QAM signal, we adjusted the variable optical attenuator (VOA) to set the transmitter optical output
power to a reference point PTx Ref , which is 12 dB greater than the receiver sensitivity at a BER of
4.2 × 10−2 . In our experiment, we generated 16-QAM and 64-QAM with symbol rates from 45 to
86 GBd. By adjusting the VOA, we also increased the Tx optical power into the single-mode optical
ﬁber (SMF) by 3 dB and 6 dB. Optical 16-QAM and 64-QAM signals at various baud rates were then
transmitted over an SMF link with distance from 10 to 110 km. Diﬀerent combinations of a few ﬁber
sections were used to achieve speciﬁc ﬁber length, and their corresponding losses are illustrated in
Table 3.
Table 3. Fiber loss characterization.
Length (km)

20

40

60

80

90

100

110

Loss (dB)

4.7

7.8

12.6

15.5

17.6

20.0

22.8

5. Fiber Transmission Performance Results and Discussion
In this section, we ﬁrst study the ﬁber transmission performance with high-baud-rate 16-QAM
signals in the unampliﬁed link. Then, we extend our experiment to the high-baud-rate 64-QAM signals.
Finally, we summarize a transmission matrix showing capacity and distance for 16-QAM and 64-QAM
signals at various baud rates.
5.1. High-Baud-Rate 16-QAM
For 400 Gb/s DCI applications, the industry is adopting DP-16QAM signals. With additional
FEC overhead, the DP-16QAM signal can also fuel the 400 Gb/s metro, regional, and even long-haul
DWDM applications. Figure 5a displays the ﬁber transmission performance of the 56 GBd 16-QAM
signal with diﬀerent Tx side optical power. As the optical link is power-limited, the transmission
performance can be improved for longer transmission by increasing the output power of Tx. With 6-dB
more optical power than PTx Ref , the 56 GBd 16-QAM signal can transmit over 100 km with a pre-FEC
BER of 2.5 × 10−2 . From the ﬁgure, one can see that, with 3-dB more optical power than PTx Ref , it is
suﬃcient to achieve 80 km error-free transmission after FEC. With diﬀerent optical power of the Tx side,
the ﬁber transmission performance of the 16-QAM signals at 64 GBd is shown in Figure 5b. Using 25%
OH SD-FEC, the 64 GBd 16-QAM signal can still carry over 400 Gb/s net data rate. Experimental result
shows that a larger than 50 km unampliﬁed optical communication link can be achieved using PTx Ref .
With 6-dB more optical power than PTx Ref , the system can achieve larger than 90 km transmission
in the unampliﬁed link. Consequently, enhanced output power of Tx or improved sensitivity of Rx
would be beneﬁcial for 80 km extended long reach (ZR) application [9].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Bit error ratio (BER) as a function of transmission distance in unampliﬁed point-to-point link
for (a) 56 GBd 16-QAM signals; (b) 64 GBd 16-QAM signals.

Furthermore, we compare 16-QAM signal transmission performance at various baud rates with
PTx Ref and 6-dB more Tx side optical power, respectively. As shown in Figure 6a,b, we transmitted
the 16-QAM signal with up to 86 GBd symbol rate. For the 86 GBd 16-QAM signals with PTx Ref and
6-dB more Tx side optical power, their reaches are around 40 km and 75 km, which are mainly limited
by the increased receiver sensitivity (i.e., more receiving optical power is required) for higher baud
rate system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. BER as a function of transmission distance in unampliﬁed point-to-point link for 16-QAM
signals with (a) 6-dB more transmitter output power than the reference point; (b) transmitter output
power at the reference point.

5.2. High-Baud-Rate 64-QAM
Compared with 16-QAM, the 64-QAM signal has 1.5× more spectral eﬃciency, and thus can
carry more information bits. Figure 7a,b illustrates the ﬁber transmission performance of the 45 GBd
and 64 GBd 64-QAM signals over diﬀerent link distances. Compared with the 16-QAM, the 64-QAM
signal has a smaller Euclidean distance between neighboring constellation points. It is thus much
more susceptible to noise sources, such as laser phase noise and Rx electrical noise. In addition,
compared with 16-QAM, the nonlinearity introduced by the transfer function of the IQ modulator has
more impact on the 64-QAM signals. In our experiment, the modulation nonlinearity is mitigated by
adjusting the electrical driving signal. As shown in Figure 7b, with 6-dB more optical power of the Tx
side optical power than PTx Ref , the 64 GBd 64-QAM signal can transmit up to 40 km in the unampliﬁed
link, which gives greater than 600 Gb/s net data rate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. BER as a function of transmission distance in unampliﬁed point-to-point link for (a) 45 GBd
64-QAM signals; (b) 64 GBd 64-QAM signals.

5.3. High-Baud-Rate QAM Transmission Matrix
After transmitting 16-QAM and 64-QAM signals with various baud rates and diﬀerent Tx
side powers, we summarized the single-carrier signal transmission matrix, using the net data rate
and achievable unampliﬁed link distance. As shown in Figure 8, the link distance data points are
interpolated at 4.2 × 10−2 SD-FEC threshold. The net data rate calculates only the information bits,
by excluding the 25% FEC OH. For each combination of baud rate and QAM order, we chose two
points of optical power at the Tx side, PTx Ref and 6-dB more optical power than PTx Ref . For the 64 GBd
16-QAM signals, these conditions provide 12 dB and 18 dB link margin, respectively. From Figure 8
one can see that, for the same modulation format, lowering the baud rate gives an extended reach at
the sacriﬁce of the net data rate. Similarly, for the same baud rate, increasing the QAM order gives a
higher net data rate at the expense of the system’s reach. For PTx Ref Tx side optical power, the 45 GBd
16-QAM signal can still achieve 80 km reach in the unampliﬁed link, which provides 288 Gb/s net
data rate. For the Tx side with 6-dB more optical power than PTx Ref , the 64 GBd 16-QAM signal
can achieve both 80 km transmission and larger than 400 Gb/s net data rate. In such a condition,
the 64 GBd 64-QAM signal can produce greater than 600 Gb/s net data rate for an unampliﬁed link
as long as 40 km. By comparing the two conditions of optical power at the Tx side, one can see that
6-dB more power can extend the ﬁber transmission reach to approximately 30 km. Consequently, it is
critically important to increase the output power at the Tx side or improve the sensitivity at the Rx
side. Increasing the laser’s power, reducing the modulation loss, using two separate lasers for Tx and
LO are a few potential options.

Figure 8. Net data rate as a function of transmission distance for 16-QAM and 64-QAM signals at
various baud rates.
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6. Conclusions
In this article, we introduce 400GbE DCI using pluggable optics. Diﬀerent aspects of the
400G pluggable module, including form factor, architecture, and power consumption, are discussed.
Experimental investigation shows that the 64 GBd 16-QAM and 64-QAM signals can potentially enable
400 Gb/s and 600 Gb/s DCI application for 40 km and beyond unampliﬁed ﬁber link. Capacity-reach
matrix is ﬁnally generated with diﬀerent baud rates, QAM order, and Tx side power in the unampliﬁed
ﬁber link. We ﬁnd that increasing the Tx output power or improving the Rx sensitivity is the key
for better system performance in the power-limited coherent ﬁber link. A 6-dB more transmitted
power can extend the ﬁber transmission reach to approximately 30 km for both modulation formats
investigated. It is thus important for the industry to develop accordingly, under the power and space
constrains of the 400G DCO pluggable module.
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Abstract: Coherent optical transponders are widely deployed in today’s long haul and metro optical
networks using dense wavelength division multiplexing. To increase the data carrying capacity,
the coherent transponder utilizes the high order modulation format and operates at a high baud
rate. The limited bandwidth and the nonlinearity are two critical impairments for the coherent
in-phase quadrature transmitter. These impairments can be mitigated by digital ﬁlters. However,
to accurately determine the coeﬃcients of these ﬁlters is diﬃcult because the impairment from
the limited bandwidth and the impairment from nonlinearity are coupled together. In this paper,
we present a novel method to solve this problem. During the initial power-up, we apply a sinusoidal
stimulus to the coherent IQ transmitter. We then scan the frequency and amplitude of the stimulus
and monitor the output power. By curve-ﬁtting with an accurate mathematical model, we determine
the limited bandwidth, the nonlinearity, the power imbalance, and the bias point of the transponder
simultaneously. Optimized coeﬃcients of the digital ﬁlters are determined accordingly. Furthermore,
we utilize a coherent IQ transponder and demonstrate that the limited bandwidth is improved by the
ﬁnite impulse response ﬁlter, while nonlinearity is mitigated by the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter.
Keywords: coherent communication; optical communication; pluggable module

1. Introduction
Today’s telecommunications infrastructure relies on optical ﬁber communications systems where
the coherent in-phase quadrature (IQ) optical transceiver is an essential component. To deliver
a large amount of information over a long distance, the high-order quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) running at a high baud-rate has been adopted in the long-haul transmission system [1,2].
The information is carried on two orthogonal domains. One domain is the in-phase (I) and quadrature
(Q), and the other domain is the two orthogonal polarizations, which are X and Y. Thus, four tributary
channels are formed, namely XI, XQ, YI, and YQ. Within each tributary, there are impairments due
to the limited bandwidth and nonlinearity. Among these tributaries, there are degrading eﬀects due
to the time skew and power imbalance. In this work, we mainly focus on the impairments within
each tributary.
The limited bandwidth ultimately determines the highest achievable baud rate of the coherent IQ
transponder. It is critical to compensate for the limited bandwidth, particularly for the high baud rate
coherent IQ transponder. For example, the state-of-art system runs at the all-electronically multiplexed
symbol rate of 180 GBd (giga baud) [3]. The nonlinearity causes uneven distribution of the constellation
points in the complex plane and eventually limits the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, it is equally
important to mitigate the nonlinearity for the coherent IQ transponder using the high order QAM.
As an example, the next generation coherent DWDM system uses the probability shaping constellation
(PSC) QAM [4], and the state-of-the-art demonstration utilizes 4096-PSC-QAM [5].
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The limited bandwidth is usually mitigated by the ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter through
the pre-emphasis process in the digital domain. For example, a 61 GBd coherent system can still
be demonstrated when the overall electrical bandwidth of the coherent IQ transceiver is less than
15 GHz [6]. To set the FIR ﬁlter, one needs to measure the system’s bandwidth accurately. A traditional
method is to apply a stimulus, for example a sinusoidal signal, to the Mach–Zehnder modulator
(MZM). By scanning the frequency of the stimulus and measuring the optical power from the output
of MZM, one can determine its bandwidth. To limit the inﬂuence of the nonlinearity, the sinusoidal
signal has a small amplitude. However, the actual analog signal generated by real data is a large
signal applied to the MZM to utilize the dynamic range of the coherent IQ transmitter fully. On the
other hand, the bandwidth measured with a large signal is inﬂuenced by the nonlinearity, making the
measurement result inaccurate.
Multiple methods have been demonstrated to mitigate the nonlinearity. In [7], a lightwave
component analyzer is used to determine the limited bandwidth by performing a small-signal
measurement. The limited bandwidth is compensated by the ﬁrst-order kernel of the Volterra ﬁlter.
Next, the constellation diagram is recovered by the coherent receiver through the digital signal
processing (DSP). The second-order kernel and the third-order kernel of the Volterra ﬁlters are
adaptively updated through the indirect learning algorithm. In such a routine, the nonlinearity
is mitigated by minimizing the error function. In [8], the indirect learning algorithm is further
expanded so that the limited bandwidth, the time skew between the in-phase tributary and the
quadrature tributary, and the nonlinearity are simultaneously compensated by the Volterra ﬁlter. In [9],
the limited bandwidth, the time skew, and the nonlinearity are simultaneously detected by a high-speed
photodiode and a sampling oscilloscope. The high-order Volterra ﬁlter is used to compensate those
impairments. In [10], a look-up table (LUT) mitigates the nonlinearity and pattern-dependent distortion.
The 7-symbol LUT is trained by determining the diﬀerence between the training symbol and the actual
sample value for the signal. The known symbol sequence is identiﬁed by a sliding window, and the
address of the LUT is formed accordingly.
Although those developed methods can mitigate the nonlinearity, they rely on the high-speed
photodiode to perform optical-to-electrical conversion, and the high-speed digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) to perform the measurement. The setup is complicated and cannot be easily integrated within
the coherent transponder.
In this article, we demonstrate a novel method to compensate for the limited bandwidth and
mitigate the nonlinearity. The most signiﬁcant advantage of the proposed technique is a simple
setup using the low-speed photodiode integrated into the coherent transponder. First, we establish
an accurate mathematical model describing the output from the MZM, taking into consideration the
limited bandwidth and the nonlinearity. Next, during the initial phase of the coherent transponder,
we demonstrate the simultaneous measurement of the limited bandwidth, the nonlinearity, the power
imbalance, and the bias point. From the measurement result, we determine the coeﬃcients of the
FIR ﬁlter and the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter. Finally, we compensate for the limited bandwidth and
mitigate the nonlinearity of the coherent transmitter.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we establish the mathematic model; in Section 3,
we show the measurement result and demonstrate the compensation of the limited bandwidth and the
nonlinearity; in Section 4, we discuss multiple aspects of the proposed technique; in Section 5, we draw
the conclusions.
The presence of bandwidth limitation and nonlinearity is not unique to the coherent optical
transponder. In other types of application, such as radio over ﬁber [11,12] and millimeter wave band
communication [13,14], the transmitter also suﬀers from the penalty due to bandwidth limitation
and nonlinearity. Thus, the novel method demonstrated in this paper can be adopted, modiﬁed,
and applied to diﬀerent types of communication systems.
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2. Principle
Figure 1 shows a typical coherent IQ transmitter which consists of the digital signal processing
(DSP) application speciﬁc integrated circuit (ASIC) and the analog coherent optics (ACO). The layer
of forward error correction (FEC) adds the overhead error correction. Next, an FIR ﬁlter in the
tap-and-delay structure compensates the limited bandwidth. The FIR ﬁlter is Ts /2 spaced, where Ts is
the symbol period. A high-speed DAC converts the output of the FIR ﬁlter from the digital domain
to the analog domain. It is also possible to implement a nonlinear equalizer like the Volterra ﬁlter to
mitigate the nonlinearity. The analog electrical signal goes through the traces on the radio-frequency
(RF) print circuit board (PCB), the pluggable interface (if applicable), the linear RF ampliﬁers and then
are ﬁnally applied to the MZM.
The DAC, the RF trace on the PCB, the pluggable connector, the RF electrical ampliﬁer, and the
MZM contribute to the limited bandwidth. The intrinsic transfer function of MZM in the form
of sinusoidal function and the nonlinear amplitude response within the data path contribute to
the nonlinearity.

Figure 1. The block diagram of the coherent IQ transmitter and the DSP ASIC. PS: phase shifter, Pol-Rot:
polarization rotator. DAC input can be switched between RAM and regular path.

Also, an onboard random-access memory (RAM) can be implemented in the DSP ASIC for testing
and diagnosis. During the initial calibration, one can load RAM with the desired data pattern, and set
the output of the DAC according to the content in the RAM. After the initial calibration, one can switch
back to the regular data path. We utilize this feature to demonstrate our technique. Initially, during the
power-up, we load the RAM with a sinusoidal stimulus to one tributary at a time and write 0 to the
other tributaries. Thus, the output is from the tributary with the stimulus. Then, we can apply the
following equation


(1)
Pout = Pstdy cos2 0.5π(Vswing /Vπ + Vbias /Vnull ) ,
here Pout is the output from the IQ transmitter, monitored by a low-speed photodiode (PD). Pstdy is the
steady-state power of the tributary under stimulus, Vswing is the voltage applied to the MZM, Vπ is
the voltage achieving π phase shift, Vbias is the bias voltage applied to MZM, Vnull is the bias voltage
required for the null point (corresponding to π/2 phase shift), cos2 () is the intrinsic transfer function of
the MZM.
VDAC is the maximum output voltage of the DAC, ILRF is the insertion loss of the RF traces,
GainAMP is the gain of the RF ampliﬁer, BWMZM is the bandwidth of the MZM. The parameters
above are frequency-dependent and thus contribute to the limited bandwidth. Nsig and ω are the
amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal stimulus. BitDAC is the number of bits of the high-speed
DAC, where the ﬁrst bit is a sign bit. Consequently, Vswing can be expressed as the following:
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Vswing = Nsig sin(ωt) ∗ VDAC (ω) ∗ ILRF (ω)
∗GainAMP (ω) ∗ BWMZM (ω)/2(BitDAC −1)

,

(2)

Furthermore, we deﬁne the normalized signal amplitude x, the bandwidth factor α, the bias factor
β, and the MZM phase shift ϕMZM . The output from the MZM is expressed as
x = Nsig /2(BitDAC −1) , x ∈ [0, 1),
αω = VDAC ∗ ILRF ∗ GainAMP ∗ BWMZM /Vπ ,
β = Vbias /Vnull ,
,
φmzm = 0.5παω x sin(ωt),
Pout (ω, x) = Pstdy cos2 (φmzm + 0.5πβ)

(3)

The nonlinear amplitude response is not included in Equation (3). In [15,16], the nonlinear response
is treated as a quadrature term in x. Adding nonlinear response, ϕmzm is expressed as


φmzm = 0.5παω γω x2 + x sin(ωt),

(4)

here γ is the coeﬃcient for a nonlinear response. The subscript of α and γ indicates that they are
dependent on the frequency.
Using the Jacobi–Anger expansion [17], one can show that Equation (4) can be written as
the following



Pout (ω, x) = 0.5Pstdy + 0.5Pstdy cos(πβ) J0 παω γω x2 + x



∞

+Pstdy cos(πβ)
J2m παω γω x2 + x cos(2mωt)
,
(5)
m=1



∞

−Pstdy sin(πβ)
J2m−1 παω γω x2 + x sin((2m − 1)ωt)
m=1

here, Jm ( ) is the ﬁrst-kind m-th Bessel function. The average output power over the time Pavg (ω,x),
detected by a low-speed PD, can be expressed as




Pavg (ω, x) = 0.5Pstdy 1 + cos(πβ) J0 παω γω x2 + x ,

(6)

We ﬁx ω and scan the amplitude of the sinusoidal stimulus between 0 and 2ˆ(BitADC -1). We get
a curve of Pavg (ω,x) versus x. The underlying ﬁtting parameter [Pstdy , αω , β, γω ] can be extracted using
a curve ﬁtting method like sequential quadratic programming (SQP). The SQP minimizes the relative
root-mean-square (RMS) error
K 


Errrms =

k =1

Fit
PMeas
avg (xk ) − Pavg (xk )


2
K PMeas
avg (xk )

2
,

(7)

where superscript “Meas” and “Fit” indicate the measurement results and the ﬁtting results. Here K
and k are the total measurements and the index of measurement.
Next, we scan the frequency from a value close to DC (for example, a few GHz) to the value of
the baud rate. We record the optical power from each tributary when the amplitude of the sinusoidal
stimulus is varied from zero to full swing. We perform the curve ﬁtting according to Equations (6)
and (7). Then, we determine the αω and γω over the diﬀerent frequencies. Accordingly, we ﬁnd the
coeﬃcients of the FIR ﬁlter and Volterra ﬁlter to mitigate the limited bandwidth and the nonlinearity.
Furthermore, the power imbalance between tributaries and the bias point of the MZM can be decided
by Pstdy and β. The DAC’s input returns to the regular data path for normal operation after the
impairments are calibrated.
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3. Experimental Results
3.1. Measured Bandwidth and Nonlinearity
The proposed technique is validated on a pluggable CFP2-ACO module (CFP2 form factor analog
coherent optics) and a DSP ASIC [18]. The pluggable module is a class-2 CFP2-ACO with a linear RF
ampliﬁer, which can support 200 Gb/s (gigabit per second) traﬃc using 16-QAM or 300 Gb/s traﬃc
using 64-QAM, at the baud rate of ~30 GBd. The DSP ASIC has the built-in RAM, allowing the scanning
of sinusoidal amplitude and frequency as discussed above. To minimize any interruption during the
initial calibration, the gain of the RF ampliﬁer and the bias point of MZM remain constant.
Figure 2 shows the results over four tributaries with ω = 3.77 GHz. Table 1 shows the ﬁtting
parameters and relative RMS error. The ﬁtting curves and the measured curves almost overlap,
which indicates that the proposed model in Equation (6) is very accurate. In addition, the power
imbalance between tributaries and the bias point are determined accordingly.

Figure 2. Measurement results versus theoretical analysis for four tributaries. ω = 3.77 GHz.
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Table 1. Fittings parameters for four tributaries.
Parameters 1

XI Trib

XQ Trib

YI Trib

YQ Trib

Pstdy (mW)
α
β
γ
Errrms

0.2712
1.7396
1.0000
−0.4503
4.02 × 10−2

0.2423
1.7042
1.0000
−0.4421
4.18 × 10−2

0.2891
1.6991
1.0000
−0.4429
3.95 × 10−2

0.2613
1.7803
1.0000
−0.4542
3.98 × 10−2

1

ω = 3.77 GHz.

Next, we scan the frequency of the sinusoidal stimulus, repeat the measurement and extract
the ﬁtting parameters. The purpose is to determine those parameters’ dependency on the frequency
component. Ideally, we can also extract four ﬁtting parameters from the measurement curve. However,
the output power from MZM is quite low at the high frequency close to the baud rate due to the limited
bandwidth. We experience a large ﬁtting error if we use four ﬁtting parameters. As the steady-state
power remains relatively unchanged, and the bias point has a negligible drift over time, we can assume
that Pstdy and β remain unchanged over the diﬀerent frequencies. Thus, we only extract four ﬁtting
parameters from the measurement curve using a sinusoidal stimulus running at a low-frequency ω,
for example at 3.77 GHz as shown in Figure 2. We then apply the same Pstdy and β values to all other
measurement curves at diﬀerent frequencies. We extracted the ﬁtting parameters α and γ for various
frequencies. This improves the ﬁtting error, particularly when ω is close to the baud rate. Over the
diﬀerent frequency, the model is accurate as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results over different frequencies. Measurement results agree well with the theoretical analysis.

Then, we determine the limited bandwidth by dividing the α value at a higher frequency with the
α value at 3.77 GHz, which is low enough to be used as the reference point. The limited bandwidth α
is plotted in Figure 4 on the left axis. We also calculate the limited bandwidth determined through
traditional power measurement. It is done through the following steps: one ﬁxes Nsig , then scans ω,
and measures the average output power Pavg . Then, the Pavg at the higher frequency is divided by
the Pavg close to the DC frequency to determine the limited bandwidth. It is noticeable that both the
small-signal result (for example, Nsig = 32) and the large-signal result (for example, Nsig = 127) show
the deviation against the actual bandwidth (α curve). The reason is that the nonlinear response causes
the actual phase shift applied to MZM to be smaller than the intended value.
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The nonlinear response γ is plotted in Figure 4 towards the right axis. One can notice that within
the Nyquist frequency (ΩNY ), the dependency of γ on ω is small. In addition, all frequency components
within ΩNY will have roughly the same amplitude when the limited bandwidth is compensated. Thus,
we can deﬁne the average nonlinear response γavg within the Nyquist frequency. Since Nyquist pulse
shaping is widely used to improve the spectral eﬃciency, we ignore the frequency components outside
ΩNY which are eliminated by the sharp roll-oﬀ of the Nyquist ﬁlter.

Figure 4. Bandwidth and nonlinearity of one tributary. Bandwidth is plotted on the left axis and
nonlinearity is plotted on the right axis.

To mitigate the nonlinear response, a quadratic equation is ﬁrst solved. There are two roots for
the quadratic equation. We can choose the correct root because the normalized amplitude x is between
0 and 1. Furthermore, to obtain the coeﬃcients of the Volterra ﬁlter for compensation of nonlinearity,
a Taylor expansion is performed around the zero point, as shown below:
y = γavg x2 + x


,
1 + 4γavg y − 1 /2γavg ≈ y − γavg y2 + 2γ2avg y3
x=

(8)

As seen, the coeﬃcients of a memoryless Volterra ﬁlter are exactly the coeﬃcients of a Taylor
expansion. Thus, a third-order memoryless Volterra ﬁlter can be implemented in DSP ASIC to reverse the
nonlinear response. The coeﬃcients of the Volterra ﬁlter are simple and directly correlated to nonlinear
response γavg . Furthermore, MZM’s transfer function is a sinusoidal function. Its compensation
function is “arcsin” function which can be realized through a LUT in the DSP ASIC.
As discussed in [7], the coherent transmitter can be modeled as a Wiener system, where the
static nonlinear response follows the dynamic linear response. To compensate for the Wiener system,
a Hammerstein system is used, where the static nonlinear equalization is placed in front of the dynamic
linear equalization [19].
Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the proposed DSP architecture. The digital signal is
ﬁrst pre-distorted by the third-order memoryless Volterra ﬁlter to mitigate the nonlinearity. Then,
the sinusoidal transfer function of the MZM is compensated by the “arcsin” LUT. At last, the limited
bandwidth is compensated through the pre-emphasis implemented by the FIR ﬁlter. The tap coeﬃcients
of the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter is decided by γavg and the tap coeﬃcients of the FIR ﬁlter is set such
that the frequency response of the FIR ﬁlter is inversely proportional to the limited bandwidth (α).
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Figure 5. Proposed DSP block diagram. (a) The proposed structure of the FIR ﬁlter is shown in detail.
a0 , a1 , a2 , and the rest are the tap coeﬃcients determined from α. (b) The proposed structure of the
Volterra ﬁlter is shown in detail.

3.2. Compensation for Bandwidth and Nonlinearity
To demonstrate this technique, we generate 300 Gb/s signal using 64-QAM format at approximately
30 GBd. This maximum baud rate is limited by our DSP ASIC. The DSP ASIC currently has no built-in
Volterra ﬁlter. Thus, our proposed DSP architecture cannot be realized directly through the data path.
So, the pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) is ﬁrst generated. Then, the Gray coding is applied
to map the QAM signal so that there is only a one-bit diﬀerence between the adjacent constellation
points. Next, the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter and the ‘arcsin’ function are applied to the signal. In the
end, the signal is convoluted with an FIR ﬁlter. There are multiple functionalities of the FIR ﬁlter:
to overcome the limited bandwidth α coming from the components on the data path; to perform Nyquist
pulse shaping using root raised cosine (RRC) ﬁlter with the roll-oﬀ factor of 0.1 [20]; to compensate the
skew among the tributaries [21]. The data stream is loaded into the on-chip RAM and the output of the
DAC is set according to the data in the RAM.
The coherent transmitter then converts the electrical signal to an optical signal. The optical output
from the coherent transmitter is further captured by a coherent receiver, which consists of 90-degree
optical hybrid, balanced photodiodes, and linear trans-impedance ampliﬁers. An integrated tunable
laser assembly (ITLA) serves as the local oscillator (LO). The electrical signal is then converted from
the analog domain to the digital domain through a real-time oscilloscope (80 G samples per second,
33 GHz bandwidth).
The oﬄine DSP is used to generate a constellation diagram and count the bit error rate. The DSP
processing steps are similar to those described in [22]. First, a static equalization with a matched RRC
ﬁlter is implemented in the time domain. Second, the chromatic dispersion is compensated in the
frequency domain. Next, the polarization de-multiplexing and the compensation of polarization mode
dispersion are implemented through an adaptive equalizer using the radius directed equalization
(RDE) [23]. Then in the following steps, the timing is recovered using Gardner’s method, the frequency
oﬀset is estimated, the carrier phase is recovered, and the symbol is determined. The detailed diagram
for the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Experimental setup. A power meter is used to perform initial calibration with sinusoidal
stimulus. Coherent receiver and real-time oscilloscope are used to recover the constellation diagram.
The processing steps of DSP are also shown.

The constellation diagram can only be recovered when the limited bandwidth is compensated
by the FIR ﬁlter. We compare the constellation diagram before and after the compensation of the
nonlinearity, as shown in Figure 7. The gain of RF ampliﬁer is set to a high value so that MZM is
driven into a nonlinear region. As seen, without the compensation of nonlinearity, the constellation
points are crowded and blurry. After the nonlinearity is mitigated, the constellation points are linearly
distributed and separated.

Figure 7. Constellation diagram without Volterra ﬁlter (left) and that with Volterra ﬁlter (right).
Both results are obtained with bandwidth compensation and arcsin compensation.

The improvement in Q2 factor is approximately 0.3 dB. The improvement is smaller than expected
due to the hardware implementation penalty at 64-QAM. In our setup, the implementation penalty
is higher than expected, mainly due to the limit eﬀective number of bit (ENOB) in DAC and ADC.
The implementation penalty acts as a noise ﬂoor for our system. The contribution from the nonlinearity
is small compared with the implementation penalty. After removing the nonlinearity, the performance
of the coherent transponder is still dominated by the implementation penalty. Thus, the improvement
from the mitigation of the nonlinearity is smaller than expected.
4. Discussion
During the measurement of limited bandwidth and nonlinearity, we adjust the bias voltage so
that the MZM is biased at its null point. The optimal bias voltage can be obtained by turning oﬀ the
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modulation signal and scanning the bias voltage. The bias voltage resulting in the minimum output
power is the optimal voltage. The coherent IQ transmitter in our experiment is fabricated in Indium
Phosphide (InP) material and its bias point is stable during the measurement. As seen from Table 1,
the measured bias point factor is close to 1, indicating that the bias point is stably held at the optimal
null point. During the measurement, the automatic bias control (ABC) circuit, which is based on the
dithering of bias voltage, is turned oﬀ to avoid any potential interference. During the normal operation,
the ABC circuit is enabled so that any long-term drift can be compensated.
In addition to the limited bandwidth (α) and the nonlinearity (γ), our method can also measure the
power imbalance (Pstdy ) among tributaries and the bias setting point (β). To achieve optimal performance,
the power imbalance among the tributaries needs to be minimized. Our method oﬀers a novel way to
measure the power imbalance. Once measured, the power imbalance can be compensated by adjusting
the variable optical attenuator or the semiconductor optical ampliﬁer which can be integrated into the
coherent transmitter [24]. The bias setting can be also optimized by adjusting the bias voltage applied
to the MZM.
The frequency and the amplitude of the sinusoidal stimulus are controlled in the digital domain.
Thus, the sinusoidal stimulus is generated with high accuracy. Nsig and ω can be scanned with a ﬁne
step, and the corresponding Pavg can be measured. It is well known that by measuring multiple data
points and applying the curve ﬁtting, the measurement accuracy can be greatly improved. Assuming
K as the total measurement points, the improvement in the accuracy is proportional to the square root
of K. In this way, we can signiﬁcantly improve the measurement accuracy of the limited bandwidth,
the nonlinearity, the power imbalance and the bias point among the four tributaries.
A Volterra ﬁlter which has multiple taps (memory) in the high-order kernels can mitigate the
frequency-dependent nonlinear eﬀect. In [7], the memory depth of the second-order kernel is 7 and the
memory depth of the third order kernel is 7. Note that the frequency-dependent nonlinear response is
also captured during our measurement. Thus, the coeﬃcients of the Volterra ﬁlter with the memory
can be determined accordingly. However, the Volterra ﬁlter with the memory has higher complexity,
larger power consumption, and greater latency. The trade-oﬀ between performance and complexity
should be carefully considered. In this work, we utilize the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter to mitigate the
average nonlinearity for its simplicity. Thus, the frequency-dependent component of the nonlinearity
is neglected. Still, a noticeable improvement was observed after the nonlinearity compensation was
realized, particularly for MZM working in the nonlinear regime.
5. Conclusions
Next-generation coherent transponders operate at high baud rate and utilize advanced QAM
modulation. For these transponders, the limited bandwidth and the nonlinearity are two severe
impairments which need to be mitigated. The limited bandwidth is mitigated by the FIR ﬁlter and the
nonlinearity is mitigated by the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter for its simplicity.
A novel technique to determine the tap coeﬃcients for the FIR ﬁlter and the memoryless Volterra
ﬁlter is presented. A sinusoidal stimulus is applied during the initial power-up. We then scan
the amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal stimulus and monitor the output from the coherent
transmitter. Then, we use the curve ﬁtting method to determine the underlying parameters of the
coherent transmitter, such as the limited bandwidth, the nonlinearity, the power imbalance among the
tributaries, and the bias point. Accordingly, we determine the tap coeﬃcients of the FIR ﬁlter and the
tap coeﬃcients of the Volterra ﬁlter.
We apply this technique on a DSP ASIC and a coherent CFP2-ACO transponder. We drive the
coherent IQ transponder into the highly nonlinear regime. When the nonlinearity is mitigated by
the memoryless Volterra ﬁlter, we achieve a noticeable improvement in the constellation diagram.
After the compensation of the limited bandwidth and the nonlinearity, we demonstrate a coherent IQ
transponder with 300 Gb/s data rate using the 64-QAM modulation format and running at the 30 GBd
baud rate.
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Abstract: An important challenge in optical communications is the generation of highest-quality
waveforms with a Mach–Zehnder modulator with a limited electrical swing (Vpp ). For this,
we discuss, under limited Vpp , the inﬂuence of the waveform design on the root-mean-square
amplitude, and thus, the optical signal quality. We discuss the inﬂuence of the pulse shape,
clipping, and digital pre-distortion on the signal quality after the electrical-to-optical conversion.
Our simulations and experiments, e.g., suggest that pre-distortion comes at the expense of electrical
swing of the eye-opening and results in a lower optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). Conversely,
digital post-distortion provides operation with larger eye-openings, and therefore, provides an SNR
increase of at least 0.5 dB. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that increasing the roll-off factor increases the
electrical swing of the eye-opening. However, there is negligible beneﬁt of increasing the roll-off
factor of square-root-raised-cosine pulse shaped signals beyond 0.4. The ﬁndings are of interest for
single-channel intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) links, as well as optical coherent
communication links.
Keywords: optical communications; ﬁber optics communications; modulators; mitigation of optical
transceiver impairments

1. Introduction
Low power consumption is one of the major design goals for the next-generation highly integrated
datacom systems [1]. The power consumption of an optical transmitter can be signiﬁcantly reduced
by driver-ampliﬁer-less operation [2]. In transmitters without a driver ampliﬁer, the electrical source
is directly connected to the electro-optical modulator [3–5]. This reduces the transmitter power
consumption [2], improves the link-noise ﬁgure [6], and avoids additional noise and non-linear
distortions [7,8]. Driver-ampliﬁer-less optical transmitters generating multilevel signals were even
shown without digital-to-analog converters (DACs) [9,10]. A key enabler for the driver-ampliﬁer-less
optical transmitter technology is an optical modulator with a small V π (voltage to switch the modulator
from on to off). In fact, numerous optical modulators that can be operated with driving voltages below
1 Vpp (electrical swing) were demonstrated [3,11–15] with speeds up to 100 GBd [16]. For the best
performance, the frequency response of optical transmitters must be corrected to mitigate distortions
and the resulting inter-symbol interference (ISI). However, the compensation of the transmitter
frequency response is known to minimize the electrical output signal power of the DAC [17]; this is
due to the increase in the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) in pre-distorted signals [18–20]. A loss
in the electrical signal power is a particular challenge for driver-ampliﬁer-less optical transmitters,
because they already have a reduced margin concerning electrical signal power. Therefore, the correct
design of the waveform, and eventually, a wisely chosen clipping [21–27] are required.
State-of-the-art optical transmitters circumvent the penalty of loss in the electrical signal due
to predistortion by using electrical driver ampliﬁers. These ampliﬁers boost the electrical signal
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 1652; doi:10.3390/app8091652
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to allow a driving of the modulators in the range of V π . Preampliﬁers give sufﬁcient margin to
apply a digital pre-distortion (DPreD). In fact, digital pre-distortion techniques are more and more
deployed in commercial systems. Thus, for instance, a low-cost self-calibration routine to determine the
frequency response including the in-phase and quadrature (IQ) skew [28] was developed, and real-time
transmission of 1 Tb/s with a 28-nm CMOS ASIC digitally compensating for up to 25 dB of loss in
electrical-to-optical (EO) and optical-to-electrical (OE) conversion [29] was shown. DPreD can also
cancel, in part, the linear and non-linear distortions. The linear pre-distortion methods compensate for
the low-pass characteristic of the transmitter, and therefore, eliminate the inter-symbol interference
(ISI) of the signal [30–37]. Non-linear compensation methods can cancel the non-linear transfer
function of driver ampliﬁers, digital-to-analog converters, and Mach–Zehnder modulators. In the
case of a dominant non-linear inﬂuence on the signal, either Volterra series equalization [38–40] or
pattern-dependent look-up table-based corrections [41,42] were demonstrated to increase the system
performance. Furthermore, the nonlinear Mach–Zehnder modulator transfer function can, for instance,
also be linearized by inversion of the latter [40,43] or by the design of a special modulator [44].
However, because of an increasing demand for transmitters with a reduced power consumption
and the emergence of high-speed optical modulators with a small V π , it is of interest how to design a
waveform that optimizes the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) generated by a driver-ampliﬁer-less
optical transmitter.
In this paper, we extend our previous work [45] and show that the correct choice of roll-off factor
(ROF) for the signal-pulse shape in combination with clipping and that the digital post-distortion
(DPostD), rather than DPreD, enhance the optical signal quality of the driver-ampliﬁer-less transmitters.
More precisely, we show that increasing the ROF of a square-root-raised-cosine (SRRC) signal results
in a larger electrical eye-opening; however, increasing the ROF beyond 0.4 does not bring beneﬁt
with respect to electrical eye-opening. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of clipping to SRRC
signals. We also report that DPreD reduces the root-mean square (RMS) amplitude. Instead, DPostD,
rather than DPreD, can be used to correct for the transmitter frequency response without inﬂuencing
the transmitter electrical signal power, and subsequently, the OSNR after the optical modulator.
Our simulative analyses were obtained with MATLAB and Mathematica. We substantiated our
ﬁndings with measurement results showing the gain by DPostD in dependence of DAC output swing,
roll-off factor, and symbol rate.
2. Inﬂuence of Pulse Shape on the Electrical Eye-Opening
The swing of the electrical eye-opening depends on the maximum available DAC output voltage
and the chosen pulse shape. Generally, the maximum of the signal waveform is normalized to the
maximum of the DAC output swing dDAC . The eye-opening dEye is then a fraction thereof, as shown
Figure 1. This fraction depends on the pulse shape.
In the past, pulse shaping was mostly done by pulse carving. Here, a second optical modulator
was used to shape the form of the optical pulses in a desired manner [46–49]. Pulse carving with
different duty cycles showed advantages in transmission distance [50] and also enabled high-capacity
links [51]. Carving of sinc-shaped pulses with very high quality was also shown [52]. However, due to
the simpliﬁed set-up and versatility, we restricted the analysis of this article to digital pulse shaping
and the use of only one optical modulator. Digital pulse shaping is extremely versatile and allows
for arbitrary pulse shapes. Due to the advantageous characteristics in transmission, raised-cosine
pulse shapes emerged. They are an efﬁcient trade-off between the rectangular and the sinc-like pulse.
In transceivers, the raised-cosine (RC) frequency response can be split into a square-root-raised-cosine
(SRRC) ﬁlter at the transmitter and an SRRC ﬁlter at the receiver. This allows matched ﬁltering and
leads to inter-symbol interference (ISI)-free waveforms [53]. The excess bandwidth B of these ﬁlters
depends on the roll-off factor (ROF) and the symbol rate R, and is calculated by B = 0.5(1 + ROF ) R.
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Figure 1.
Investigation of transmitter electrical amplitude and its dependence on pulse
shape. (a) Normalized amplitude against roll-off factor (ROF) for raised-cosine (RC; blue) and
square-root-raised-cosine (SRRC; red) signals. Simulations for maximum amplitude at eye-opening
(solid lines), maximum amplitude between eye-openings (dashed line), and electrical measurements
of the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude (square markers). (b) Simulated eye-diagrams of RC and
SRRC signal with roll-off factors of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.9. The color indicates the probability of occurrence;
a logarithmic color mapping was used to enhance the visibility of small details; all plots are normalized
to the same maximum amplitude d_DAC (digital-to-analog converter).

We analyzed the amplitude of the eye-opening for RC and SRRC and found different dependencies
for the ROF. Figure 1 shows the results of this analysis, where we used a pulse-amplitude modulation
(PAM) signal with two levels and determined the amplitude of the waveform. In Figure 1a,
the amplitude over ROF is plotted for signals with RC pulse shape in blue and for signals with
SRRC pulse shape in red. Here, we show the amplitude at the eye-opening as a solid line and the
amplitude between the eye-openings as a dashed line. For the simulations, we always determined
the maximum value at these positions, as this deﬁnes the scaling for the DAC. In Figure 1a,
we also show experimentally determined results for the RMS amplitude plotted with square markers.
The experimental results were linearly scaled to ﬁt to the simulation.
For RC signals, the amplitude of the eye-opening increases with the ROF. This value is marked
as dEye in Figure 1. The increase can be seen in simulations and measurements in blue in Figure 1a,
as well as in the eye-diagrams for RC signals in Figure 1b. The reason for this is the decreasing swing
in between the eye-openings. Since the waveform is normalized to this maximum value, this leads to
an effective increase of the eye-opening. The dependence of the overshoot between two symbols for
Nyquist ﬁltering and the resulting restrictions were also discussed in Reference [31].
For SRRC signals, the behavior is different. When increasing the ROF, the amplitude of the
eye-opening increases until 0.4, but does not further increase above that amplitude [54] (red square
markers). After an ROF of slightly above 0.4, the maximum value between the eye-openings becomes
smaller than the value at the eye-opening (intersection of red dashed and red solid line). For simplicity,
we used 0.4 as the ROF for the intersection.
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To illustrate the above-discussed behaviors, we show the impact to the signal generated by a
DAC; Figure 1b shows simulated eye-diagrams for RC and SRRC signals with ROFs of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.9.
All eye-diagrams were scaled to the same size, which depict the behavior the DAC would have while
generating such a signal. The eye-opening for the RC signals increases from left to right, whereas,
for SRRC signals, the eye-opening increases from an ROF of 0.1 to 0.4; however, at 0.4, the maximum
value of the waveform is already at the eye-opening. Thus, there is no further increase of the RMS
amplitude for an ROF larger than 0.4.
In conclusion, maximizing the OSNR in driver-ampliﬁer-less transceivers can, in a ﬁrst step,
be realized by maximizing the electrical driving amplitude. For this, it was expected that increasing
the ROF would be beneﬁcial. However, for the case of SRRC signals, which are generally used for
the transmitter, there is no beneﬁt of increasing the ROF above 0.4. The analysis was done for a
symbol rate which was well below the bandwidth limitations of the DAC. The simulations were done
without restrictions of DAC resolution, effective number of bits (ENOB), SNR, and bandwidth. This is
reasonable because, for this step, the inﬂuence of the pulse shape to the waveform was of interest and
not the whole transceiver performance.
3. Investigation of the Effect of Clipping on the Electrical Eye-Opening
A reason for the roll-off factor dependence of the eye-opening as discussed in the previous
section is the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). The different PAPRs can be seen in the simulated
eye diagrams of Figure 1b. Especially, in the context of multicarrier systems [22], e.g., orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [23,24,26,55], high PAPR is a well-discussed fundamental
issue. Clipping is a solution to handle waveforms with a large PAPR [21–27]. Clipping limits the
maximum amplitude to a certain level. This can be either achieved using a nonlinear driver ampliﬁer
or by clipping the values in the digital domain [22]. Clipping reduces the dynamical range, and thus,
allows the reduction of the number of required bits for the analog-to-digital conversion [21]. Clipping,
however, induces additional noise [21], and therefore, needs to be applied wisely.
Figure 2 shows a simulation for the impact of clipping on SRRC signals. We generated waveforms
with one million PAM-2 symbols, oversampled with two samples per symbol, and SRRC as a pulse
shape. The waveforms were clipped at different amplitude levels and received with a matched ﬁlter;
ﬁnally, the SNR penalty was evaluated. Eight different clipping values between 0% and 33% clipping
were chosen. These clipping values were chosen because they allowed an analysis of up to an SNR
penalty of slightly more than 3 dB. A value of 0% clipping means no clipping at all, whereas 33%
clipping means that the amplitude was saturated for values above 67% of the positive and negative
maximal amplitude. Figure 2a shows the root-mean square (RMS) value of the signal amplitude
normalized to the maximum value as a function of different roll-off factors. For a wide range, the RMS
amplitude increases with clipping and roll-off factor. Figure 2b shows the resulting SNR penalty
from clipping. The SNR penalty increases signiﬁcantly with the roll-off factor. This is contrary to the
optimum in RMS amplitude. Therefore, the ideal ROF lies in the area of 0.4, which allows a large RMS
amplitude, but limits the SNR penalty due to clipping. The black crosses in Figure 2 indicate examples
at ROFs of 0.2 and 0.4. The power for an ROF of 0.2 with 33% clipping is similar to the power for an
ROF of 0.4 with clipping of only 14%. However, the SNR penalty at 0.2 with 33% of clipping is 1 dB,
and for 0.4 with 14% clipping, the penalty is only 0.27 dB. This leads to the conclusion that clipping can
help increase the RMS amplitude, and thus, the modulation efﬁciency of the EO conversion. However,
a smart choice of ROF does further increase the signal quality. The ROF should not be blindly chosen
and just compensated for by applying clipping.
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Figure 2. Investigation of clipping on signals with SRRC pulse shape. The simulations were done with
two samples per symbol, one million symbols, 30 roll-off factors, and eight clipping values (0, 0.05, 0.10,
0.14, 0.19, 0.24, 0.29, and 0.33). The black crosses indicate examples at ROFs of 0.2 and 0.4, which are
discussed in the text in more detail. (a) RMS amplitude of clipped and normalized (to maximum)
waveforms against roll-off factor. Clipping was done between 0% up to 33%, which corresponds to a
saturation of the amplitude at 100% down to 67%. (b) Resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty of
clipped SRRC waveforms. The SNR was evaluated after matched ﬁltered detection.

4. Inﬂuence of DPreD on the Electrical Eye-Opening
In this section, we describe how the complex frequency response of the link is measured, and we
show the inﬂuence of DPreD on the RMS amplitude and the bit error ratio (BER) performance as
derived from optical measurements. When speaking of DPreD, we correct the transmitter frequency
response in the transmitter digital signal processing (DSP) before the digital-to-analog conversion;
in the case of DPostD, the ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter correcting the transmitter frequency
response is applied right at the beginning of the receiver DSP.
To measure the frequency and phase response of the link, we generated a test signal and measured
its frequency and phase response at the receiver. The test signal consisted of a frequency comb
with predeﬁned phase relations. The best results were obtained for a frequency comb that was
only constructed with spectral coefﬁcients that correspond to prime numbers [56]. If equidistant
spacing was taken, mixing products, e.g., due to non-linearities (NL), would have interfered with
the desired spectral lines and possibly could have impaired the measurements. The phase relations
of the spectral lines were chosen randomly; this reduced the peak-to-average power ratio of the
test signal [57]. This signal was generated with the Micram DAC4 and measured in an electrical
back-to-back conﬁguration with an oscilloscope. The measured signal was Fourier-transformed and
the difference to the transmitted signal was evaluated. The FIR ﬁlter impulse response for the DPreD,
as well as that for the DPostD, was then determined by the inverse Fourier transform of the relative
change in the coefﬁcients.
Our experimental evaluations showed that the frequency comb is a good test signal to analyze
the operation conditions of the set-up (e.g., for the bias voltage of the Mach–Zehnder modulator),
minimizing the mixing products between the lines and maximizing the spectral lines lead to a linear
operation point with the smallest non-linear mixing products.
Figure 3a shows the amplitude spectrum of a measured frequency comb with 34 spectral lines
(chosen as discussed above) for the digitally designed signal in blue and the measured signal in red.
The small number of spectral lines was chosen for depictive reasons only. It was previously shown
that more spectral lines give an improvement in ﬁnal signal quality after application of the correction
ﬁlter. The frequency and phase response, as plotted in Figure 3b, were determined as the difference of
the transmitted and received signal for a frequency comb with 331 spectral lines. This measurement
shows 3-dB and 6-dB bandwidths of 33 GHz and 44 GHz, respectively.
Applying the correction ﬁlter to a new iteration of a comb-based frequency response measurement
led to a ﬂat response in frequency and phase. Afterward, the correction ﬁlter could be updated to
slight changes in the experimental set-up or drifts by the impulse response of the least-mean-square
equalizer of transmitted data. The update was done by a convolution of both impulse responses.
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Figure 3. Characterization of frequency and phase response. (a) Amplitude spectrum of transmitted
and received coarse non-integer spaced comb with a reduced set of 34 spectral lines. (b) Frequency and
phase response measured with a comb of 331 spectral lines.

In the next step, we evaluated the influence of DPreD on the output of our DAC. The measurements
were done with an electrical back-to-back set-up, where the RMS amplitude of the DAC output was
directly measured with an oscilloscope with 160 GSa/s. Figure 4 shows a measurement series for SRRC
signals with a range of different symbol rates and roll-off factors with and without DPreD. The colors
indicate different symbol rates. For each symbol rate, roll-off factors between zero to one were tested.
For symbol rates beyond 50 GBd, we swept the roll-off factor from zero until the highest possible,
limited by f s /2 ≥ B = 0.5(1 + ROF ) R, where f s is the sampling frequency.
Three effects can be seen in the results. Firstly, the saturation for SRRC signals at a roll-off factor
above 0.4, as described in Section 2, can be seen. Secondly, the inﬂuence of the DAC’s frequency
response to the signals without DPreD can be seen in Figure 4a. That is why the measured RMS
amplitude decreases for higher signal bandwidths. The slope of the amplitude decrease follows the
evaluated response from Figure 3b. Thirdly, the difference between Figure 4a,b shows the inﬂuence
of DPreD on the electrical eye-opening. In particular, for high symbol rates, there is a signiﬁcant
attenuation of the electrical eye-opening by DPreD upon comparing it to the case where no DPreD
was used.

Figure 4. Electrical characterization of the inﬂuence of digital pre-distortion (DPreD) on the RMS
amplitude of an SRRC signal generated with 100 GSa/s (a) without DPreD and (b) with DPreD.
Both plots were linearly normalized to the same maximum value. The colors indicate the symbol rate
(6.25, 12.5, 28, 37.5, 50, 56, 71, 80, 90, and 95 GBd). The signal bandwidth results from the symbol rate
and the roll-off factor. woDPreD: without digital pre-distortion; wDPreD: with digital pre-distortion.

5. Measurements
We evaluated the inﬂuence of DPreD in a coherent optical link. We show 16QAM 28- and 56-GBd
signals generated using the SRRC pulse shape. The signals were generated with a Micram DAC4 [58]
with a sampling rate of 100 GSa/s, a 3-dB bandwidth of 35 GHz, and a frequency-dependent ENOB
between 4 and 6 bits. The DAC was connected without driver ampliﬁers to an LiNbO3 Oclaro
modulator (Vπ of 3.5 V, 3-dB bandwidth of 38 GHz). The measurements were done with a coherent
receiver with a sampling rate of 160 GSa/s and a 3-dB bandwidth of 63 GHz. The performance was
evaluated for different DAC output swings, roll-off factors, and symbol rates.
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Figure 5 summarizes the applied DSP steps and gives an overview of the experimental set-up.
In the transmitter (Tx) DSP, binary information was mapped to complex symbols, the desired
pulse shape was applied, and, if desired, the DPreD was used to correct the frequency response.
The experimental set-up consisted of the Micram DAC4 connected without electrical driver ampliﬁers
to the IQ modulator, which modulated a laser operated at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The optical
output of the modulator was ampliﬁed and ﬁltered with a 2-nm bandpass ﬁlter before it was detected
with a coherent receiver. In the receiver (Rx) DSP, DPostD was applied in the ﬁrst step—if desired.
Afterward, timing recovery [59], carrier recovery, least-mean-square equalization, hard decision
demapping, and bit error ratio testing (BERT) were applied. For the analysis below, we report
the BER we acquired using the BERT and the effective SNR, which we determined by comparing
the transmitted symbols with the received symbols after the equalizer. The effective SNR allows
modulation format-independent analyses and was, therefore, chosen for the ﬁnal evaluations.

Figure 5. Overview of digital signal processing (DSP) and experimental set-up. The optical path is
indicated by the blue color. Tx: transmitter; MZM: Mach–Zehnder modulator; Rx: receiver; BERT:
bit error ratio testing.

Figure 6a,b show the inﬂuence of the DAC output voltage on the bit error ratio (BER) and
the effective SNR of a 28-GBd 16QAM signal. The BER was determined from the ratio of wrongly
transmitted bits to the total number of transmitted bits. The DAC output swing could be chosen
between 350 and 750 mVpp . We evaluated the performance in the low- and the high-SNR regime
and show the results for DPreD in blue and DPostD in red. The SNR was adapted to the low- and
high-SNR regime by optical noise loading. Due to the higher electrical signal power of signals with
DPostD, there is an improvement in the low-SNR, as well as the high-SNR, regime when compared
to DPreD. In both SNR regimes, there is an increase of 0.5 dB in effective SNR when changing from
DPreD to DPostD. This corresponds to an increase of 12% in optical signal power.
Figure 6c shows the BER for a 56-GBd 16QAM signal measured for different roll-off factors.
The performance increases with the roll-off factor. The slope of the improvement changes at an ROF of
0.4, which can be seen due to the given trend lines that are given below and above 0.4. The change in
BER slope at a roll-off factor of 0.4 can be attributed to the amplitude of SRRC signals, as discussed in
Section 2. We attribute the continued BER improvement above 0.4 to a wider horizontal eye-opening,
which gives resilience toward jitter, and thus, a better BER.
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Figure 6. Inﬂuence of DPreD and digital post-distortion (DPostD) on the performance of an
optical coherent 16QAM signal. Forward error correction (FEC) limits for KP4-FEC (BER: 2 × 10−4 ,
hard-decision FEC (HD-FEC) (BER: 3.8 × 10−3 ), and soft-decision FEC (SD-FEC) (BER: 2 × 10−2 ) are
given. (a) BER over DAC driving voltage of a 28-GBd signal measured in the low- and high-SNR
regime. (b) SNR over DAC driving voltage for the measurements in (a). (c) BER over roll-off factor of a
56-GBd signal. The solid line is a linear interpolation of the measurement values below and above a
roll-off factor of 0.4. BER: bit error ratio; DAC: digital-to-analog converter.

To show the gain in overall signal quality due to DPostD, we measured, in a ﬁnal step, the effective
SNR for different symbol rates and ROFs, and compared the results of DPreD with the results of
DPostD. Figure 7a shows the effective SNR for symbol rates of 14, 28, 56, 71, 80, and 96 GBd with roll-off
factors of 0.04, 0.4, and 0.7 with DPreD as the compensation scheme. The possible symbol rate and
roll-off factors are limited by the DAC sampling rate by f s /2 ≥ B = 0.5(1 + ROF ) R, which explains
the fewer measurement points for the ROFs of 0.4 and 0.7. Figure 7b shows the measurement results for
compensation using DPostD. The trend follows the expected decrease of SNR for higher symbol rates.
When increasing the symbol rate from 28 GBd to 56 GBd, there is a decrease in SNR of 3 dB, which is
expected due to the ﬁxed signal power, ﬁxed noise spectral density, and the doubling of the signal
bandwidth. In addition, it shows that the signal quality increases with ROF. However, when changing
from 0.4 to 0.7, the increase is negligible, which follows the results of Section 2. Figure 7c shows the
comparison of the measured effective SNR for DPreD to DPostD with a roll-off factor of 0.04. Over all
measured symbol rates, there is an SNR gain of at least 0.5 dB, which shows the advantage of DPostD
over DPreD for a wide range of symbol rates.
The results in this section clearly indicate that DPostD is beneﬁcial for transmission links that
use Mach-Zehnder modulators, which are operated with rather small electrical swings (such as
in driver-ampliﬁer-less systems). However, if the link is strongly inﬂuenced by nonlinear effects,
linear DPostD might experience a penalty compared to DPreD. This is, e.g., the case for a driver
ampliﬁer limited by saturation, a modulator operated close to Vπ , or a nonlinear ﬁber link. In these
cases, the linear DPostD needs to be supported by a nonlinear compensation.
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Figure 7. SNR improvement due to DPostD. Dependence of effective SNR on the symbol rate and ROF
with DPreD (a) and with DPostD (b). (c) Comparison of effective SNR with an ROF of 0.04 with DPreD
in blue and DPostD in red. The measured symbol rates are 14, 28, 56, 71, 80, and 96 GBd; QPSK was
used as the modulation format.

6. Conclusions
We investigated the prerequisites for cost-efﬁcient driver-ampliﬁer-less optical transmitters.
Without driver ampliﬁers, a signal with maximum electrical eye-opening is advantageous. For this,
we investigated the inﬂuence of the pulse shape, clipping, and DPreD on the electrical eye-opening.
We showed that increasing the ROF of SRRC signals up to an ROF of 0.4 is advantageous, but there is
little advantage for ROFs beyond 0.4. We also showed that DPostD results in better BER performances
than DPreD.
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Abstract: The improvement for hybrid radio frequency–free space optical (RF–FSO) communication
system in wireless optical communications has acquired growing interests in recent years, but rarely
improvement is based on hybrid modulation. Therefore, we conduct a research on end-to-end mixed
RF–FSO system with the hybrid pulse position modulation–binary phase shift keying–subcarrier
intensity modulation (PPM–BPSK–SIM) scheme. The RF link obeys Rayleigh distribution and the
FSO link experiences Gamma–Gamma distribution. The average bit error rate (BER) for various
PPM–BPSK–SIM schemes has been derived with consideration of atmospheric turbulence inﬂuence
and pointing error condition. The outage probability and the average channel capacity of the system
are discussed as well. Simulation results indicate that the pointing error aggravates the inﬂuence
of atmospheric turbulence on the channel capacity, and the RF–FSO systematic performance is
improved obviously while adopting PPM–BPSK–SIM under strong turbulence and severe pointing
error conditions, especially, when the system average symbol length is greater than eight.
Keywords: free space optical (FSO); pulse position modulation–binary phase shift keying–subcarrier
intensity modulation (PPM–BPSK–SIM); bit error rate (BER); pointing error; average symbol length

1. Introduction
In the past ten years, the hybrid radio frequency–free space optical (RF–FSO) communication
system has attracted great interest due to its advantages compared with FSO system and RF system,
respectively. RF system has the advantage of being insensitive to atmospheric turbulence, but the
spectrum resource it requires is in shortage. On the contrary, features of the FSO system include
license-free transmission, cost-eﬀectiveness, and high security, which meet the demands of modern
optical communication, but its communication quality is easily disturbed by the atmosphere [1,2].
The hybrid RF–FSO system could combine the advantages of the RF system and the FSO system [3].
Inevitably, dynamic weather and complex environment still aﬀect the performance of hybrid RF–FSO
system. Therefore, not only should a suitable channel model be chosen for hybrid RF–FSO system
but also appropriate modulations could be adopted to improve the performance of the hybrid
RF–FSO system.
Considering impacts of atmosphere including turbulence, pointing error, and pass fading, many
channel models have been used to describe the hybrid RF–FSO system. Such as Nakagami-m/
Gamma–Gamma distribution [4], Rayleigh distribution and M-distributed distribution [5], κ − μ/η − μ
distribution and Gamma–Gamma distribution [6], and the Nakagami-m/Exponentiated Weibull (EW)
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 3724; doi:10.3390/app9183724
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distribution [7]. However, many studies adopted Rayleigh/Gamma–Gamma distribution [8–10],
because the Gamma–Gamma distribution has a good simulation for the atmospheric turbulence from
weak to strong of the FSO link, and Rayleigh distribution is close to the condition of the RF channel.
As a result, we adopted Rayleigh distribution for the RF link and Gamma–Gamma distribution for the
FSO link.
On the other hand, many previous researchers have focused on using diﬀerent modulations to
improve the mixed RF–FSO systematic performance for the modulation has a direct relationship with
bit error rate (BER), which is a signiﬁcant indicator to evaluate system performance. In reference [11,12],
various pulse position modulation (PPM), binary phase shift keying (BPSK), and hybrid pulse position
modulation–binary phase shift keying–subcarrier intensity modulation (PPM–BPSK–SIM) schemes
have been analyzed on the performance over FSO link, the conclusion is that hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM
outperformed BPSK in single FSO link. In literature about the hybrid RF–FSO system [13,14], most
of them adopted various binary modulation when it refers to the average bit error rate, BPSK is
the most discussed as the binary modulation for it has the lowest bit error rate. In reference [4],
authors investigated various PSK modulation and various quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
in hybrid RF–FSO system. Unlike the FSO system [15], there are few studies on how to improve
the hybrid RF–FSO system performance by adopting hybrid modulation, especially for the research
of PPM–BPSK–SIM.
Motivated by the aforementioned studies, we investigated end-to-end performance of hybrid
RF–FSO system with application of hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM. The RF link follows Rayleigh distribution,
the FSO link obeys Gamma–Gamma distribution, not only atmospheric turbulence but also pointing
error is taken into consideration, and the system adopts various hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM, the receiver
employs intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD). The unconditional bit error rate (BER) of
the PPM–BPSK–SIM is derived, it is noteworthy that the application of hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM does
bring optimization to the hybrid RF–FSO system performance from simulation results. The impact of
pointing error on systematic performance is also discussed in detail.
The content of the article is arranged as follows. Speciﬁc information of the hybrid RF–FSO system
and the channel model is described in Section 2. We derived the outage probability, the unconditional
BER, and average channel capacity of the hybrid system in Section 3. The simulation is realized by
MATLAB, and the results and discussion are shown in Section 4. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
2. System and Channel Model
We consider an end-to-end hybrid RF–FSO system, it mainly consists of three parts—a source
and a destination with a relay between them, the system model is shown below in Figure 1.
The signal is received by the relay from the source through the RF channel, which obeys Rayleigh
distribution. Considering the relatively lower implementation complexity [16], we adopt a ﬁxed-gain
amplify-and-forward (AF) relay which ampliﬁes the RF signals and forwards them to next node
directly [12]. In other words, the received RF signal will be transformed into an optical signal by the
relay using the SIM technique, and the optical signal will be ampliﬁed by a ﬁxed gain, G. After that,
it is transmitted to the destination through the FSO link, which is supposed to obey Gamma–Gamma
distribution, and IM/DD is used as the detection method in the destination.
The received signal of the relaying and the destination can be expressed y1 = h1 x + n1 and
y2 = h2 y1 + n2 , so the comprehensive expression is y2 = h2 (h1 x + n1 ) + n2 , where y1 and y2 denote
the received signal, x represents the normalized signal from signal source, h1 and h2 are the channel
coeﬃcient of the RF link and the FSO link, respectively. h2 = IGη, where I represents the irradiance
intensity of FSO channel, G denotes the ﬁxed gain of relaying scheme, and η represents the conversion
coeﬃcient of electrical-to-optical. n1 and n2 are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with σ1 2 and
σ2 2 as variance and mean of zero.
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Figure 1. End-to-end mixed radio frequency (RF) and free space optical (FSO) communication system.

The RF link follows Rayleigh distribution in the hybrid RF–FSO system, the probability density
function (PDF) of the RF link could be given as fγ1 (γ1 ) =

1
γ1

γ

exp − γ1 , where γ1 represents the
1

instantaneous signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the RF link and γ1 denotes the average SNR in the RF
channel. Using the deﬁnition of the cumulative distribution function (CDF), F1 =
γ

γ1

fγ1 (γ)dγ1 . Hence,

0

the CDF of the Rayleigh distribution can be expressed as F1 (γ1 ) = 1 − exp( γ1 ).
1
The FSO link obeys Gamma–Gamma distribution with consideration of pointing error and
atmospheric turbulence. The PDF of the SNR in FSO link can be given by [14,17–22]:
3, 0
ξ2
×G
αβ
fγ2 (γ2 ) =
1, 3
2γ2 Γ(α)Γ(β)



γ2  ξ2 + 1
,
 2
γ2 ξ , α, β

(1)

where γ2 represents the instantaneous SNR of the FSO hop, γ2 is the average SNR in the FSO channel,
ωe
α and β are the fading parameters that can reﬂect turbulence conditions. ξ = 2σ
, ξ is the pointing
s
error parameter, which is determined by the pointing error displacement standard deviation at the
destination and equivalent beam radius (i.e., when ξ → ∞ , we get a case without inﬂuence of pointing
error, the pointing error can be ignored). Γ(·) is the Gamma function and G(·) is the Meijer’s G
function, and 3, 0, 1, 3 are the parameters associated with the Meijer’s G function, they are deﬁned in
reference [23]. Using the same method as in RF link, the CDF of the Gamma–Gamma distribution with
the inﬂuence of pointing error can be given by [24,25]:
F2 (γ2 ) =

γ2

fγ2 (γ2 )dγ2
 

 2, ξ2 + 1
3, 1
ξ2
Z 2
,
= 2γ Γ(α)Γ(β) G
2
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2, 4
0
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αβγ

where Z = √ 2 .
γ2

Considering the relay with ﬁxed gain, the signal will be ampliﬁed with a ﬁxed relay gain, G, and
forwarded to the destination. Hence, the end-to-end instantaneous SNR of the mixed RF–FSO system
γ γ
could be expressed as γ = γ21+2C , where C is a constant associated with G [26].
The CDF of the hybrid RF–FSO system is deﬁned as [9]:
γγ

Fγ (γ) = Pr γ21+2C < γth
∞ 
 
γ γ
= Pr γ21+2C < γth γ2 fγ2 (γ2 )dγ2

=

0
∞
0

γ (γ +C)
F1 th γ22

fγ2 (γ2 )dγ2 .
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x

Using Γ(g, x) =

ts−1 e−t dt, the CDF of Rayleigh distribution, and Equation (3), the CDF of the

0

hybrid RF–FSO system is
√
γ
6, 0
2(α+β) A C √
Fγ ( γ ) = 1 −
γ exp(− ) × G

1, 6
γ
1
16π γ1
 

where A = αβξ2 / 2 γ2 Γ(α)Γ(β) and κ1 =


⎛
⎜⎜ (αβ)2 Cγ 
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⎝ 16γ γ 
1 2
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κ1

⎞
⎟⎟
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⎠

(4)
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1
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3. Performance Analysis
3.1. Outage Probability
Outage probability is the probability that the instantaneous SNR, γ, is smaller than the
threshold value γth , so the mathematical formula of it in the mixed RF–FSO system is deﬁned
as Pout (γth ) = Pr(γ ≤ γth ).
Hence, the expression of outage probability can be obtained by Pout (γth ) = Fγ (γth ),
Pout (γth ) = 1 −

√
γth
6, 0
2(α+β) A C √
γth exp(−
)×G

1, 6
γ1
16π γ1


⎛
⎜⎜ (αβ)2 Cγth 

⎜⎜
⎝ 16γ γ 
1 2

ξ2 +1
2

κ1

⎞
⎟⎟
⎟⎟.
⎠

(5)

3.2. Average Bit Error Rate
There are many modulations that can be used in the hybrid RF–FSO system, they have a large
diﬀerence in systematic performance due to their diﬀerent characteristics, such as power eﬃciency,
bandwidth eﬃciency, and simplicity, the most intuitive way to evaluate the quality of a modulation
method is the BER of the system.
The PPM–BPSK–SIM combines PPM and BPSK–SIM together, the symbol is modulated by a PPM
encoder, then the parallel signal is transmitted to the BPSK modulator [27]. The conditional BER for

1
various PPM is PLPPM = 12 er f c √
γ L2 log2 L [28–31], for L-ary pulse position modulation (LPPM),
2 2

one data symbol consists of L time slots, only one time slot is valid and the rest are zero, that is, L is the
average length of the symbol [28,31]. According to Equations (2) and (8) in reference [11], the deﬁnite
relationship of the conditional BERs between LPPM and L-ary pulse position modulation–binary
phase shift keying–subcarrier intensity modulation (LPPM–BPSK–SIM) can be derived. Utilizing
Q(x) = 12 er f c

√x
2

, the conditional BER of the LPPM–BPSK–SIM is derived as
PLPPM−BPSK−SIM = Q

1
4



γL log2 L .

(6)

The unconditional BER of various PPM–BPSK–SIM is obtained as
∞
PLPPM−BPSK−SIM =

Q

1
4


γL log2 L fγ (γ)dγ.

(7)

0

3.3. Average Capacity



According to the deﬁnition of the average channel capacity [32,33], C = E log2 (1 + γ) , E[•]
denotes the expectation operator, the expression for the average channel capacity of the hybrid system
is given by:
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Cave =

=

1
ln 2

∞

0
∞
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log2 (1 + γ) fγ (γ)dγ
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1+γ Fγ (γ)dγ,



1, 1  0
where Fcγ (γ) = 1 − Fγ (γ), 1+1 γ = G
x
, substituting Equation (4) into Equation (8) and using
0, 0  0
the expression of the extended generalized bivariate Meijer’s G function (EGBMGF) in reference [34].
The average channel capacity is obtained as
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4. Results and Discussion
The performance of the mixed RF–FSO system with hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM is shown in ﬁgures
below, including outage probability performance, average BER, and average channel capacity. Note that,
the RF link is assumed to obey Rayleigh distribution and we use Gamma–Gamma fading to describe
the turbulence of the FSO link from weak to strong, the receiver employs IM/DD. The parameters for
turbulence intensity are shown in Table 1 [35,36], the wavelength is 1550 nm, and the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver is set to be 5 km.
Table 1. Parameters for diﬀerent turbulence intensities.
Turbulence

α

β

Weak
Moderate
Strong

11.6
4.0
4.2

10.1
1.9
1.4

The outage probability of the hybrid RF–FSO system against average SNR per hop is shown
in Figure 2, eﬀects of atmospheric turbulence and pointing errors are taken into account. γth is set
to be 10 dB, the average SNRs of the two diﬀerent links are equal to each other (i.e., γ1 = γ2 = γ).
As seen, the decrease of atmospheric turbulence leads to the improvement of the outage performance.
Moreover, taking into consideration the pointing error, the greater the parameter, ξ, the better the
outage performance. For instance, when the outage probability is Pout = 10−3 , the system has a 6 dB
decrease on average SNR from strong turbulence to weak turbulence while ξ = 1, but the diﬀerence
value is less than 0.5 dB while ξ = 5. Therefore, a conclusion is reached that pointing error aggravates
the inﬂuence of atmospheric turbulence on outage probability.
Comparison diagram of average BER of BPSK in the FSO system and the hybrid RF–FSO system is
shown in Figure 3. The simulation of BPSK refers to reference [37]. It can be observed that by adopting
the RF link, the hybrid RF–FSO system has an improvement in BER performance compared to the FSO
system. The BER of BPSK in the FSO system is lower than that in hybrid RF–FSO system, and higher
average SNR of the RF channel leads to greater improvement. In order to study the performance of the
hybrid RF–FSO system, we set γ1 = γ2 = γ in the following.
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Figure 2. Outage probability against average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per hop for various turbulence
intensities and diﬀerent pointing error parameters. The constant is assumed to be C = 1, and the
threshold of the hybrid system is γth = 10 dB.

Figure 3. Average bit error rate (BER) of binary phase shift keying (BPSK) against average SNR under
moderate turbulence and the pointing error parameter is ξ = 1. Turbulence parameters are α = 4.0 and
β = 1.9, the constant is assumed to be C = 1.

Figure 4 depicts the average BER of LPPM and BPSK in the mixed RF–FSO system against the
average SNR per hop, the parameter of pointing error is 1 and C = 1. It can be seen from the ﬁgure
that LPPM has a better BER performance as L increases. When the value of L is greater than four, the
performance of LPPM in this system is better than that of BPSK. In Figure 5, comparison between
various PPM–BPSK–SIM and BPSK has been shown, the same conclusion can be drawn that the BER of
the hybrid system decreases when L increases, but the marginal values are diﬀerent. For instance, when
the value of L is greater than eight instead of four, the hybrid system adopting various PPM–BPSK–SIM
achieves better performance than the system with BPSK. Simulation results in Figure 6 show that under
moderate turbulence, a decrease in the value of C causes the improvement of the average BER, but it
is irrelevant to the marginal value, the PPM–BPSK–SIM outperforms BPSK when the symbol length
is greater than eight, that is, this is not a special case. An increase in the symbol length will reduce
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the bandwidth eﬃciency, which leads to an optimization of system performance for a reduction of
average BER. Furthermore, the performance of the mixed modulation is aﬀected by both modulations.
Therefore, the value of L has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the BER performance of hybrid system, the BER
decreases as L increases, and the hybrid RF–FSO system achieves better BER performance by using the
hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM scheme only if the length of symbol, L, is greater than eight.

Figure 4. Average BER of L-ary pulse position modulation (LPPM) and BPSK against average SNR per
hop under strong turbulence and the pointing error parameter is ξ = 1. Turbulence parameters are
α = 4.2 and β = 1.4, the constant is assumed to be C = 1.

Figure 5. Average BER of L-ary pulse position modulation–binary phase shift keying–subcarrier
intensity modulation (LPPM–BPSK–SIM) and BPSK against average SNR per hop under strong
turbulence and the pointing error parameter is ξ = 1. Turbulence parameters are α = 4.2 and β = 1.4,
the constant is assumed to be C = 1.
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Figure 6. Average BER of LPPM–BPSK–SIM and BPSK against average SNR per hop under moderate
turbulence and the pointing error parameter is ξ = 1. Turbulence parameters are α = 4.0 and β = 1.9.

In Figure 7, the average BERs of LPPM–BPSK–SIM, LPPM, and BPSK in the hybrid RF–FSO system
are presented under the same channel condition in Figure 4, we conducted studies about L = 16 and
L = 64. It can be observed that when average SNR is ﬁxed, the average BER of hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM
is higher than that of LPPM, and both of them outperform BPSK. For instance, when SNR = 25 dB, the
average BER decreases in the order of BPSK, 16PPM–BPSK–SIM, 16PPM, 64PPM–BPSK–SIM, 64PPM.
From another perspective, to achieve a BER of 10–3, 28 dB of SNR is required for 64PPM–BPSK–SIM
and 32 dB is needed for 16PPM–BPSK–SIM, 33.5 dB is needed for BPSK. It can be noticed that the value
of L has a great inﬂuence on the average BER of the system when using hybrid modulation, and the
larger L, the lower the average BER. Considering the power eﬃciency and average BER of the hybrid
modulation, we have conducted further research on the performance of 16PPM–BPSK–SIM.

Figure 7. Average BER of hybrid modulation, LPPM, and BPSK against average SNR per hop under
strong turbulence and the pointing error parameter is ξ = 1. Turbulence parameters are α = 4.2 and
β = 1.4, the constant is assumed to be C = 1.
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In Figure 8, simulations of 16PPM–BPSK–SIM under diﬀerent turbulence strength and diﬀerent
pointing error conditions have been implemented. What can be observed easily is that pointing error
has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the average BER of the hybrid system, the average BER increases as the
value of ξ decreases. For example, regardless of the intensity of turbulence, the system with ξ = 5
outperforms the system with ξ = 1. On the other hand, when ξ is a ﬁxed value, the average BER
increases as the intensity of the turbulence increases, which is in line with our theoretical analysis.
However, under moderate and weak turbulence with ξ = 5, the average BER of the system suddenly
drops and appears to be undulating. After that, we changed the value of L and found that this
condition still existed, this phenomenon indicates that the RF–FSO systematic performance is unstable.
The adoption of hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM has a stable improvement on average BER performance,
especially under conditions with strong turbulence and severe pointing error.

Figure 8. Average BER of 16PPM–BPSK–SIM against average SNR per hop for diﬀerent turbulence
strength and pointing error parameters. The ﬁxed relay gain is C = 1.

In Figure 9, hybrid RF–FSO systematic average channel capacity against average SNR per hop is
depicted with various turbulence intensities and diﬀerent parameters of pointing error. As shown
in Figure 9a, the average capacity of the system decreases with the increase of turbulence intensity
regardless of the pointing error. When atmospheric turbulence strength is ﬁxed, the larger the pointing
error parameter is, the larger the system capacity will be. Further research is being carried out on the
eﬀect of pointing error on channel capacity. The diﬀerences of average capacity between strong and
weak turbulence conditions are shown in Figure 9b. It can be seen from the graph that the smaller the
pointing error parameter, the larger the maximum diﬀerence of average channel capacity. For instance,
when ξ = 10, the maximum diﬀerence is 0.39 when SNR = 11 dB, but the maximum diﬀerence is 0.49 at
SNR = 18 dB when ξ = 1. When the average SNR is greater than 11 dB, the channel capacity diﬀerence
of ξ = 1 is larger than that at ξ = 10, though the gap between them will gradually shrink as the SNR
value increases. We can conclude that a larger pointing error parameter results in a higher channel
capacity, and it can aggravate the eﬀect on capacity caused by atmospheric turbulence.
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Figure 9. (a) Average capacity against average SNR per hop for diﬀerent turbulence intensities
and diﬀerent pointing error parameters. (b) Average capacity diﬀerence between diﬀerent pointing
error parameters.

5. Conclusions
In summary, we studied the performance of mixed RF–FSO system with hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM
and ﬁxed-gain relay. The RF link and the FSO link undergo Rayleigh distribution and Gamma–Gamma
distribution severally. The expression of the unconditional BER of the hybrid RF–FSO system have
been derived. On basis of the mathematical representation above, inﬂuences of the FSO link including
atmospheric turbulence and pointing error have been investigated.
The results of our study show that the BER performance of the hybrid system could be ameliorated
when it adopts hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM, and the speciﬁc improvement eﬀect has a lot to do with
the length of symbol, L. The BER of the hybrid system degrades as the value of L increases, and
when L is greater than eight, the hybrid system has a better BER performance than BPSK. The hybrid
PPM–BPSK–SIM can improve the performance of the mixed RF–FSO system stably and obviously
with strong turbulence and severe pointing error conditions. The outage probability and the average
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channel capacity are sensitive to turbulence eﬀect and pointing error of the FSO channel. Simulation
results also indicate that the pointing error can aggravate the eﬀect of atmospheric turbulence on
channel capacity and outage probability. Thus, the performance of mixed RF–FSO system could be
improved by adopting hybrid PPM–BPSK–SIM, especially under conditions with strong turbulence
inﬂuence and severe pointing error eﬀect.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization: H.L.; formal analysis and writing: T.J.; investigation: L.Z.; methodology:
X.Y.; validation: D.D. and A.L.; software: Z.W.
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Abstract: The POST-forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER) performance and the cycle-slip
(CS) probability of the carrier phase estimation (CPE) scheme based on Viterbi–Viterbi phase
estimation (VVPE) algorithm and the VV cascaded by pilot-aided-phase-unwrap (PAPU) algorithm
have been experimentally investigated in a 56 Gbit/s quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) coherent
communication system. Experimental results show that, with 0.78% pilot overhead, the VVPE +
PAPU scheme greatly improves the POST-FEC performance degraded by continuous CS, maintaining
a low CS probability with less inﬂuence of ﬁlter length. Comparing with the VVPE scheme, the VVPE
+ PAPU scheme can respectively obtain about 3.1 dB, 1.3 dB, 0.6 dB PRE-FEC optical signal noise ratio
(OSNR) gains at PRE-BER of 1.8 × 10−2 . Meanwhile, the VVPE + PAPU scheme respectively achieves
about 3 dB, 1 dB, and 0.5 dB POST-FEC OSNR gain and improves the FEC limit from 2.5 × 10−3 to
1.4 × 10−2 , from 8.9 × 10−3 to 1.8 × 10−2 , and from 1.6 × 10−2 to 1.9 × 10−2 under the CPE ﬁlter length
of 8, 16, and 20.
Keywords: coherent communication; quadrature phase-shift keying; carrier phase estimation;
cycle-slip; pilot-aided-phase-unwrap; low-density parity-check (LDPC)

1. Introduction
Recently, thanks to the advanced technology such as high-speed analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), integrated optical front end, and digital signal processing (DSP), 100 Gb/s coherent single
carrier transmission system has become a reality [1]. Single carrier quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK) modulation and narrow line-width laser are a key technology in 100 Gbit/s digital coherent
communication system. The laser line-width between 100 k and 500 k is commonly used. Carrier
phase estimation (CPE) is an important integral part of digital signal processing (DSP) in coherent
transmission systems through which laser phase noise and nonlinear phase noise are compensated [2,3].
Usually, CPE is implemented as a feed-forward structure for eﬃcient hardware implementation, i.e.,
Viterbi–Viterbi phase estimation (VVPE) [4]. Due to the necessary phase unwrapping algorithm in
these estimators, cycle slip (CS) occurs, which can lead to continuous errors that cannot be corrected
properly by the forward error correction (FEC) decoder. A common approach to deal with CS is to use
diﬀerential encoding (DE), however, diﬀerential decoding leads to error duplication and introduces
penalties to the PRE- forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER), thus leading to degraded
POST-FEC BER [5].
A great deal of eﬀorts has been conducted to mitigate or reduce the impact of CS and to improve
the PRE-FEC BER and POST-FEC BER. A lot of research works focus on improved CPE algorithms,
which can reduce the CS probability and decrease the PRE-FEC BER. For example, joint polarization
carrier phase estimation (JP-CPE) [6,7], pilot-symbols-based CPE (P-CPE) [8], a forward and backward
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(FWBW) method [9,10], recursive probability-weighted blind phase search (RW-BPS) [11], ﬁltered
carrier-phase estimation (F-CPE) [12], a support vector machine (SVM)-based boundary creation [13],
and a signal recovery method by employing soft decision slip state estimation method at pilots [14].
However, most of these improved CPE algorithms mainly focus on the performance of PRE-FEC BER.
The POST-FEC performance of the improved CPE algorithms in combination with a concatenated
FEC coding scheme should be taken into consideration since CS might deteriorate the performance
of FEC [5]. Some other works concentrate on improved FEC encoding/decoding methods, which
can reduce diﬀerential encoding (DE)-penalty or improve robustness against CS. For example, turbo
diﬀerential decoding (TDD) and some improved TDD algorithms have been proposed to eliminate error
ﬂoor for frequent CS [15–18]. In References [19–21], novel code designs for BCH codes were proposed
and numerically conﬁrmed, which are robust to CS. Cao et al. [22] proposed a phase noise-aware
log-likelihood ratio (LLR) calculation based on a Tikhonov model. An alternative LLR calculation
method, employing linear or bilinear transform [23], was also investigated to improve robustness
against residual phase noise. Schmalen [20] proposed a new low-density parity-check (LDPC) code
structure, which is robust to CS. Clearly, these techniques, which treated CS within FEC coder/decoder
block, can improve POST-FEC BER performance eﬀectively. However, most of these techniques suﬀer
from increased processing complexity.
In our previous work [24], the pilot-symbols-aided phase unwrapping (PAPU), which utilizes the
time-division multiplexed pilot symbols that are transmitted with data, was proposed to do CS detection
and correction with the CPE in QPSK modulation. Recently, it has been employed to high-order
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) over 1500 km standard single-mode ﬁber transmission [25].
In this paper, since LDPC is one of the most commonly used FEC code [26], we experimentally
investigate the performance of the CPE + PAPU scheme combined with a concatenated soft decision
(SD)-LDPC coding in a 56 Gbit/s quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) coherent communication
system with laser line-width of 300 kHz. Experimental results show that, compared with CPE, CPE +
PAPU can release the required PRE-FEC optical signal noise ratio (OSNR) about 3.1 dB, 1.3 dB, and
0.6 dB at BER of 1.8 × 10−2 under the CPE ﬁlter length of 8, 16, and 20. Meanwhile, the CPE + PAPU
scheme achieves respectively about 3 dB, 1 dB, and 0.5 dB POST-FEC OSNR gain compared with
the CPE scheme under the CPE ﬁlter length of 8, 16, and 20. The results also show that the CPE +
PAPU scheme respectively improve the FEC limit from 2.5 × 10−3 , 8.9 × 10−3 , 1.6 × 10−2 to 1.4 × 10−2 ,
1.8 × 10−2 , 1.9 × 10−2 compared with CPE, with the CPE ﬁlter length of 8, 16, and 20.
2. Experimental Setup and Principles
A 28 Gbaud single-polarization (SP)-QPSK experiment has been conducted to investigate the
POST-FEC performance and the CS probability of the previous proposed CPE + PAPU scheme [27].
Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of the experimental setup. A DFB laser with 300-kHz line-width,
centered at 1550 nm, is used as the transmitter laser. The independent pseudo-random binary sequences
(PRBS) are encoded in sequence by outer encoder, Reed Solomon (RS) (255,239), and inner encoder
LDPC. Inner encoder uses the most commonly used soft-decision code, DVB-S2 (LDPC), with 11.1%
overhead [26] and its maximum decoder iteration number is 50. Pilot symbols with known information
of 0.78% [27] overhead are inserted periodically per 127 symbols at the transmitter side and the phase
estimated by the pilot symbols are used as a reliable reference in the CPE phase unwrap process at the
receiver side. Pilot inserted data are loaded to pulse pattern generator (PPG) and then modulated by a
double balanced modulator (IQ modulator) to generate 56 Gbit/s QPSK signals. An erbium-doped
optical ﬁber ampliﬁer (EDFA) cascaded by a variable optical attenuator (VOA) are used as noise source.
An optical coupler (OC) with coupling ratio of 1:99 splits the output optical signals. One of branch
is sent to the coherent receiver for signal processing, the other is used to detect optical signal noise
ratio (OSNR). Agilent optical modulation analyzer with sampling rate of 80 GSa/s and bandwidth of
33 GHz is used as coherent receiver and oﬀ-line DSP. The key physical parameters in the experimental
setup are speciﬁed and summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.
Table 1. Summary of the key physical parameters in experimental setup.
Parameters

Values

Symbol Rate
Wavelength
Linewidth
Bandwidth of Modulator
Bandwidth of Receiver
Sampling Rate

28-Gbaud
1550-nm
300-kHz
40-GHz
33-GHz
80-GSa/s

In the oﬄine DSP, the signals are ﬁrstly processed by Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure
(GSOP) [28] to compensate in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) imbalance. Then, the Gardner algorithm [29]
is adopted to recovery clock and M-power frequency oﬀset estimation (FOE) algorithm [30] is used to
compensate frequency oﬀset. Following the FOE, two diﬀerent algorithms are employed to estimate
the carrier phase. The ﬁrst scenario is the traditional CPE based on VVPE, and the CPE + PAPU is
adopted as the second scenario. The principle of the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme are
respectively shown in Figure 2a,b. The key point of the CPE + PAPU scheme, as shown in Figure 2b,
is the pilot-symbols-aided phase unwrapping (PAPU), which does CS detection and correction in
a completely forward way and combine itself with the usual phase unwrapping. Without loss of
generality, we use VVPE as the CPE, and PAPU is implemented as the following procedure. After
carrier phase recovery, LDPC decoder and RS decoder are conducted. Finally, the BER is calculated
using 10 M bits data.

Figure 2. Fourth-power carrier phase recovery with (a) usual-phase unwrap, (b) pilot-symbol-aided
phase unwrap.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion
Figure 3a–c show phase errors between the phase values estimated by CPE and the referenced
phase values. Errors between CPE + PAPU and the referenced phase values are shown in Figure 3e–f.
The traces in each ﬁgure indicate the errors under diﬀerent CPE ﬁlter lengths (CPE ﬁlter length = 4,
8, 16, 20, 32, 48). To obtain the referenced phase values, we ﬁrstly calculate the phase error between
original symbol and received symbol, then usual PU (2 pi) and an appropriate interpolation ﬁlter are
used to remove the residual noise. The outputs of interpolation ﬁlter are used as referenced phase
◦
values. As shown in Figure 3, frequent CS is clearly observed for the VVPE scheme, producing ±90
phase error jumps under the condition of lower OSNR (which is equivalent to 10.5 dB or 12.1 dB) and
small CPE ﬁlter length (which is less than 20). Even if OSNR is equivalent to 15.4 dB, the CPE scheme
still shows frequent CS when CPE ﬁlter length is 4. Conversely, even when OSNR is equivalent to
10.5 dB and CPE ﬁlter length is less than 8, the VVPE + PAPU scheme just shows a few discrete CS,
which are induced by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and can be corrected by FEC. The results
indicate that the CPE scheme seems to be more sensitive to CPE ﬁlter length and OSNR, compared to
the CPE + PAPU scheme.

Figure 3. Phase errors for (a–c) the carrier phase estimation (CPE) scheme, (e–f) the CPE +
pilot-aided-phase-unwrap (PAPU) scheme.

Probability of cycle slips as a function of OSNR under diﬀerent CPE ﬁlter lengths are shown in
Figure 4a. With the increasing of OSNR, the cycle slips probability of both schemes is decreasing and
the diﬀerence between the VVPE scheme and the VVPE + PAPU scheme is becoming less obvious.
The probability of CS is less than 1 × 10−7 when OSNR is large than 17.5 dB, which indicates that the CS
problem can be avoided under high OSNR. However, with OSNR less than 12 dB, the VVPE scheme
exhibits a high CS-rate with CPE ﬁlter length less than 48, compared with the VVPE + PAPU scheme.
The reason is that frequent continuous CS occurs in the CPE scheme with lower OSNR, while only some
discrete CS exists in the CPE + PAPU scheme. The results in Figure 4a indicate that the CPE + PAPU
scheme can eﬀectively mitigate the continuous CS due to the improper PU of the CPE. The discrete
CS on account of AWGN cannot be corrected by the CPE + PAPU scheme, but these independent
CS can be eﬀectively corrected by FEC. Figure 4b shows the relationship between PRE-FEC BER and
OSNR under diﬀerent CPE ﬁlter lengths for the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme. The AWGN
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PRE-FEC BER is presented by gray circle. There is a similar trend between Figure 4a,b. When the CPE
ﬁlter length is less than 48, the sudden degrade of PRE-FEC BER is consistent with the probability of
CS for the CPE scheme.

Figure 4. (a) Probability of cycle slips versus optical signal noise ratio (OSNR) for the CPE scheme and
the CPE + PAPU scheme; (b) PRE-forward error correction (FEC) bit error rate (BER) versus OSNR for
the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme.

Figure 5a depicts the probability of CS versus CPE ﬁlter length under OSNR of 10.5 dB, 12.1 dB,
and 15.4 dB for the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme. As shown in Figure 5a, Under OSNR of
10.5 dB, 12.1 dB, and 15.4 dB, the CPE scheme exhibits high probability of CS with CPE ﬁlter length
less than 32, 16, and 8, respectively. As shown in Figure 5b, with OSNR equivalent to 10.5 dB, 12.1 dB,
15.4 dB, to achieve the same PRE-FEC BER (respectively about 2 × 10−2 , 1 × 10−2 , 9.6 × 10−4 ), the
required CPE ﬁlter length of the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme are 32 and 8, 16 and 6, and
8 and 8, respectively. With the OSNR equivalent to 10.5 dB, the PRE-FEC BER of CPE scheme sharply
degrade from 2 × 10−2 to 0.5 with CPE ﬁlter length less than 32, moreover, the tendency of PRE-FEC
BER agree with the CS probability in Figure 5a. When OSNR is increasing from 12.1 dB to 15.4 dB, the
min CPE ﬁlter length to avoid the sharply degrading of PRE-FEC BER performance, decreases from 16
to 8.
Figure 6a shows the comparison of PRE-FEC BER and POST-FEC BER versus CPE ﬁlter lengths
with diﬀerent OSNR. When the OSNR is 10.5 dB, 12.1 dB, and 15.4 dB, the CPE ﬁlter lengths required
to achieve 1 × 10−6 are 32, 16, 8 for CPE scheme and 20, 6, 2 for CPE + PAPU scheme. As shown in
Figure 4, the probability of CS is decreasing and the performance of PRE-FEC BER is improving with
the increasing of OSNR, thus the diﬀerence between the required CPE ﬁlter lengths to achieve 1 × 10−6
for two CPE schemes is small with high OSNR. With the lower OSNR, CPE + PAPU scheme is less
sensitive to CPE ﬁlter length which may reduce the complexity of DSP.
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Figure 5. (a) Probability of cycle slips versus CPE ﬁlter length for the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU
scheme; (b) PRE-FEC BER versus CPE ﬁlter length for the CPE scheme and the CPE + PAPU scheme,
with OSNR equivalent to 10.5 dB, 12.1 dB, and 15.4 dB.

Figure 6. (a) BER versus CPE ﬁlter length curves of CPE and CPE + PAPU, with OSNR equivalent to
10.5 dB, 12.1 dB, and 15.4 dB; (b) BER versus OSNR curves of CPE and CPE + PAPU with diﬀerent CPE
ﬁlter lengths (W and WO respectively present the CPE +PAPU scheme and the CPE scheme).

The PRE-FEC BER and POST-FEC BER versus OSNR curves under diﬀerent CPE ﬁlter lengths are
shown in Figure 6b. Diﬀerent CPE ﬁlter lengths are shown in the label. As is shown, the CPE + PAPU
scheme outperforms the CPE scheme by about 3 dB at PRE-FEC BER of 2 × 10−2 with CPE ﬁlter length
less than 16. It can be easily observed that slight degeneration of PRE-FEC BER may lead to rapid
deterioration of POST-FEC BER due to CS. Figure 6b also depicts the POST-FEC BER performance of
CPE and CPE + PAPU scheme indicated by square and circle connected with solid lines, respectively.
The results prove that the CPE + PAPU scheme achieves about 3 dB, 1 dB, and 0.5 dB POST-FEC
OSNR gain compared with the CPE scheme under the CPE ﬁlter length of 8, 16, and 20. The CPE +
PAPU scheme outperforms the CPE scheme under shorter ﬁlter length beneﬁtting from its eﬀectively
CS mitigation.
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Figure 7 shows the relationship between POST-FEC BER and PRE-FEC BER on the CPE + PAPU
scheme and the CPE scheme. The AWGN theory curve is represented by dark hollow circle. Apparently,
CPE ﬁlter length has no signiﬁcant eﬀect on the BER transfer characteristic for CPE + PAPU scheme.
When the CPE ﬁlter lengths are respectively equivalent to 8, 16, 20, and 48, the CPE + PAPU scheme
successfully decodes signals with 1.4 × 10−2 , 1.8 × 10−2 , 1.9 × 10−2 , and 2.0 × 10−2 PRE-FEC BER
and the CPE scheme fails to decode signals above 2.5 × 10−3 , 8.9 × 10−3 , 1.6 × 10−2 , and 2.0 × 10−2
PRE-FEC BER. As shown in Figure 4a, the CPE + PAPU scheme still present some independent CS,
however, these CS can be eﬀectively corrected by FEC. The continuous CS induced by inappropriate
PU and ampliﬁer spontaneous-emission (ASE) noise cannot be corrected by FEC. Comparing with the
CPE scheme, the CPE + PAPU scheme seems to be less sensitive to CPE ﬁlter length. This might be
attributed to the fact that the CPE + PAPU scheme eﬀectively mitigates continuous CS induced by
phase noise and inappropriate PU.

Figure 7. The relationship between POST-FEC BER and PRE-FEC BER.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have experimentally investigated the PRE-FEC BER and POST-FEC BER
performance of the CPE + PAPU scheme and the CPE scheme on various CPE ﬁlter lengths in 56 Gbit/s
QPSK systems. Experimental results show that, compared with CPE, CPE + PAPU can achieve the
required PRE-FEC OSNR about 3.1 dB, 1.3 dB, and 0.6 dB at BER of 1.8 × 10−2 under the CPE ﬁlter
length of 8, 16, and 20, meanwhile, the CPE + PAPU scheme respectively obtained 3 dB, 1 dB, and
0.5 dB POST-FEC OSNR gain and a large reduction of the CS rate compared with the CPE scheme,
with the CPE ﬁlter length of 8, 16, and 20. The experimental results also prove that the CPE + PAPU
scheme respectively improve the FEC limit from 2.5 × 10−3 to 1.4 × 10−2 , from 8.9 × 10−3 to 1.8 × 10−2 ,
and from 1.6 × 10−2 to 1.9 × 10−2 compared with the CPE scheme, with the CPE ﬁlter length of 8,
16, and 20. The experimental results show the CS-rate increases with deterioration of OSNR. On the
lower OSNR region, CPE shows high residual CS at short ﬁlter length and low residual CS at long
ﬁlter length, while CPE + PAPU can eﬀectively reduce CS at all the ﬁlter lengths. Our experiment
results prove that the CPE + PAPU scheme combined with a concatenated soft decision (SD)-LDPC
coding can eﬀectively reduce the CS induced by phase noise, which will be a promising candidate for
next-generation high-speed coherent optical communications.
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Abstract: Device to Device (D2D) communication is a key technology in 5th generation wireless
systems to increase communication capacity and spectral efﬁciency. Applying caching into D2D
communication networks, the device can retrieve content from other devices by establishing D2D
communication links. In this way, the backhaul trafﬁc can be signiﬁcantly reduced. However, most of
the existing caching schemes in D2D are proactive caching, which cannot satisfy the requirement of
real-time updating. In this paper, we propose an Indian Buffet Process based D2D caching strategy
(IBPSC). Firstly, we construct a geographical D2D communication network to provide high quality
D2D communications according to physical closeness between devices. Then devices are divided
into several social communities. Devices are ranked by their node importance to community in each
community. The base station makes caching decisions for devices according to contrition degree.
Experimental results show that IBPSC achieves best network performance.
Keywords: Device to Device; caching; Indian Buffet Process

1. Introduction
According to Cisco VNI (Visual Networking Index) report, mobile data trafﬁc will grow 7-fold
from 2017 to 2022, and video trafﬁc will be 79% of global mobile data trafﬁc by 2022. It will be a
big challenge to current wireless network. To reduce trafﬁc and energy cost of backhaul links, D2D
communication has been proposed. Within D2D communication network, device can communicate
with nearby device directly by establishing D2D communication link between them. Another potential
solution to this challenge is caching, which has been proved can improve network performance of
several network scenarios [1,2]. In recent years, caching also has been applied into CN (Core Network)
and RAN (Ratio Access Network) of 5th generation wireless systems (5G) to reduce backhaul trafﬁc
and network latency [3–7].
Recently, several studies have proved that applying caching strategy into D2D communication
network can ofﬂoad backhaul trafﬁc and improve user experience [8,9]. In D2D caching network, each
device is equipped with cache space for caching popular content. Device can receive its desired content
from nearby devices instead of BS (Base Station) through one-hop or multi-hop D2D communication.
Caching scheme is an important part of D2D caching network and impacts network performance.
Most existing D2D caching schemes are proactive caching, i.e., pre-caching popular content to devices
before the content being requested during off-peak time. The performance of proactive caching scheme
depends on accuracy of prediction.
According to a report released by data provider iResearch, China’s short video mark was valued
at 14 billion yuan ($2 billion) in 2018. With the explosive growth of short video mobile apps, proactive
caching strategies face a big challenge, since short videos are posed by users in any time, it is impossible
to make accurate prediction and update caches in time. Therefore, we propose an IBP based reactive
caching strategy. Zhang et al. proved that the inﬂuence of user’s content selection by other users
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 2416; doi:10.3390/app9122416
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can be modeled by Indian Buffet Process (IBP) [10]. IBP deﬁnes a probability distribution over
equivalence classes of sparse binary matrices with a ﬁnite number of rows and an unbounded number
of columns [11]. In our model, we ﬁrstly construct a reliable D2D communication network according
to geographical closeness between devices as in [10]. Then devices in the reliable D2D communication
network are grouped into several social communities according to interaction between devices and ranked
by their node importance to community. The caching decision is made by BS depending on contribution
degree, which is calculated by BS according to IBP. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

•

•

To provide high quality D2D communication links, a reliable D2D communication network
is constructed according to physical closeness. Then devices are divided into several social
communities according to their interactions and ranked by node importance.
We propose an IBP based social-aware caching strategy. Within a community, BS makes caching
decision for devices according to the contribution of caching content to other devices. Contribution
degree is deﬁned to measure the contribution and calculated from IBP.
Finally, we study the performance of proposed strategy and compare it with other strategies in
terms of cache hit ratio and sum rate. The simulation results show that IBPSC strategy achieves
better performance, especially in the condition of small cache size and large parameter α.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We give an overview of related works in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces an IBP based socially-aware D2D (IBPSC) caching strategy. Section 4 presents the
simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Works
By deploying caching into D2D communication, QoE (Quality of Experience) and QoS (Quality of
Service) of users can be signiﬁcantly improved. The authors have proved that the D2D network
with caching performs much better than other solutions [9]. They also proposed a Maximum
Distance Separable coding based caching strategy for D2D, each device cache coded block with equal
probability, the content can be recovered by obtaining enough coded blocks from other devices [12].
Naderializadeh et al. applied caching into a spectrum sharing mechanism D2D network to improve
D2D spectral efﬁciency [13]. Golrezaei et al. divided the D2D caching network into several clusters,
then introduced two caching strategies, deterministic caching strategy and Zipf-Based Random caching
strategy. For deterministic caching strategy, each device caches the content with high popularity
without duplication. For random caching, the distribution of contents cached by devices randomly
and independently follows Zifp distribution [14]. Afshang et al. used Poisson cluster process for
modeling locations of devices and proposed a cluster-centric content placement strategy to optimize
the performance of the whole cluster [15]. Lee et al. proposed a clustering approach to optimize
energy efﬁciency and throughout for based station assisted D2D caching network [16]. Giatsoglou et al.
proposed a D2D-aware caching policy for millimeter-wave network to achieve higher ofﬂoading and
lower content-retrieval delays [17]. Gregori et al. obtained optimal transmission and caching by
formulating caching to a continuous time optimization problem [18]. The authors in [19] proposed
a mobility aware caching strategy, the devices with low-speed and high-speed cache most popular
content, the other devices cache content with lower popularity. Krishnan et al. proposed a Poisson
Point Process based caching strategy for D2D to reduce latency, the locations of devices are modeled by
Poisson Point Process, each device randomly caches a portion of content [20]. The authors proposed a
probabilistic caching strategy for D2D caching network to maximize the cache hit rate and cache-aided
throughput [21]. Chen et al. proposed a user-centric protocol and optimized proactive caching scheme
to obtain high ofﬂoading gain with low energy cost at helper users [22]. Malak et al. designed a
spatially correlated caching scheme, hard-core placement to increase cache hit rate. With the proposed
scheme, the devices caching the same content are never closer to each other than the exclusion
radius [23]. Recently, social relationship between users has been considered in D2D network. Zhu et al.
proposed a socially-aware incentive approach to incentivize users to cache content for others and
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minimize total cost of the network for retrieving content [24]. A hypergraph framework is proposed
by considering social ties, common interests and D2D transmission scheme for caching based D2D
communications [25]. Wu et al. defined a notion of socially-aware rate, then proposed a socially-aware rate
based content sharing mode selection strategy and modelled it as a maximum weighted mixed matching
problem [26]. Wu et al. proposed a D2D relay-aided content caching strategy, which considers the different
concentration levels of contents request from different users’ groups and user’s physical link [27].
In summary, most D2D caching schemes are proactive caching and cannot update cached
content in time. Moreover, they require accurate prediction of content popularity in future. Several
studies focusing on frameworks and incentive schemes are proposed, which have considered social
relationships between devices. In this paper, we propose an India Buffet Process based socially-aware
caching strategy to improve caching efﬁciency. Each device determines whether to cache the received
content independently according to contribution degree.
3. Method
In this section, we propose an IBP based socially-aware caching strategy for D2D communication
network. Physical closeness is used for constructing a reliable D2D communication network. Then the
devices are divided into several social communities and ranked by node importance according to
their interactions. Within a social community, IBP is used for modeling the inﬂuence of other users on
user’s selection of content. Caching decision is made by BS according to the contribution of caching
the content to other devices within same community.
To provide high quality D2D communication links, a reliable D2D communication network
is constructed according to physical closeness between devices. Physical closeness wij deﬁned by
Zhang et al. [10] is the probability of establishing a stable D2D communication link between device
i and device j in future, and it ranges from 0 to 1. BS is responsible for collecting devices encounter
history and calculating physical closeness wij . In our scheme, we consider the D2D communication
network as an undirected graph G(V,E), V is the set of devices, E is the set of edges. The weight of edge
between device i and device j is physical closeness wij . Then the reliable D2D communication network,
G’(V,E) is constructed according to physical closeness. Within the reliable network, the weight of any
edge is larger than a threshold wth . In other word, the devices can establish high quality D2D links
between them with high probability in future.
In our model, we take social relationships between devices into consideration, i.e., the interactions
between devices in history. We construct an interaction matrix Aij to represent the interactions
of devices, aij = 1, if there was an interaction between device i and j in history; otherwise,
aij = 0. Given the interaction matrix, the communities can be determined by the method proposed
by Chauhan et al. [28], the importance of node k to community can be calculated according to
Equation (1) [29].
c

v2ik

i =1

viT vi

Pk = ( ∑

)/c

(1)

where c is the number of communities, vi is an eigenvector of interaction matrix A, and vik is the k-th
element of vi . Pk ranges from 0 to 1. Within each community, the device with highest node importance
degree will be label as u1 (i.e., the ﬁrst user) in its community.
The authors in [10] have proved that IBP can model the inﬂuence of other users on user’s
selection of content. For an IBP with K dishes and N, the customers are labeled in ascending
order, c1 , c2 , ...., c N . The number of dishes selected by a customer follows Poisson distribution with
parameter α. The selection on dishes of customer c j is inﬂuenced and only inﬂuenced by its prior
customers, c1 , c2 , ..., c j−1 , where j = 2, 3, ..., N. The probability of customer c1 selecting each dish is
α/K. The probability of customer c j selecting dish k, p(z j,k = 1 | z-j,k ), is given by the following:
p(z j,k = 1 | z-j,k ) =

⎧
⎨m j−1 /j,

z-j,k = 0

k

⎩α/( j · K j ),
0
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where Z is a N × k matrix to describe which customers select which dishes, if the customer cn has
selected dish k, znk = 1; otherwise,znk = 0. z-j,k is the set of precious customers that have selected
j −1

dish k. For each customer cm belonging to z-j,k , we have zmk = 1, and 1  m < j. mk

is the number

j
K0

of precious customers who have selected dish k.
is the number of dishes which are not tasted by
precious customers.
In our model, within each community, devices are labeled in an ascending order according to
their node importance Pk , the device with highest node importance is labeled as ﬁrst user, u1 , i.e., ﬁrst
customer in IBP. By modeling the inﬂuence of other users on content selection, we deﬁne contribution
degree Iik to indicate the contribution of caching content k to device ui to other users within same
community. The contribution degree is given by :
Iik =

N
1
p(z j,k = 1 | z− j,k )
N − 1 j∑
=1;

(3)

∈z− j,k
j/

where p(z j,k = 1 | z− j,k ) is the conditional probability of user u j requesting content k given by
Equation (2). High contribution degree indicates content k will be requested by other devices with
high probability.
When BS receives a request sent by device ui , ﬁrstly checks whether the content is cached by
other devices. If the D2D caching network cannot respond to this request, BS will serve the request;
otherwise, BS locates content holder with highest physical closeness. BS calculates contribution degree
Iik according to Equation (3) and makes caching decisions for device ui by setting caching ﬂag f q
( f q ∈ {0, 1}). If Iik >= Ith , the content can be cached by device ui , i.e., f q = 1; otherwise, f q = 0,
the content will not be cached by device ui , as described in Algorithm 1. The caching threshold Ith is a
design number and ranges from 0 to 1.
Algorithm 1 IBPSC strategy
Input: G(V,E), wth , Ith ;
Output: fq (caching ﬂag, fq, indicates whether device can cache the content);
Initialize: fq = 0;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

BS collects encounter and interaction information of devices within the cellular network, calculates
closeness wij , constructs reliable D2D communication network G’(V,E) ;
grouping the devices into several social communities and calculating node importance to
community of each device by Equation (1);
for each community do
labeling devices according to their node importance to community, i.e., u1 , u2 , ......, u N ;
end for
BS receives a request for content f sent by device ui
BS calculates contribution degree Ii f according to Equation (3);
if Ii f >= Ith then
let f q = 1;
else
let f q = 0;
end if
if content f can be retrieved from other devices in the D2D caching network then
BS locates content holder with highest physical closeness and sends caching ﬂag f q to the content
holder;
establishing D2D communication to transmit content f with caching ﬂag f q;
else
BS servers the request directly with content f and caching ﬂag f q;
end if
When device ui receives content f
if f q = 0 then
device ui caches content f ;
end if
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4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we investigate the performance of proposed strategy and compare it with other
caching strategies for D2D:
•
•
•

Maximal closeness: BS locates content holder with highest closeness to user [10]. All the content
received by device are cached.
Zipf-based Caching: It is a proactive caching strategy, ﬁles are pre-cached into devices according
to Zipf distribution [14].
Most popular caching strategy: It is also a proactive caching strategy, the most popular ﬁles are
pre-cached into devices according to the predication of content popularity.

In our simulations, devices are randomly distributed on a surface covered by a BS, the radius of
BS is 500 m. The max D2D communication distance ranges from 5 m to 50 m. BS is responsible for
collecting users’ encounter and interaction history, also locating content holder(s). In our simulation,
cellular spectrum is used for both cellular and D2D communications, i.e., underlay inband D2D [30].
Content selections of devices are modeled by IBP. We use cache hit ratio and sum rate [10] to study
the performance of four caching schemes. We deﬁne cache hit ratio as the rate of requests satisﬁed by
other devices to all the requests sent by devices.
In our strategy, BS determines whether the content can be cached by device according to
contribution degree Iik and caching threshold Ith . Firstly, we investigate the inﬂuence of caching
threshold Ith on cache hit ratio under different Poisson parameter α and cache size, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Parameter α reﬂects user’s preference; a large α indicates that devices request new
content (has not been requested by precious devices) with high probability. Cache hit ratio increases
with Ith increasing in the ﬁrst stage, then decreases to zero. This is because, once threshold Ith exceeds
contrition degrees of all users, none of content can be cached in D2D network.
In Figures 3 and 4, we investigate the performance of all the strategies with different parameter α.
Parameter α reﬂects users preference, a large α means devices request new content with high probability,
which is not cached by other devices. In this case, the trafﬁc to BS will increase. As shown in Figure 3,
with the increasing of parameter α, caching hit ratio of all strategies decreases. The proposed IBPSC
strategies achieve highest cache hit ratio compared to other schemes, and the advantages of IBPSC
are more obvious with larger α. With α increasing, the total number of content requested by users
increases, therefore the sum rate increases as shown in Figure 4. The proposed IBPSC strategy achieves
best performance thanks to its contribution degree based caching strategy. The content cached by
devices will be requested by other devices with high probability in future.
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Figure 1. Ith with different Poisson parameter α.
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Figure 4. Sum rate vs. Poisson parameter α.

With the increasing of cache size, more content can be cached by devices, and more requests can
be satisﬁed through D2D communications. Therefore, the cache hit ratio of all the caching strategies
increases with the increasing of cache size as shown in Figure 5. Meanwhile, as more requests are
satisﬁed by devices, the trafﬁc to BS can be reduced. Figure 6 shows that the sum rate of all schemes
increases as the cache size is increased. Since the proposed strategy takes probability of establishing
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D2D communication in future into consideration, any two devices in the D2D communication network
we constructed can establish a D2D communication in future with high probability. We also consider
the social relationships between devices. Each device makes caching decision independently according
to contribution to the community of caching the content. Only the content with high contribution
degree can be cached by devices. Thus, the proposed IBPSC strategy performs much better than other
three strategies in terms of caching hit ratio and sum rate, especially with small cache size.
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of four strategies with different number of users. The cache
hit ratio and sum rate increase with the number of users increasing, since more caching space is
provided. With the increasing of Max D2D communication distance, the number of devices in D2D
communication network increase, more caching space will be provided. Therefore the cache hit ratio
and sum rate increase, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 5. Cache hit ratio vs. cache size.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced an Indian Buffet Process based socially-aware D2D caching strategy
(IBPSC). To provide high quality D2D communication links, a reliable D2D communication network is
constructed according to physical closeness between devices. Then devices are grouped into several
social communities and ranked by their node importance to community. BS calculates contribution
degree and makes caching decisions for a device according to IBP. Finally, the experimental results
have shown that the proposed IBPSC achieves highest network performance. In our future work, we
intend to apply network coding into D2D caching network.
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